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3. %
Liai of àmtola
0 velocity of eoimd
lift eoefflolent
0 speolflo heats at constant prcosure, and
I V vQltœ respectively
total differential (s V  In veotor form)
Q maso flow per oecoM
h entlialpy
k mnotant in adiabatic gao law
L lift force
. significant limar dimension
M . Mach number (-
M rotational flow parameter («w%^ ^  being asignificant velocity)
p preooure
q velocity
velooity components in x# and y^ directions
qy#qg radial a W  tranaveroe velocity components
^#9^ velooity com]^ x)nents inj^^ ondiy^ dlrectlono
%*9v velocity componento in tH and v^ dlrectlom
R gea cobotant (« o c )p V
r, 9 polar coordinateo
8 ^ entropy
T aboolute temperature
U oignifioant velocity
11,V paraboMo coordinates
cartesian ooordinatea
4#
0 complex variable (« % + iy# » ^ 1) 
circulation 
if ratio of spécifie heats (» )
Ô deflection of the stogmtion atream line 
*à f0o^ Jacobian of g/^  and rcopeot to
h;j^ and h^
6 eooontrioily of ellipse
fi opecifio conductivity
^  #7y elliptic coordinates
p densityX
'xjr stream function
m vorticity
^  gradient vector operator (s i ^ iu tixM
dimenaioml carteoian coordimtee, and j, unit
vectors)
Laplacian operator (« in twcMdlmenoioml
carteeian coordinates)#
'J»:
5.
Except fbr olasolcal vortex motion, amlytlcal aolutlom of rototlonal 
flow problems did not exist imtil 1943 when Talen Cl63 published his paper on 
aerofoils in a constant shear flow# Previously, in 1937# foung and Maas Dslü‘
carried out oxporlmcnta o%% the mturô of tho flow past â pltot tube In a 
transverse proscuro gradient# and found that there wao a displacement in the 
free stream^  of the stagnation stream line# During the last few years, some 
controveroy has arisen concerning the imgnitude and direction of this 
displacement as measured by loung and Maas# Accordingly# it was felt that 
much use could be made of a theoretical study of the two^imensional motion of 
flows with rotation# By obtaining the stream functions# in a dosed fon% for 
several shear flows p^ mt cylinders with various cross sections# it is hoped to 
establish# on a theoretical basis, the fact that there is a displacement# as 
mentioned above, in any rotational flow# Such solutions and methods of 
solutions will also help to f3,ll the present gap in the rotational floi^  theory 
in fluid dynamics# Further# in view of the fact that analytical solutions 
to eoQiprossiblo flow prob).ems with %*otation do not seem likely in the near 
fhture, it is also decided to investigate tlie possibility of relmmtional 
solutions of such problems*
References D1 to constitute the bulk of the work published on 
rotational flow of any description# with the exception of the rotational flow 
present in vortex motion*
The thesis is divided into four Chapters# Ohopter I gives a brief 
resume of the state of rotational flow theory up to 1955* Chapter II contains 
a study of the qogstant. shear,, flow past cylinders with various cross sections#
6.
Ohaptor III contains a method for obtaining the stream functions for qylindors 
in a variable aheor flow when the latter approximates firstly to a linear 
vorticity diotrlbution# and qecondly to the rotational flow present in a 
boundary layer# Farther# it lllustmteo the nature of the diffioultiee likely ' 
bo encountered in trying to obtain analytical solutions of problems where the 
rotation is of a more complicated nature# FimD.y# Chapter IV contains a 
relaxation solution to the two-dimensional isentropic gompros^ l^l^ l^  ^rotational 
flow of a gas through a chmmel containing a constriction# It also illustrates 
the complexity of tW numerical work required in obtaining relaxation solutions 
of compressible flow problom with rotation,
J.D#W#
7.
a.
Reaim^  of Rotatiopql.
In this SGotion, a short aeooimt of the present state of the theory of a 
steady# oontinuoue# frletionlem rotational fluid lo given. TW.o account lo 
In three eeotlons# the aocond and thli'd being of primary Importance for the 
reqidremente of the oubeequent oMptero In thle theels#
Included In the second part of the reomÉ are several reoulte derived ty 
the author from the fundamental eqnatlom#
In compiling this onmmary# nee was made of referoncee DJ to
All t)%e iwrk tliroughont this theele# unleee othen^eo stated# la baeed 
on the aesumptlon that the fluid lo
(1) continuous
(2) steady
(3) tW"dlmenolonal
(4) invlocld
(g) rotational.
I#L..
The study of vortex motion or rotational flow waa instigated by Helmholts
[1] in 18g8# end the majority of hie rcsultOf ore still in nee# An Introdnotic 
and diocueoion of clasoical rotational flow is given in Lamb DO#
The general work is covered by refarencee [3] to Cl9# tW otndy Wing 
ooncorned with steady# mn^viscoue# thermally non*»conductlng rotational flow of 
gases# subject to no o3d)raneouo force fiolda.
Prim Cl^ O# in 1949# gives a comprehensivo review of the atate of rotatioW 
flow theory# concentrating on the establishment of general properties of euch
9.
flows,^  and the discovery of exact solutions of the governing equations*
The referenoee In hie review# nnleoe they Imve a particular hearing on the 
GUhject matter of this thoole# will not he reproduced in the bibliography*
It should he noted that hie work also includes axially symmetric and spatial 
flow fields# together with tw(Hdimensional flows*
Subsequent papers discuss further exact solutions of the equations# and 
also steady# plane rotational Prandtl-^ Meyer flows* Heinrich (%] iWces 
reference to the effect of external heat in frictiohlGss rotational flow# 
and discusses the geometrical significance of vectors arising in the 
discourse* Sears Cl3 describes a linearwporturbation theory for rotational 
flow* Vassonyi Cl5] discusses individual %n*oblems of a more practical and 
physical nature# and derivos relations# between the vorticity# enthalpy and 
entropy.
The fundamental equations governing the steady# invisoid# compressible 
flov) of a gas# with constant Cp and c^  # the 8%)0cific heats, at constant 
pressure and volume rospcotively# are#
Equations of Motion (Havier'^ Btolms)
(U
Icpatloai of Energy
f ) "■ ( v ^  ^  )
=  x V " t  +  . ------------
io.
Equation of Continuity
.  0 ,_____________(3)
3  3G O ^  ’
Equation of State
P  = ^ R i r  ^-------------------- -— (4)
where x and y are the carteaian eeordlmtea# and cL the component velocitiea 
in the and direotiona reapectively# p the preaoure# p the donaity# T the 
abeolute t^ B^ Porature# K tim epeolfio conductivity# and R the gaa constant#
The rotation o# le given In carteelan coordinates by
CO =  ^  ^  ---------- ---------------- (5)
Differentiating the first equation (1) ty y, and the second by %# 
subtracting# and using the continuity equation# the fo32owlng reault
+  i a  ^  >
la obtained# which# after a little manipulation m y  be wltten oa
•  hff^ -
where  ^ la the JacoMan of p and 7^ with respect to x and y.
cor re spending result In three dimcnelQna tu easily obtained using vector 
methods# and may bo xwltten In vector notation an
—/ » T—7
(4 . %)( P'Jd) “  + f  V p x V j o '  ( ? )
where the vector opemtor ^  s  ±-^ -t (i» i o»3 ]^ toihg
the «nit vectors in the x-, y», and Ewiiroetions respectively) i and s^s^x a • 
The contimtlty equation (3) j^ eraits the intTOflaotion of #e stream function 
'\j/' , whore the cartesian coordinate velocities and a are given hy
/) = J_ M :  fl.. = - 4 - 3 ^  — _^______ (Ç)
A gas l0 considered to be bara tropic If there lo a unique ftmotlonol 
relationship between the pressure and deneity* For compressible flows the 
I'clatlonohip Is the adiabatic gae law
V?V =  ^ . ------------------------------------------------™where ratio of spécifié heats# and & Is the adiabatic
gas constant#
On substitution of relation (9) In equation (2)# it le oeen# uolng 
equation (4)# that K muet be 0oro and equation (2) le thuo an Identity. On 
the other hand# If K la aeeumed to be aero# it can be easily shown that the 
fluid met be bara tropic# Thus# the govei'nlng eqmtlono reduce to three
in number# ao expected# namely equatlono (1)# (3) and (9). The temperature
at any point can be obtained Imaediately from equation (4)# It should be
noted that equation (9) la tho law governing loezi^ yropio floi)# which le not 
the case in the rotational flow behliKa a bow shock wave# where the entropy 8# 
varleo from stream line to otreom lino# although tho otagnatlon enthal]%f for 
each otream line lo the same#
Wlwn the fluid oatloflea equation (9)# the right hand oldc of equation 
(6) lo 0oro# and on oubotltutlon of relations (8) lii^ he loft hand side#
equation (6) booomeo# since p is non^ sero#
12,
1 ±  __ ' h b  =  o
which has a general solution of tho form
^  =  F W ^   ---------------
whoro f('Y^ ) Is a general dlfforentlahlo fimotlon of ^  # Independent of x 
and y# E<ÿmtlon (10) ohowo that ^  Is oomtant along a stream lino* 
Eqaatlone (8) and (5) heoomo
UjU)  ^^
One further well'4mown relation arising from the fundamental equations# le 
Bernoulli (9 equation# i^Oh for an adlahatlo gw le
■ ^ z r  4 r i/ ^  >------------------------
whore h lo the enthalpy# the suffix e denoting etagmtlon eondltlone#
vasaoryl [%5] derlvoo tho %*elatlonehlp hotween tho velocity# entropy# 
and stagnation enthalpy# given by
-r- ^hs. (10)
where denoteo dlfforentlatlon noamal to a otroam line* Since both the
entropy S # and atagmtlon onthal^ h^  are functlone of alone# anduolng'X * ÇV
the fact that ^  equation (13)# that
^  • -------------------
12.
It la also apparent from equation (14)* that if tho la laentroplo# %  
la a function of 'xjr # alnee h^  and time are funotlona of ^  alone.
In oonelualon# It should bo noted that rotation ia present If eithor the entropy
or the otagnatlon enthalpy lo variable.
For oonvonlenoe# tv^ o^ lmonalonal rotational flows are now subdivided as 
follows# the relevant' lltoreture being included In each eeotlon$
In this cose# equation (10) Implies that the vortlolty w Is constant 
throughout the fluid* this restât iG^ of course# In agreement with Helmtiolt0*s 
theorem ^  0# where ^  denotes the total differential. The problem thus
reduces to finding eolutions# with specific boundo)?y conditions# of equation
(ll)# %4!hich In this case Is a particular example of Poieson's equation#
J^7 r\jr -f- 00 =  0  ^-----------------------
where w is a constant# and the Laplaolan operator V  *  *
In 1942# Talents paper# S^ymmetrical Joukowski Airfoils in Shear 
W8 published# in which ho gives the first particular solution of equation 
(Ig). It is the solution for constant shear flow past a circular cylinder, 
Tsien defines the stream function '\f^ m  a sum of two functions ^  and ^  # ■ 
where 'ür is the stream function of the undisturbed constant shear flow# and 
is the disturbanee stream f^ mction# duo to the presence of the cylinder. 
The function is thus a solution of Loplaco^ s equation# vhioh satisfies tho 
following conditions:
(i) the dioturbonco velocity duo to must vanish at points for from the 
body# which ensures parallel constant shear il.ow in the free stream;
(li) the -normal coi^nent of the disturbance velocity at the surface of the 
body must equal the negative of that due to # so tMt the resultant normal
14;
velocity lo equal to aero.
Using method# he obtains and llluatratee the flow flelde of a eource 
and vortex la a oonstant shear floif# and derives tlie stream funotloa for the 
constant shear flow i^ ast a circular cylinder# This method lo modified and
extended hy the author la the eecond cWpter# Although ctroam fUnctlono for
oyllndero with cross oeotlono other than a circle con only bo obtained Toy Tolon*s 
jERothod with great difficulty# lie obtaino formulae for the force and moment on a 
JîoWcowskl aerofoil# by transforming the circle* He further# dieeueoee 
circulation# strength of doublets and quadruplets# lift and moment cccfficiente# 
and aerodynamic centre*
Coombs [)L7] # employing complex variable theory# and James [iSf # using the 
Poisson integral# consider aerofoils in constant shear flow# and put forward 
methods for obtaining the stream functions for constant shear flow past cylinders^  
However# except for the case of the circular cylinder# tho stream functions can 
not be obtained in a closed form# If at all* In each case# however# without 
obtaining the stream functions# the resultant forces and moments are discussed 
fully*
References |l^# INI* ^  further discuss forces# moments and 
pressures on general aerofoil sections by extending the Blasius Theorem*
Prolmsh discusses the possibility of superposing parallel shear flows on 
sources# sihks and doublets: ho concludes ttmt the sur;erposed flows mat be 
irrotationel, whereas in actual fsiot# the vorticity bo a non^ a^oro constant# 
as is illustrated by Tsien [l6] * In the paper by Mitehdl and Murray |22] # 
the stream functions for constant shear flow past cylindors of varying cross 
sections are obtained in a closed form# particular attention being paid to 
positions of stagnation points and deflections of the stagnation stream lines: 
this work is described in detail in chapter II of this thesis*
15,
Goldstein and Llghthlll |1%] mo the hodogmph transformation on tho 
qonotont Ghoar flow imot a circular cylinder# and show that the hodograph plane 
10 a Rlemm mrface of elx Gheotn, They glvo 8omo Indication of the dlfflcoltl 
likely to 1)0 enoountored in wing the hodo^mph plane to obtain anolytloal 
oolutlom of flows with vortlolty present,
Kramer and Stonlta calculato numerloally the tw(Mdlmeneloml 
Inooiaprooelble comtant shear flow round a 90^  bend# paying particular 
attention to tho reglona of hlgji velooity and vorticity,
Thom j%| makes an aritWietlcal calcixlatlon of the flow at the mouth of 
a Stanton pitot tube ae the Reynold *0 number tende to soro. Although the flow 
io viseouo# and inoompreaelble# the initial rotation in the free etream ie 
constant# Re fiWe a stationary eddy under the lip of the pltot and calculatee 
tho height of the effective centre of the pltot.
In chapter IV of this theeio# a numerical solution lo obtained for conetant 
oheor flow through a channel with straight parallel sides# containing a 
Qonotriction, The roGUlta are given under tbie section.
2& Ini^ omureqai^ ble Flow with Variable Rotat^ qp
Equatione (10) and (11) reduce# in thia caue# to solving the oln^e partial 
differential equation
+ f  ( ^ )  “  0 , ---------------------- :------
i^ ith givon boundary conditione* In this caue the vortlolty at any point is 
given by 6) ^  (ojr j ,
As far ao the author is aware# no theoretical eolutione have yet been 
obtaiiW 'for inqo«^ %rc8@ible# two-dirensional flow with variable shear* In 
chapter III# the particular example of f('^ ) equal to Is diecusoed# where X 
Is a real .constant (positive or negative) and tho amlyslo results in a
theoretical solution for flow t;lth variable rotation#
Coraock (27] puts forward a method for the mmerlcal eolutloa of Polaeon^ e 
equation uolng matrloeG, Wt loaves the matriooe tholr Invereoo In general 
form# It lo Boon 1)3 tho numerical oxmqplo In chapter IV# whore lo a 
constant# that numerleal rolmcatlon la probably quWmr than Inverting the 
matrix, The Imorolon of tho general mtrl3E# or large order mtrlooa# is 
extremely difficult practically# If not l#oeBlMo,
The boundary conditions and oquatlonG In tills eectlon and the next# require
very careful conaldoration# due to the nonr^ llnoar nature of the partial
differential cqmtlom*
Since tho fluid ie leentropio# the entropy S# on oacli etroom line mot have
etho oeme value# and thus « 0, Aloe# elnce the fluid lo rotational the 
stagnation enthalpy h^  miwt vary from stream line to at roam line# and thi%o 
equation (14) reduoeo to
•X #
fj^ —s —  ^  '^' /yj^ --— — --— ----------- ---
The two fundamental oquatlone ore thus
+  % ( f  I f  ) - f  I V  -  ■ - -------
and
f r  t  +  i '  A , . ------------------------------------0, )
If hg (or the etagK^ iatlon speed of aoimd e^ )# ie given ae a fimctlon of then 
a mlution la defined for It ehoiild be mted# that a olmlle
result 1(3 obtained mlog equation (lo)# where f(^^ lo deflnod by the original
17#
demlty and vorticity# To oonclmW# an iaontro%)lo rotational flow con not 
arleo from a reoeivelr whom tho promum# denalty# and thm the temporaturo 
are oomtant*
In ohe^ tor IV, equations (18) aM (19) are Wcon in norMdlmemionol form,
exproooW in the form of finito difforonoo oqimtiono, and oolvod by oimultanoom
rolmcatlon for tho problem of flow through a ehonnol with porallol lAdoo contain!]a constrictlo]
Tho flow# boing noU'^ lGontroplG, lo rotational# and equation (14) #vo8
a sw = %  T%r . -------------------------------------------(9^0)
assuming in this oaoe tlmt tho stagnation enthalpy le the same on every otreom ll; 
Equation (18) beoomeo
Tho form of the other equations ie dependent on the apeelflo problem#
I^ itoholl [28] emplt^ re a rolmoation method of solution to evaluate the mixed 
Guboonle and mpormnlo nonr^ lGentrople flow régions downetream of a bow ohoOk 
%mvG, formed when a parallel oupersonio flow Impingea on a blunt nosed twO'* 
dimensional oWtaolo# The equationo he useo are equation (21), and Bernoulli*e 
equation for the r stream line downetream of the ehook In the form
( ^ )  -  [ '  '  . ' : ------------------
where (pa)y* (Po)^ # ^  values of the stagnation donolty and preeeure
downotream of the ohqOk, and the stagnation opeed of sound# roepectlvely* The 
equationa connecting the piroeeuro, denalty and entrop>y are
"fc- “   ^ »
whore %  # Pa Pa entropy, otagmtlon presmuzo and density on all
Gtrmm 11%M3S npotream of the shook and $y, 4iy and Oy tlw entropy, odiahetlo 
gao constant and apood of oound rospeotivoly, on the atx'eam lino dowmtream 
of tho ahodi:. In noiWimonoioW, fom, the flow parmetor on the r^ h
aotream line appoare, whore r :» ^  ^ kl%3g tho moo flow per second
under ffoe etream conditions, and H eome typical length in #e problem*. A
Idetailed doscription of the method of obtaining^ y and g on the stream 
lineo downetrem of the ehock io given,wing ahook wave data, Equations (%) 
and (22) are esspreeeed in dimcmionleos form, replaced by the corresponding 
finite difference eqwtiona and relaxed eimnltanoouqly, the field lacing evalmte 
for a parallel etream of ^ iaoh number 1*8, The vortlialty in caloulated, wing 
equation (20), evory%)here in the field, and it ie found that tW etream line 
atartiog from tho point of maximum vorticity on the ohock wave, is a locus of 
high vorticity in the rotational field downstream of the ehodk wave* %4itohell 
further ehowe that the angle <j!>, between the line of qonetant Mach number and 
"Wie stream line through a point is given by
( ^ )t a n  <t> \  ^  ^ ./ u /  - -— ..............-   ' ” "Tnr  > ------------------------- (  #1^)
where do la the elementary arc length along a atroam line, L la the radiuo of 
curvature of the stream lim at the point, n » Gonotant la the family of stream 
lima, and M la the Madi mmber# Wing equation (22), It io ocen that on the 
obetaclo L la infinite and # la aero, roaulting in tho f&ct that lines of 
oonatant 1^!ach number moot the obataclG at right a^ igloe*
The met important feature of the paper, la the adaption of relaxation 
technique to tho evaluation of mixed eubaonio and eupereonlc fields, changes 
In entropy being taken into account#
19.
Eimom [29] puts forward a method of relaxation, appllooble to subecnie 
reglono only# which he moo to ovoluato the rotational eubsonlo field of flow 
behind an ai'bltrarlly placed shock a hyperbolic channel*
Althougji not quite rolvaat from the point of view of this theele# the 
paper by Pal chould be mentioned, He dlocaosea aoiae of the %%poportlC8 
of the super conic rotational flow over tiKMdimeneional ogives, Oharney (gQ 
and Platsmm (3^  dlocuoo tlie numerical integration of tW umtoady baratroplc 
vortlolty equation, from the point of view of determining the vorticity in 
the atmonphere» Mitchell and McOell |33[| evaluate numerically the rotational 
field behind a bow ehodk wave in axially symmetric flow# using methoda eimilar 
to thoeo described by Mitchell (2^ * - Although the problem lo throc'^ imcnolont 
the relaxation solution le for all practical purposoo twcMdlmenelonal,
It is not poeelble to examine the finite difference replacemonte of tlie 
compile aclblo rotational flow equations for stability and convorgence (0*Brion# 
Hyman, and Kaplan QiwQ)# due to the non*llnear nature of the differential 
eqmtiom*
Young and Maaa |3^ Q in 1936 investigated the nature of the dloplaeement 
of the otagnatlon otream lino tJhen a pltot tube io placed in a region of 
traneveree total-^ preeeure gradient# The exi)erlmente were carried out by 
m#ing pltot traversée behind the trailing edge of a oymmtrical wing eection 
at different distances from the trailing edge, with varying olaee of pltot# 
the air Gpeed being approximately 75 ft,/coo,. It ohoUld be noted that the 
work io of a g|i^ :^ g^ lmenoional mturo.
The moot important qualitative result arising from tho investigation 
l8 the fact that the stagnation stream line ie displaced to a region where 
the velocity io hi#0r than tlmt opposite the geometric centre of the fhco of
2D.
the pltot,
Ûi'h'Ù(X^\.The observations ro^ jited to tho ^ xsrts of the trovorseo whoro ' 
was Gubotantloliy oonotont, % being the dlatanco tlwough wg^ ce# sieaoured from
20 d  C3 ^  )Gome fixed point* Young and Maas fom%d that for a range of '
from 0*1 to 0*2, whore D 18 tho oxterml dlomtor of the pltot# the ratio §/<a 
lo Gubotantlally constant# whore 6 lo the dlsphacoment of the offeotlve centre 
of prooonre# For a value of 0*6# y^ ioro l0 tho Internal dlometcr
of the pltot# tho caporlmnts #ve &/D « 0,18#
Tho case being oomtant la oquivolont to a parabolic velocity
distribution over the oomtant range* TM case of a cylinder in a flow# which 
approximates to that i&th a parabolic velocity profile la dieeuoaod In chapter 
III,
Johanneoen and MOlr [^] carried out an Invectigation on the effect of the 
ei0G of pltot tuWo In a twcMdlmemlonal ouporconlc wake# and tholr exporlmenta] 
reanlta ehow Imrdly any effect of tho Iclnd found by Yoimg and Maaa,
Daviec [3^ dcecribOG coiao offeotc of pltot else on meaanrementG of 
laminar boimdo%y layero on a flat plate and conec In a Guporconlc wind tunnel# 
and compares them with roanlta obtained by other invectlgatora, The rocultG 
obtained by Davies conflict with those of Yomg and Moae* Davlec found in 
the mipcroonic oaee that the deflection of the etagmtlon stream line ic to 
a region where tho velooity lo lower than that oppoclte tho pltot tube centre* 
The cendltlonocf the Investigation In tlio mboonlc case were different however j 
tho pitote Dovlee need being of a two«*clim@noional nature. Due to the email 
amount of data puWSehed on the pltot else affecte at supersoniglopeedG# the 
résulté as yet eoem Inconelueive,
P*A, MaoMHlen in Cambridge# la at present carrying out exporlmenWL
work on rota-tioml but hio %wrk ifJ ap yet inupuMlehecU
No attempt hao b o m  m W o  In thlo olmptor# to give a full aoooimt of 
rotational, flow theory# The author buo concentrated on tho porto vMch 
arc Important for the requiromento of thle thoolo, and tho paper# dlocuoood
in detail ore thoao which have eom direct bearing on tho oubooquont
chuptoro of the thooio#
Il .Oonetfânt
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Flow with €on#tapt.^,0!^ear,.. r^t,.,Cyljlnd^ .r4,_wi1^
Several author# have obtained otroam function# for inoompreoBible flow 
with comtant ahear paet oylindoro of different ehape# in two dimemion#
([lô]# (llQ# and [iC^  ). Tm force# and moment# have been calculated uelng 
the methode deaorlbed* but except in the caoe of the circular cylindor, cloeed 
expreaaiono for the ctrcam function in the phyeical plane can be obtained only 
with great difficulty# If at all# Accordingly# in thl# chai)ter# the etream 
function# for oonotant chear flow pact a variety of cylinder# are obtained#
From each atream function the main characterietio# of the flow ere determined# 
The Qonaral Trapoformation and OircttLar Cylinder
For two dimeneional motion# aceumed to be continuoue# cteady# Incomprecoibl 
and invloold# the equation of continuity in rectangular corteelan coordinate# 
l 8  ( 1 * 3 )
o x  o  y
%iherc and qu are the cartoclan velocity component#*
Since the flow i# evorywhore rotational# the potential can not be employed+
The continuity equation# however# permit# tho introduction of the etroam
function $ where
%  ® ^  ~ ,
The vortlcity# <ia# 1# defined by
d O x  " S T T  >
Which on oubatltution for %  and give# (1*15)
w K: 0 * ------------------------ (I)
v,Æ^'
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The etreom nmet tbm mtlofÿ equation (1)# and the vortlcity w,
o&tlaflco
where — * denote# the total differential. However# oince the vortlcity 1# 
constant in the free etroam# and the flow ie ineompreeolhle# w le conetant at 
every point in the field. The %)rohlem reduooe to finding a solution# under 
given boundary condltlone# of equation (1)# whore m la a oonotant.
An awclllary atream fimotloh ^  # which eatleflee Laplace*a Equation# 
in Introduced memio of the tranoformatlon
X  " r 2 a + B '
where A aaâ B are eoiKJtanta» 0,n tiif'fe re a tia tin g ,
« V Y  [  I  ]
^  ^  e $  #
=: 0 #
where ira the Laplaclon operator t » The transformation y ie ld s  
0 In all normal ooordlmte eyotemo# which Include# for example# plane 
polar# elliptic# and parabolic ayeteme. reproaenta a atream function which 
oatloflea the condltlona for Irrotatloml flow.
For the case of flow with constant shear parallel to the s^ -axla
'liüsiCO =  #
which gives
a U  ^  a y  #
where U la the velocity along the x^ axla# and
a  %  -  ^  y ^  jp
where the cqnotant of integration la taken to be aero. From the tramformatloi 
given by relation (g)#
25.
a %  + gWk # % W#
Tlie atream Hmctlon for shear flow past a olroialar eyllndor derived by
Tslen [l] # can be obtained very qulclOy aq follows# Equation (5) give# 'jr
for parallel flow# ao the Imglmry port of the complete function
%  + is*^ # where a « % iy# which according to $411m Thomson*#2(A+B)
Circle Theorem is modified to t (# -* 1 .0 2(A+B) ?  ^  ^
when a circle of rodlue r^  lo inserted at the origin# Bnbetitutlng # the 
imaginary part of the latter complex function# into the traneformtlon formula# 
the stream ftmotion ijf'# which otill contalno A and B# is obtained# which# in 
polar coordinates r and 9# le 
'>|r = »  sin 8 (1 - ^  ya coo »  (1 - Sa- )
(Ar^ coe% + Br^ sin%)#
Since the cylinder r » r^  le a eolld boundary# qlr la constant on r » r^ # Thus,
on r K r^#
I CO r ^^  (A 000%  t 1 sln%) #' atSS)
which varies with 9# unices A » B# under which conditions ^  would be constant 
and equoljto circular cylinder# Thus# putting A =; B# the
required etream function la
'xjr * SSaL + !J alas (r - Ï2I )
4 *f (2s* 8la% * ^  00828),------------------(6)s"*4' mB
where ^ t a k e s  the constant value aero on the cylinder# and tendo to 
+ %  "" %  y^ aa r — > 0 0  #4
The tranoformatlon# which in this caae reduceo to 'vj/* « -ÿ- ^  3?^ # In plane
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polar coordinates# used In conjunction %jlth Milne Thomson*0 Olrole Theorem# 
constltuteo a ueefUl extension to this tlieorom# lAlch permlte the Inclnolon 
of <;onetant shear flows past clroular cylinders*
It should ho noted# that this mctonelon has oertaln limitations* ConetOE 
Ghoor flow pent oyllndere of crose oeetlone other than a circle# can not he 
obtained hy directly transforming the region outside the circular boundary on t 
the region outside the boundary of the desired oroea section* tlils lo# howevei 
permleelhle In Irrotatlonal f),ow under certain conditions [38]# To llluetratç 
the limitation of using transformât lone In this way for rotational flows# the
X
case of a clrdo being transformed to a flat plate Is used*
The transformation a & 4 JQL* maps the region (mtside a circle In theZ
%^ plane on to the region outside a straight line of length 4^ 0 lying along tho
awKKls in the emplane* The con%)lex function for rotational flow past the
circular cylinder In tho'ÿ'-^ field Is U(Z + S&l ) 4 ^ ScL )# which#-i % 4
on using the above transformation to the s*plane# becomes 
Us* 4 ^  This i%>resents the complex function for the same
free stream flow past a flat plate In the^"*flold# However# tlie complex 
function In the physical plane
ÜS ♦ ^  sC8*-4to®)^* ^  i(a®^4ro®)*^][v2 * i(s*r4*'o®)^j»
where 5 is the complex conjugate of a* The stream function ^  for tho flow 
past a flat plate would then be the imaginary part of the latter complete 
function* It is easily seen that this imaginary part Is not equal to 
Qy % yO, which Is tho true stream function for shear flow past a flat plate 
lying along the 3&#axis, Further# ^  must satisfy the conditionr that"on th< 
boundary it assumes a constant value* From the imaginary part of the stream 
function# it is easily shown that is not constant along the x^ axls#
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However# for a given value of the constant 0# equal to a constant doee give
a oolld boundary# and t h e ^  thue represent a the shear flm poet the cylinder 
whose orooe eeotlon le thle eolld boundary# The solid boundary# however# would 
then vary with each value of the oonetant taken by the vortlolty m# and thle# 
of courae# limits the praotlool applloatlon of the method* Although the analyo^  
may be oomowhat tedloua# retention of the general A and B In the transformation 
may enable tho true atream funotlons paot the tronofomed bodlou to be obtained+ 
If a body# however# has natural coordlnatoo# the general method# deeoribed 
eiAeequently# should# of course# be ueed#
Cleno2*aX, Oonalderatlono
The otream function for aH flown with constant shear# must eatlefy 
the followlK&g boundary condltlono*
1. ^7 4 w c 0
2, 'ijt — > constant 4 tiy w 8 y^ am x — > # oO
3* 4^ % 0 on the given cylinder#
Thle constant# In condition 2## my bo omitted# which would reoitlt In^» concto] 
(other than mro) on the cylinder#
Tliese three conditions do not determine a unique eolutlon for flow with 
constant oheer pact a (Qrlinder# oince the addition of circulation about the 
cylinder to the otream function doec not alter the oatlefhctlon of the boundary 
ccndltlona# Than# for unlqueneac# tho value of the circulation must be 
stipulated#
If la the circulation and g and d^ ore the velocity# and element of 
lengtli vectors ree%)eotlvely# then the circulation round any olooed path L le
given by .
r* = y a .
f
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a  • %  (Stolcea’Q  ï'heoyeît)
S ^(# \ diB' #s
ThusI
a # 8#--------  ;--------------- (73
where 8 iq the area enolosed# in the plane# by the dosed path L and w is the 
two'^ dimeneioml vortieity* Thue# has the eame value roimd a doaed path
in the field of parallel constant ehear flow ae In the field of constant shear 
flow past a cylinder# The path L can be any dosed path in the field (Indudini 
or exdnding the cylinder ). If it io taken as the oroes eoetioml boundary of 
the cylinder# the readt# given by equation (?)# oliowo that the insertion of a 
omooth cylinder in the flow with comtant shear does not alter the circulation 
round the path now occupied by the boundary of the cylinder* Thio reeult hue 
been put fonmrd# but not proved# by Toien in a paper by Richardson (Ml*
In particular# the etreem function for a circulation round the oiroular 
cylinder of radius r^ # in of the form K log %  ,# where le tho strength
of the circulation# The addition of thio term# which io included in # 
being a solution of Laplace Ëqi»ation# altera the poeition of the stagnation 
pointe in the finite field# as in the case of irrotatloml flow# In the 
following work of this chapter# however# mileoa otherwise stated# the olrculatio 
will conform with the result stated by equation (?)# that E io eoro# Thio 
gives the circulation H  # in a clockwise direction round tho circular cylinder# 
an w#0^# lihero# in thio case# 8 %
Bxm^nation of thg 8he6*r jfrnot the Oir
ITo eaee the analyolo carried out at a later otogo# it io dooirable to
introduce non^dimemional quantiÜDO at the outoot# If
y* » % * ® I # and ^  *
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whore G lo the maso flm: undor free otroam oondltlono and eqml to Uh# and h is 
oome olgalfleant linear dimension In the particular problem# then equation (l) 
beeomeo
\ y  a 0,
^  Û ^ 3 ijwhere ^ 7 ^  ^ The non-^ dlmenolonal mmWr %%T will be denotedV  9y*
throughout thla theolo by N# and imleoo otherwloo stated, will be taken to be 
positive* This number N# a dimenelohleee parameter for rotational flow# 
appears repeatedly in tho résulté obtained In this theole* Equation (1), 
in Ite dlmonsionlo8G form, beooma
^ e: 0,
The stream function for eonetont ehear flow paet. a oiroular cylinder of
radiue r^ , liao been derived, and is given by equation (6)* Wilng r^  to be
the algnifioant linear dimension, and putting r* % *"/%» the otream funotion^ 
which lo a oolntion of equation (8), and which ootiufloc the general boundary 
conditione 1*, 8*, and 3» in dimonolonlese form. Is 
*\{f' S= ^  ♦ Bin 6 Cr‘ - |y) - ^  (gr«^  3la% + ^  eos 2e),------ (?)
It should be noted that the flow io symmetrical about the y<ncio*
The velocity q, at any point in tho field,io given by
c|^ ^  4 -^---------------- -^-------(10)
where q^  and are t)ie radial and transvoroe comi^ onento of the velocity
respectively# Tho non'^ imeneionol polar coordinate velocities are given by
 ^ = -^ |ir  *
Equation (10) thus ^veu the velocity q^ , in ito nogMlimonGlonal form#
In the ouboequent anolyele on the circular cylinder, the dash notation io 
dropped, but it must be remembered tliat nonf*dlmemional quantities ore still
being used, tmloss otberwlno atated*
The compononte of velocity ore thus
%  ~ ® «08 © (1 - |t) - {1 - I7 ) ,--------r
%  ^ ^ * aia 9 (% 4 if) 4 -IflCgr ein% S8B^6&  j --------0 &)
which on substitution In equation (10), glvoe tho velocity at any^lnt (r,9)$ 
Stagnation points In tho flow are glvonjby
» 0.
With o and qj^ aero# equations (11) and (12) Ixaoome & sot of slmultnneoua 
equations In two unknoi^ ma r and 9, the ooordlnateo of the stagnation pointe# 
Equation (11) becomes
“ * a W  (1 * |jS) 1 (1 - |s) cos 9 ss 0*
solutions of which are
I, sin 9 e ' (f3 + 1) ,
II. r a 1 ,
, >
III# COS 0 fts Û #
The valuee of r emd 9 for stagnation points are obtained when these three
conditions are incorporated with equation (12), with qu aero# Each ease
is coneldGred separately#
I* Equation (12), #th ^  soro, becomee
15^5 ( I * i f f )  -  h  [ i f i l F  *  V Æ r
Ml
which roduoce to
r4 (1 4 4 4 1 «: 0,
since r 0, tho solution of which in purely Imaginary# Thus, coiklltlon I 
reeuito In no real valueo of r and 9 for otagnatlon pointe.
0
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II* lihen r % 1# (l*o# on the olapoular oylli^ dey), oquütlon (12) iflth 
<L seyo# glvoQ
= 1 1  'I c»^  + i f  , -
Thus» for moy v^ lne of there (are at leaat tvo stagnation points on tho 
oyliWer# and if N io mall thoro are four# Examination of equation
(13) show that thoro ore fonr valnoa of G # whore tho ouffix e donoteo the 
value of G taken tgr the stagnation point on tho cylinder# if # three
if N «3/ # and two# if # this eorreepnnde at tho two extremoa to
flow with large vortlolty and email vortioity roapoetivoly# Infinite vortlolty 
(or aero standard velocity)# correapondihg to aero M# gives valuoa for 0  ^of 
V ô # # fhe stagnation points in the region G ^  .2?
have values of 0 # which slwciya satisfy ^ ^ » and % ^  ^  # Aa
5 grows larger# the tw upper atagmtion points move upum^ de until 5 =:3/|^  #
when they ooaleece at %  ^  2 * Henceforth the oombinod point moveO off the
cylinder leaving two stagnation points oyBmetrically placed about the y^ oxio 
on the cylinder below the x>#Q]d.e (y ^  O)# The three diet^ j^ ct caeeo for 
stagnation points on the cylinder are Shown aohemtioally in Figure (a)# where
oroooee denoto poeitiono of stagnation poinW
0 < H 4"
Ws2m.„kX
34<H,< cO
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value tslten by the stream function on tho oylindor Is sero# this 
being obtained by putting r &: 1 1%% relation (9), As r — >oO #
4^ y ^  # and on putting mm$ two valiioo of tho non^ dimonsion
ordinate yi are obtained? whore tlio suffix a denotoo the stagnation stream 
lino* Thus# tho stagnation stroam lino oomoo from pointa In tho free otrema# 
whooo pooitiona are givon by tho equation
#* #yg "# 1 A 0*
The latter hao solution
%  » M i («"" + -k)^.' .%
The otream line from the notWimeneional ordinate H io the
stagnation stream line of the lower stagnation points (y_< O)# and is the 
stream line with the met representative total head# It is eeen f^ om the 
eehomatie free stream velocity diagra% given in Figure (b)^ that thie 
stagnation stream line comes from a region of hi^er velocity than that 
op^ x>eite the diameter of the cylinder# This reoiiLt is in agreement with tho 
experimental results of Zoung and Maao # although# in their case# the 
tronoveree preooure gradient lo comtant# and not the vortlcity. Qualitative] 
the diz'ootion of tho dioplacemont of the stagnation stream lino io the same# 
Both otroam lines 0# move on to the oyllndor if A  # but oniy tho 
lower if * In this eaoe the soro from y X 0 becomes a normal
stream line containing no stagnation points#
33.
zc ■= — oû
hi = 0 N > 0
BejDoro tho complote field of flow mn be dotermlnod^  tho third condition
met bo Qoneldorod In conjunction W.th oqnatlon (12) j, with qu aoro#
III* Tho eolntlon of
OOP G =: 0 #
le 9 a (2n + # where n can take Integral valuoe» positive or negative#
Indndlng eero# Blnoe the e^ proeelon foz* the etream function lo of period 
2)t# the two oaeoo# n aero and imlty# need only be coneldered#
Mhon 9 » ^  # equation (12) with qu 0oro# given
(1 # ^ ) # (ar f # 0| 
which for ^ 0 ylo3.do only negative or Imaginary valuco of r* Thno# there 
are no stagnation points on tho lino 9 (the y^ axlo for y < O)# On the
other hand# G & ^ glveo valueo of r# which are solutions of
r^ fr^  * Hr -I* *1 « 0 *-------------- (IS)
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on tW valw of r lo real (and pooltlve) or Imaglmry#
Solution of equation (15) numorloally# proved quicker than the tcdlouo 
manipulation required to obWln the solution theoretically# Aa a chodk to 
the prevlouo caee (K)# H glvco r « 1 as the only real poeltlve solution
(r )^ 1) of equation (19)* Any aolution mat naturally have a value of r ^  1 
for real etagnatlon pointa In tho field# It can he cacily eboun that for 
Î? * there ie no real value of r ^  1 eatlefying equation (19)# uhereae
for n $ there ie one real pooitive value of r 1,
Tbuo# uhen the tuo upper stagnation pointe (y ^  o) on the cylinder move
toimrda @ ^ # they coalesce at 0 @ & for % » ^  # and henceforth moVc
off the cylinder aa one# The combinod point movee along the y^ wsle toworda 
y A f oO # ubich io reached uben I) ie infinite# corresponding to irrotatloml 
flow#
Dernoulli*0 Theorem# for incoi^ reeeible flow# mgy be uritten ae 
E f  I* qQ r. II p------------------------------------------------(10)
where p le the preaeure# p le the oonetant deneity# and the Bernoulli
Gomtant# io a constant for a given etreom line*
The resultant force on the (ylindor Is a lift force (in y direction ^
This lift fbroe L lo given in dlmensleml form by
L a 2»o ^  0in 6 *  »
"tpër unit length of cylinder# Using equation (l6)# tlilo beoomee
I* % r p C c|^ olnG d© *----- - --- —— (/?)o* 0•]| CJ
where # the value of t&ie veloolty on the cylinder# lo obtained from equal
(10)» On the circular cylliïder# (%)^ ^  # and eo
« 4^%  ^ oln& -* BIW. 8ln%^  rzr O ' O^
t (4U^%»%^) 0ln% t EOWg oln© * *" 4
Thus# eubetltutlng tI%lo expreoolon In equation (1?)# and evaluating the
roaulting Integral# the lift force la found to be
Il £3 Sxpr^ U^o#
which may I’m written ao ,
&nipc^(8r^)u»#--------------
whore the lift coefficient c, % # with U « % r .  ^  before*
The Important geometrical quontltleo# In the flow are oo follows*
(1) the deflection of the otognatlqn etroam line in the free otrcam# 
given by the non^ d^lmenelonal ordinate
%  - *3 + i^ )^  #
(2) the dofleotlon of the otagnatlon point (y < o) on the cylinder given by
the noiWlmcwlonal ordinate
^ è 4^ 1)^  #
(3) and the noiWlmenolonal deflection Ô# of the stagnation etroam line# 
given hy ^ he difference In the two e:q)re88lona above# namely
 ^^  y$ yq ^ 1)^  "* #
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Althou# the etreom Unction for tho clroular cylinder can not he obtained 
as a partimlar example of tlie gonerol olllptlc cylinder# the above quantities# 
together with the lift force# are p.:rtioular oaoee of the general results# 
Accordingly# graphe of these quantliges ore eliown ifith the résulté for the 
elliptic cyllndcro In Figwreo (3)# (S)- and (6)# respectively#
On giving particular volnee to # the flow field con be doecrlbed 
fully# Although mch flows oi'e phy8lca3.1y improbable# tho oaeo mot likely 
to arise in practice la the flow corresponding to * Accordingly#
a oohcmatio f3.ow field for is ohoim in Figtiro (1)# tho region 0
oWLy# being ehom# since the flow is cymetrical about the y^axia, The 
flow fi.elde for other rangea of W have similar characterictico to those 
portrayed in Figures (4) and (7) far tho elliptic cylinder.
The general tranoformation# from equation (3) givee# in its dimensional
form#
where 'ÿ' le a colutlon of %»aplac6*8 Equation, For flow with conotant ohoor# 
parallel to tho x^oxie# iq given by
Ÿ  « %  4 1 ,
In the presence of a cylinder# it ic convenient to write
whore ^  ^a W  ^ solution of Laplace *0 Equation#
which tends to a constant ae mOO # The general transformation i@ then
/V(r « -J-o. •* 1 »
which rasults in
/vl/- î4 %  I y® ,--------------------- (/?)
■'V ‘ rz
.3/
- i
■r/
»ri
X  M
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Thle can alao be obtalmd by taking ^  a@ %  plw a gemral aolutlon
of Laplaoo^ a Equation Involving A and B# i-fhloh tonda to a comtant oe 
Taking the elliptic oyllndor oa a apcclflc examyle# It can caclly bo ohom that 
A mat bo cerof In ordoy to aatlaiÿ the f^ *eo atream boundary condition# and 
again cqmtlon (19) la obLalnod*
If a body hae natuz'ol coordlnatoa# 'ÿ" . le foimd In Ito general form 
In terms of those coordlnatGO# by colvlng Lai)lace*a equatlo%i using tho method 
of separation of variablea. The solution mnat aatlaiÿ the condition that 
^  ^ constant as % cO .  ^and the general coefficients In tho
solution are fcmW by Pourlor Amlysle# using the condition that is aero 
on the cylinder* To illustrate this method» otream fonctions are obtained 
for the general elliptic cylj^er# with minor exie parallel and perpendicular 
to tho flou# the finite flat plate, the infinite flat plate and the parabolic 
cylinder# It ehould bo noted that Teien^ c method ie a a3.ight modification 
of the cauo with ^  in polar cooi^ dlnatee#
The Cvlinder,#id
In the cace of flow with constant shear pact on ellipse# centred at the 
origin (Eiguro (2))# elliptic coordlnateo ^  introduced by means
of the formulae
% - c CQBh ^  eoo #  (9lO)
y » c B%mi ein fj $ 
where o ic a constant# Tho ollipoe ^  m ^ # (major and minor oacea a and 
b along tho and oxea respectivoiy) la taken ao the solid boundary, and 
the velocity profile ae % —^ oO .is given by tho first two term on the 
rl^ t^-^ band-^ oide of equation (19)# i^ hidh# in elliptic coordinator# become
H<D1
0
y
g
-P
1
0R
1
*5-po
«HOPi0«H
1 
gM
üo Binil ^  olm ^ ^  ^  ^  # Laplaco • b  Bqnatlon in olliptic
üoordimtGB %&th aolntlon io
---------------------------------
"Writing ^
oubat3.tutin{|/ in eqimtion (SI) and oolving by déclaration of varlabloo# the reaiil 
« 3 %  (Ojj coo nîO + bjj oln nY^ )(o^ e“ S  + o”“ 5  )»
le obtained, where n ia the reparation ccmtant, and b^, c^, and d^ are 
conotante# Since the otreara function (and ie of period Zn, n imot
take all the Integral valued, and oinco — > constant as oO ,
c„ must be laero. Thuo,
£
3^^ 2, oos n 7^  ni^ ) e ^^ 5 , (n ss o, X, 2, ,##) (S»W
whore and are constants# On substituting this value of in 
equation (19), the stream function is obtained# In order that may 
retain the constant value 0cro on the ellipse ^  ^ ^  ^  2 0^ , the
coofficionto and In equation (22) must satisfy tho relation
0 w  ÏÏC sinh ^  ^  sin ^  sinb? cos 2 9^  ) J
* ^  ^  sin nt^ ) o .
Equating the coefficients of sin n and cos , A^ and are f
be
^ sinli^q  ^ 1 sinh^^o
”^1 ^  ^ ^ Ajg 55 ##• 53 (,)|i 55 *# IJc sinli ^ e^ ,
55 ]E^ 55 53 ###*##
41#
Since a « c co e h ^ b » q s i#  and « a^ -* b% tho non-^ 0oro oonatants
are tbua • ^
leading to the required expreselon _
^ b^  + U 1^0 ainli^  ** b j sin jp
^ sihh^^  ^^ b%^(^o “"3  ^ ^ coo 2 ^  j (H$
for the stream function In tho oaae of constant ohear flow past an ellipse
with Its #)inor mdo perpendloular to the stream# When w le aero, the
stream function for Irrotatlonal flow pact an ollipso la obtained# Tho
value of # given by equation (23) eatlofloo the three neceoeary oondltione# 
1#
2, =0 on ,
3# ^  ^ b® 2 #8 ^  OO #
In an exactly similar manner, If the velocity profS.le at y =» f ia
:aken to be
X  * “ «îy, »  V  - CK  , (#1^)
w h e r e  V  l o  t h e  s t a n d a r d  v e l o c i t y  o n  t h e  y^#axla, t h e  r e q u i r e d  e t r e a m  f u n c t i o n
18 ^  E
oj/^ «  V x  -  I  ^  ( â ^  C O B  n  Tf^  f  p i n  n  )e"*^ ^  #
w h e r e  t h e  c o n e t a n t a  a n d  B L  a r e  f o u n d  m  b e f o r e #  T h e  r e s u l t i n g  a t r e a m  
f u n c t i o n  , f o r  c o n s t a n t  c h e a r  f l o w  p a s t  a n  e l l i p s e  ^  ^  3 o  ^ ^ t h  i t s  
m a j o r  a x i s  p e r p e n d l o u i a r  t o  t h e  f l o w ,  i s
42#
ss ^  a® V |Tc coph^ ^ ^  J cool^
- ^ |^<3^ coah®^ ^  ^-c® cosh^ ^  coo 2>^ ,--------
where again oatiofies tho throe nocerjoary conditions*
1# m « 0,
2.f^0on t
3# ^ a® ♦ Vx - ^  X® aa ^  *->oO «
In the limit, ao tho minor oxlo tondo to Boro, the elllpoo hocomoo a 
flat plate of length 2c, and tho otream function pact thio plate (at x»ight 
angloD to tho otroam) ia given by
^  a ^  o® •«’ Vc alnh J cooT^
• j^cosh®^ + (oinh 2 ^  - alnh®^ ) c o a 2 , (^(^)
x^ hich aatlafioa the provloua three conditions %&th e replacing a*
It alionld bo noted at 'tlilo stage, that tho stream function for the 
circular cylinder can m t  W  obtainod cm a particular example of the elliptic 
cylinder,'oinco it entails bolng infinite#
Tho flow fields, represented by relatlono (23) ond (25), as In the case 
of tho circular cylinder, are symmotrloal about the y-* and m ms roopeotlvol; 
The velocity q at any point io given by
q B _ ^  + q3 , ------------------------------------- (A7-J
whdre the velocity compononta in t h o ^  and Ip directions are and i
where
------------
and
g(^,7^ ) - c (plnh®^ **- Pin®)^ >^  #
In particular, stagnation points arc (ÿlven by
43.
^  0 .
Examination of the Eicld.
ï^jie Ellltitie Cylinder with ita major, oxio in the mrootion-Of tto Strotffi».
Tho velocity at any point ( f ,<p ) can bo calculated nolng equation 
(27), '£bo posjitiono of tho stagnation points ore given by solving the 
following two equations*
53 0 55 If oinhj^  h 008 Y
+ o c® oinh®^J oin Ejp ,-------------- (^9
w 0 » iï fe conhf v b oinlO
^ oinhE^ - ^ 2b®e + e® sinhE^^cou 299j,---(30" 4
Equation (29) reduces toLlUtXWtl XtJUUI^ UM WU —1
ju <0^0 olnh^ + b oinr^  j I c oinh^ •- b ^  j cooT|s5 0
□olutioBD of which are
I* oinV^ - c olnh^+ b ,
II. c einli^  «5 b ,
III. CODt^ aô .
Again, each case io conoidorod ooparatoly.
I# Equation (30) can b o  written as
to ^  olnh 2 j J  altt®9^
- W |c coahj * h J® Slrn^  - % "  = 0,
which, on oubotiteting the value of ainV^ given by relation I, becomes
lA
1^  coûh^ + b j^o ^ b
w, ^  l^ d 0inb^  ^b a 0,
which reduGGO to
[.<l"-J’{o=inh|*b.<i«-!^J“ = . a s ^  (If ,
the oolutlom of wMeh are Imglmiy#
II# A solution of relation II ia ^ &A* which on oubatitutlon in equation
(30) givGO values of 7? for otogmtion pointe on the elllpeo, where
Qin»J = &(&") 1 -& (^y * *" *
Ao yet, HO mention of dimenoionleoo quantities hao been mode, but from the form 
of the last equation, the typical lineor dimension ohoeen in b, the eemir^ mlnor 
a%io$ that l8 the mdLe which tends to obstruct the flow. Thus, the formula
giving the etagmtion pointe on tho cylinder io
3in« = # 1 i ,------------------- OfJ
ywhere I « #
Ao in tho case of the circular (%rllnder, examination of equation (31)
ehowe that for all values of M(^ O), there a%*e two etagnation points in the
range 0%, the value of 40 being givon by relation (31), tho negative
sign being tolien# The range of movement of these two points le fpom positions 
on the ollipee, the joine of which to the origin mWro angles OinT^ ^ bj
with tho major axle, to the ends of the major axle# (Gorreaponding to Infinlt 
N, and irrotatloml flow).
The depth of either ote&gmtlon point below tlie x*a%ls (y ^  O), wing 
equation (31) ie given by the non^lmemlonal ordinate y^ « ^  , whore
45.
+ TÎ" $---------------- "(3%)
y being the diraonoloim l o rd ina te  eqnaX to  c e ih li ^  ^ a in  # v îitîi o ln  'Q
given ty  equation (31)# and T f « ^"Va + b  ^ t^ ïhove 1# The graph
o f the non^dimenoional q iicm tlty  againat V |î 3^ = "A" io  ahovm in  Figure 
(3)# I t  oWiiW be noted# th a t although the atreora fo n c tio n  fo r the c irc u la r 
cy lin d e r cannot bo obtained ap a p a rtic u la r caao o f tho e llip t ic  cylinder# the 
form ula fo r the depth o f tlio  stagnation po in ta  can bo obtained by p u ttin g  
» 1 (a =3 b) in  equation (32)#
The number o f stagnation p o in ts  in  the range 0 7p ^  î î# depends on N#
So. 4* bFrom equation (31) i t  can e a a ily  bo ohonn th a t fo r 0 4* M * there
are two stagnation po in ts  ly in g  on the e llip a o #  where ia  given by equation
(31) w ith  tho p o s itiv e  root# That io
When 13 2fa t"b^ # the two upper p o in ts  coalesce a t sss ^  # and when M ^  
th io  p o in t iiiovoa o f f  the oyllndor# Thuo# the nature o f the stagnation po in ts 
on the cy lin d e r can bo determined completely# and the various caooo ore shown 
schom atlcally In  Figure (cl)# The c irc u la r cy lin d e r io  again a p a rtic u la r eapc
2a + b
X
Û < : < § w ^ " aCa+b) < M <00
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Filially, condition III must bo oonoldorod. togothor with equation (30)*
I I I .  The eolation o f
coo 4^  SS 0,
io S3 ^  ^  , oince tho fiolcl io periodic. When ^  ^ ^  # equation (30)
g5.VO£3
(u )[f ^ ^
+ '& |c^  sinîi 8^  + b^ e^ ^^ o*** %: 0#
which# for ^  X 0# bao no pooitivo rooto for r . When i9 |^ # howevor#-» O  ( ^
- i" jl** aitjb 8^  ♦ « 0»
which giveoj aa a mlution whon II » # and^ ^ sî^ o ^ solution
when II > |(a^ b^  # To have any physical meaning, the so lu tio n  moot bo p o D itiv  
and greater than or equal to
Thao# to conclude the question of stagnation points# i f  H^cO #
there io ono otagnatlon point# u liie h  lie s  on the y-^ oadLs (y > 0) anc3 whose 
position io given b *^ y  , where y -  c ainîn^ and 
solution o f equation. (33)# The two up%;or stagnation p o in ts  thus start o ff  
from positions on the ellipse# the joins o f which to tho origin moke angles
with tho major todo# move round the ellipse away from the
major eudo u n til they coincide a t the upper end o f the minor cuds# whence tho 
combined point moves off along the y-asdo to  infinity#
Tho stream function takes tho constant value Boro on tho cylinder# and# c 
in the case o f tho circular c y lin d e r# the non*dimenGional ord inate  y^ a t
aln*^ a(atb)
is fiivon
ya = « a H + (i*’ + i)“ b
whero y la tho ordlnato of the aoro etroom lino &t %» * oO $ Thla glvea thi 
non-dlmgnaloaal ordln&to of the loway gero atagnatloa atro&m line, which alwaya 
movoa on to the cyllndoy, &a Xw ----  (34i)
$hlB le the came form &8 that for the ciroul&r cylinder, where and N have
corresponding meaning## Tho achem&tlo free atreom flow le exactly the Game 
&8 ehown for the circular cylinder in Figure (h), with the appropriate change
in SI#
Tho flow field when there are two etagnatldn pointe on the cylinder la 
comparable to the field already ahown in Figuro (1)* and ao tha field when the 
upper etagnatlon pointe have jnet coincided, la ahewn in Figure (4)t Again, 
in view of tho aymmetry of tho flow field about the y-axlg* it lo eufflolont to 
llluGtr&to the region 0*
2GrBoulli*8 theorem fbr Incegprooolble flow lo given by equation (16)#
Again, the roGultant force la a lift foroe L, and it# magnitude per unit
length of cylinder la by
I, s  ^  ^  p COS @ do , [fig u re  (e )j
m
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whore do le the elemoBt of longth on the ollipao# and 0 i# the angle the 
tqngont to the olllpee at da mokea with %*a%l8, Tbm# 1 heoomee
L 5S ^  ^  P &
- 8a r*^  p Biny^ ûiO •
a
That l8, ualng Bernollli#8 Theorem*
%L % #. a p ( % %  . aln%di9 #----------(35)
-% i“i° ' 'a
whore q* g # tho valne of the veloolty on the elllpao, Is obtained fromJ*isooqaation (27)* Equation (35) teeomso
d
a p
%a
d
? ■
where# from oq
-I 2
mtlon (30)*
» c#b^ Catb)%iaii^  # 2(M)(a+b)%ln^ < 
+ (atb) U^ (a+b) eft? oi#/y7
1
# 1fwO[(a*b)0lniO
On enbotltntlng this oxpreeelon In the loot Integral* tho only noxMeero Integ* 
oarG tüiooe tajf (even jpcfwor <>f Gülnim l*i Ibtie BwaowBOMB/kGKr# l%3iJ0|& I)e hswm*8 ICat&eig 
<)jp ][ntGgpMil8 jTZPg] * t&ie iSoOLlisiilisg; iL%&tegfp&li@ ioaro (ygyaljaatWBcl 4bo
%and
" aCaib)" *
2
?y p n
f p s S & s w  ■>►?=■-fees')" [ f  * 'Xo” - 3K”)J
-212
which ao a roowlt*
L = p'idlob (a -î* b)#
Introducing a lift coofflclont %* which dopenda only on i» the lift force h$ 
may W  written oo
L 55 If Cj p (a b)# I---------------- (36)
where c^  « * with ~ ^  # ao îx^ foro,
Tho drag D* on tho cylinder lo* of oouroe* sero* ao can 1x) oaaîly chocked 
analytically from the evaluation of the integrals involved#
To oummarlBG* the three Important qaontitlee in the flow* oapeptlng 
the l i f t  fo rce * are^ ao in  the caoo o f tho circular cylinder;
(1) tho deflection o f the stagnation etroamlino in tho free otroam (212a -# cO 
given by tlie non-dimonalonal. ordinate y\ % * whero y In tho orclinato o f tl: 
{aero etrcam lino which movoa on to  tho cylinder a t tho stagnation p o in t y < C 
and whore
y^ 53 ÎI 4- 1')^ * ------------------------- (^37) .
(2) tho deflection* or depth* of the o tagm tion  p o in t y  < 0 on the cylinder* 
given 'l:y the nonM^ imonelonol q u a n tity  y^ = * where in  th is  case* y is  the 
ordimto of tho lower stagnation point on tho cy lin d e r* and•f'y^ 5Ï I" + 0* ) *----------- ( 3%)
p*«,2b/whore T  «5  ^ and
(3) tho non-dlmonoionol deflection &* of tho stagnation otroam lino, given
hy o yg ' jTc « I ♦ è (H® ■*• f  - cm + #  ,----------- (99)
1and tho asymptote to tho curve 5 against g by
-^------------------ (4"0)
Graphs o f ond ô against ^  * arc shown in F lfiurop (fS) ami (6) roopoetlvely*
having bciesi graphed in Figure (3 ), I t  should bo noted* th a t ap b* the mim 
oalG bocoBxoo emaller# the non-dlmonqloml &, beoomoo corroGpondlngly lorgor. 
Thus* care should bo taken In intor%.rotlng the grapho in  Figure (6), 
yho Rlllptlo. OvlinaQy,with  itü  minor a3d?iJkL.tlio^.41rQoM<HL.„Qf tM ^ atro## aM
An GKaotly similar otato of affairs existo for the ollippo whose minor 
md.8 ip in tho direction of tho otroam* and for tho flat plato porpondlcnlar 
to tho otream direction* K)tarting %)ibh oquatlono (2g) and (26) mid applying 
tho gonoral method doacribod In the last nootion* oorreoponding fbrmnlao are 
derived* Thoee &we eimllar to the formulae of the loot oeotion* oxoept that 
a and b aro Interchanged and V replaces Ü# The flat plate at right angles 
to tho otroam lo obtained by ootting b % 0# Tho flow is now qymmetrlqol 
about the and the lift force is in tho x-*d:lrootion (incroaolng %).
Tho value o f 0* a t which tho two bippor* stagnation po in ts  cotiloace* is  
which roduooo to tho lim itin g  values of and I* for the 
c irc u la r cylinder and f la t  p la te  re sp e ctive ly* J?kpations (36)* (37 ), (38 ), 
(39), and (40) arc tippllcablo tho EKimo form, with 3C roplacing y in oquatioi 
(3Z), (38), (39) for tho stagnation points below tho y-oztlo (% < O), and with
o
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^ ^  ê » la tblo e&oo, » 1# + b ^ ^ )#
 ^for the olrolOf olllpoe# and flat plato (longtb 2a) ^ reopoetlvaly* Graphe 
of tho reqnlalto qwntltloo are ehoxm In Figurea.(3)# (5), and (6)# It
ehould W  noted that 6# and change their algnlfioanoe at == 1
In thoee flgurea# The lift fordo la again given hy oqnatlon (36) nlth 
^ # IDignre (7) ohotm a oOhomtlo diagram of tho flot) paet on olliptlo
cylinder i^fith Ito minor mdLe In the direction of tho etreom* for *
and y ^  0# Thle aaae hao fbnr stagnation pointa on the cylinder#
The fOrmlao$ derived for the general olllptlc cylinder with its minor 
a%l8 perpendicnl&r to the otream are appllcaMo» with the appropriate changea 
in meaning of end the noxWlmeneionel deflections^  to all elliptic
oylindero# the flat plate perpendicular to the otream* and the circular 
cylinder# The e%ceptiom arc the formulae for the stream function and 
velocity at a general point in the field for flow post a circular (sylinder. 
This is occasioned hy the fact that ^  muet he infinite to obtain the circle 
in elliptic coordinates#
If polar ooordlnatoo ai*o uoed for 'ÿ' in tho general method^  the circular 
cylinder eon, of couroe# ho obtained @ a oli^t modification of the method 
wac wed ty Talon tô oMain the otroom function for eheor flow past the 
circular cylinder# TW manipulation involved le eoverol timeo that employed 
to obtain the came stream function at the beginning of this chapter# using 
%'lllne Thomson* 8 Oirclo Theorem#
Tho mn^imonoicnal parameter I'?# may Imve as ito typical linear dimeneioi 
any length connected with the cylinder* At first eight# c# whore o^  » a^lf# 
would appear to be a reasonable choice# but# In the caoc of tho circle# thie
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glvoQ InfliiltQ# attompta were mdo to oombim tlie major and minor
8%oo in tho typical length, but tho eonolualon reached waa that the oGml'^ asÆle 
at right anglee to the flow dlrootlon lo tho moot reaoonablo choice*of typical 
length*
The ohape of the graphe of 6 agalnot & , In Figaro (6) uhovm that for 
oome value8 of H, & lo positive# Thlo meano that tho otagnatlon otroom lino 
moveo to the otagmtlon point, ^ 0, on tho cylinder, for an elliptic 
cylinder with Ito minor aKio In the direction of the etroam* In .all flow 
fielde drawn, the value of R le choeen to enoure the deflection being 
negative, and the stagnation etroom ll%ie thne mvee up to the stagnation 
point on the cylinder* The timiing value in the region of om^l & ( ^  
can be obtained analytically by solving the agnation
a  0  *--------------   '
The flow fields ohowa in Figures (l)* (4) and (7) have oharactorlctioe 
wliich are common to all flows concMorod In tho proooding work of thlo chapter*
It should be noted at thin atago, that the otagnation stream lino, the 
mmdjmm deflection of which can be obtaiiicd from eqim^ tlon (40), in ^ 11 caeoe 
comes from a region of volooity than that opposite the diameter of the
cylinder#
General conoluelono and oummary are given at the end of thla chapter*
Unlike the cylindoro already dlecuoecd, the parabolic cylinder lo not 
a cloced chape, and conuoquoi^ tly, the method described prevlouoly lo not 
directly applicable* The general procedure, however, follows similar lines*
58*
la the case of comtant shear flow past a parabolic qyllDdor (Flgwo (8)) 
parabolio eoordlnateo u, v are Introduced by mcano of tlie formulae
%  SS \%^  w  V ®  P
- m )
TM parabola v » V lo takon as the aolld boundary, and tho veloelty profile 
as "#00 le given by tho flrot part of ogmtlon (19% that Is u « U %y# 
Proceeding omotly ao in the eaoo of tho elllptlo cylinder, haplaoo*a Equation 
in porahollo ooordlnatoo roduoee to
--------------(43)
where is  defined 3^ equation (19 ), P u ttin g  » F(u) G(v)» 
mbotltutihg thle in equation (43), and eolvlng ty separation of variables, 
a aolutlon la obtained of the form
Where n ie the separation oomtant* In this oaee, however, n takes all 
values (oontinaoue) from eero to Infinity# Thio résulta In tho general 
solution of tW form
^  ^  :: ^  mnmu 4^ b(n) sin im J dn ,
which tends to sero as v — ^ oO , a neceeeary condition on ÿ  from equation 
(19)# The required atream fi%ngtion Aj/" , is obtained from equation (19) as 
% 2IÏ11V ^  ^ coonu h(n) eln nt^  dn # (hS)
In order that my take the oonatant value aero on tho parabola v v^ , thi 
coofflclento a(n) and b(n) muet oatlaQr tho relation
O _ ' V
connu # b(n) eln mil e dn0
ar|f^ |4{n) connu ♦ B(n) oin nuj dn ,
A)#
8I
II
*W
Î
■g0
1Pi
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where A(n) , and B(n) b(n) e # Using Fourier Transformé,
A(n) am3 B(n) are dotermlnW ao
A(n) « ^  COS nu du ,
AB W  =: ** % u oln an du *
0
From the form of A(n) and B(n) the Tranuforme are jnotlflod # In order 
to Iteep the coofflolonte finite, the Integration In equations (46) lo 
roBtrloted to a finite range A, which can be cboeen arbitrarily largo*
With thle limitation, equatlono (46) can be integrated by parts to give
A(n) a ^  ^ ( ^ 0
0
^ r  ^ sin An + eos to J , ---------- (4 7 )«
and
à fTB(n) = "" % A % ol% Ktl du% o
“ • t % [ n ^  •------------------- *
Substituting thoee values in equation (45), tho otream funotion 'Ü/', becemo
sïâ gl%y #
* Û  ^ ^ 0 (X* - ^  ) B i n to
^  eos to J 80S ntt ân
^ ^  An ^  ^  008 Anl oln nu ^
0 ^
which after a little manipulation, mcy be written ae
4*
,oO
a.
'*1♦ f  J |sln(Mu)n ^  8iA(Ap#u)nJ #0 
oO
% ^ (ulnAn 8lRm)e ^0 
@0
@ W #  we m ]  0^^  an #-------- (^^)
The Imfinlto intégrais In eqmition (49),o%oopt for the last Integral, are
convergent* Using Bo nmn*8 Tables of Intégrais (tables 365 and 368), the
convergent intégrale ore evolnatod as foUowa; 
oO -|
S tûni'k^ n,)n + eln(Arü)nj # #0 L J n
« tmT^ M A  ♦ tan*^  M A  ,------------   (50)1MV() VmV(,
r . ^
^ (oinAn eimm)# ^  ^  %  9% & toiT^ ......... .x.x
4&tan^ . 4 (=B) iqg j2î±):% v : ^ ? % c >  4, (v-Vqpf (WA)^ #-----
The fiml Integral in eqmtlon (49) coneieto of ttio intogralo, oaù3% of %4blch 
token sepai'atoly in dlvorgent# Token together, however, the integration con 
be carried out to give a finite anmmr, no follows:
tot ^
I ^ co0'hn maim
1 1*• Bin'hn maimj e ^ dn
C3 ♦ Ip f
whore
.% **nCv^ V- )('A eosAn comm)e '  ^ dn ,- 0 ^
ond oO
lo c ## A (slnxn §Sk
Integrating aiKi by p a rts , tho fo llo ^ n g  ro o u lta  are obtained:
I- = r ^  cosAn comm J1 1 %  -*0
-nCiH.v ) (3%-* a sznAn cosim e  ^ Tr0 “
*A' All u  eosAn o lm n  a ^0
, 4 C ’***si{'v**v )A(v-*v .J 0 cooAn mami 0 ^ m k^ 0  n
sinAn cooim J
and
<9 cO
^ oosAn cooim I^ 0 n#0
+ ^  «Ç oin'Aii oim m  e ^
♦ iZZIol ^ oinAn oomm c 
^ 0
1 . n^Cv-v^ ) 1 ^sinAn oosim 0 ■ J j.‘#1 +0
0,
* I [| * 2
+ (v-Vp) (v^ v )® + (l*-x)** 1
W M tw w f###*» * 5 » 0 g  i«y  Nkitwmi iW  léw M W 'am m y i i  14 (v-v^)^ + (u^A)® J
(v^ v ) **ïi(v-*v ) 9*♦* \ sln'An eosim o ^ 0 5
0 " •
Writing tho above oxiwoooion in full, end intogratlng tho lust intégral 
parts, I bocomos
I « f -|©o
- "& sinAn *• ^  GosAn) oooun e
^  J sinAn oosun o É&*^ 0 n
^  J cos An slmm ^'' 0 n
♦# A(v-^ %I 0 ^  .
*. _  (v*»V^ )^  + (ur*A)®l.ü*niiinni * M # W *  J „ O î i ?  * # w w / m w * * W  w m j iw »ir,i# *iii# # *ii I4 (v-Vjj)*' 4‘ (utA)^ J
«mJîIi jj* 1 pinAn coaim J
4 J coo7ai comm fig2 0  n
uCv-Vq)  ^  ^ -*n<v-v^ )A oinMi aimm. a ^ M#
i l ÿ ! 2  J‘*^ointo«oim?- ij a *
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O ancelling the two equal (opposite o % i) d ivergent In to g ra la , anti ca rry ing  
out the in te g ra tio n , using oqumtions (5Ci) and (51) and Do llaan*0 Tables fo r
S Qlnto Binxm Ç  = J log -^------ (5^)
^  s ln to  oostm e ta iT ^   (S3)'0   ;
I Wooma 
I « i (^ oinXn -  ^ copAn)coaun 1. ^  ^ Jo
r 1 ♦»#rifv*-v ) 1-  »  oinXn cooim o oL  ^ Jo
r -(v-*v )® 1 taiT^L  ^ J (v-*V^ )^ 4U®-8
14 , I \ v-wy / ’^è\ I W%W$4 1 o I
+ , (v-Vq)®+(U:-X)^
4 (v-VqP+(u+x)® .
Oonol(3orlng tho torms in tho squaro hrackota» tho following la ohtainod*
-JEL. T - è olnto coaim 12 L “ Jo2 O
= £* i r i s l  . m mn-*0 2 L “ . J
a  X(V-V^ ) 
2
([| «mm. ( aij». icM.) 1
= .£ * t [ = T  s’"'"''”’ ^  ^ ....n _ ^  L ^ 31 51
« • • 4 ) J
» rcoo im  e ( & x \  4 4 ..) ! =n-^ 0 I J
-»0
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» 0 , fo r a ll vaines o f n and (v-v^)#
I = H  U» - (v-v„)= « \3 taiT^  SxivvQ,4 I  ° J (v-v„)a-
Thus
i .....
nCif-v ) (v-v„)®+(t»-X)® X(v-Vo) /-, \
- T ^  ' T “ ------ ----------
On o u b s titn tln g  the values o f the In to g ra lo  from equations (50 ), (5 1 ), (5 2 ),(5 ' 
ami (54 ), In  equation (4 9 ), tho otroam .tenetion ^  ip  obtained ao 
= 2Uiav -* 2c?3U%®
-  ^  [oil -  «.V o ( #  -  (v-v^)»}] taiT^
+ (^v-Vq)  ________________________________ (ggy
n ^
In equation (44), it was ta c it ly  aoaumod that^j^ tended to soro ao v 
tended to  in fin ity #  th is  is obvioue in tlio  Integrand, ozoopt a t tho lower 
lim it ,  soro, oj^# That ia, it wao aooumod th a tS a(n) eoanu dn 0 #v^oO 0
I t  ie  aeon th a t the integral I  la a p a rt o f the in te g ra l, given above, uaing 
a(n) obtained from equation (4?)# The integrand obvloualy tends to aero 
for a ll n , except: n aero, but from tho evaluation o f I ,  i t  la  aeon that the 
two divergent tormo cancel, that is ,  tho Intogralo and the square bracket term 
tend to 0oro for all v# Tima, the above aesumption ie  v a lid , and 
satisfies the necessary concJitlono# This io  v e rifie d  in the fo llo w in g  chock 
on i j r  ♦
The value o f tho otreom function ^  , given ly  equation (55 ), must
66#
ootléfÿ the three eondltiono*
I* m ss 0,
» 0 on V # , provided ii < A ,
3* nj^" ^ as v->oO #
Tho verification of condition 1. lo obtained by dlreot differentiation# 
Before conelderlng &and 3», tho function tarT^  mat be
atudled in detail# This la carried out In two purto, n ^  A, and n A# 
convenience, let
F(v) 2a(v v^ )^
n< A X
For
There la no loeo In gemra3.1ty If % la tdcen to be aero, andj^ la given a 
partlculm» value# Since v^ la a eomtant. A, for ommple, may be taken 
equal to v^ * The Inverce function thm becomea
% I % )  «taa"^F{v),
where f (v) » # On giving valtioo to v the following table
lo obtained#
V ’o l#5vP 2Vg(«) %(+) 2 . % oO
p(v) 0 -1Î33 .00 *00 +2,4 0
Thuo, tan*^  F(v) may be gra%Aed achamatioally aa ohown In Figure (f)#
m.
TW two Im portant re m ilto  fo r  \% K, % a rio in g  iVom the fig u re , are
tan
V "4oO
r»X )
*•! 2k(v^ v^) .
^  *“  K w  "*
(66)
V -> v
11 la  not taken to  be goro* then there la  oome valtto  o f v > cmdi th a t 
F (v) lo  in f in ite *  There la  al.ao a value o f v < which makea iK v) in f in ite *
Tlmo# for n < \$ tonT^ lle o  In  the f lr o t  and aeconâ qmdronto
fo r  V > Vqp and tho th ird  and fo u rth  cpadranto fo r v < v^* In  Figin^o (g) the 
dotted lin e s  ore tho lo O l on which f  (v ) ip  In f ln lto , tho mimbera denoting tlio  
quadrant In  which tonT^     lleo#
68,
IWn USA# tW polat v » v a oingularltsr of tho field (F(v) bolog
Inflnlto) and lo tho tormlnuo of tho tiio loel» along ono of Wiloh tonT^  F(v)
la ^  y ond along tho othoy # When n ) À# F(v) lo alwoyo finite* It
taken the value aero on v m v^$ lo negative foy v < v^ $ and eo tonT^  F(v)
lleo In tho fourth quadrant* lo positive for v ) v_* and so tarT^  F(v) lleo In
the first quadrant# Thuo* the line v =: v # u ^  X lo a out In tho plane* aorùf
which tan ^  F(v) ohangeo value irom 0 to 2R# It my be conoldered ao a line %
olngularltleo. Thus* ao stated previously* tho flow lo oiOy valid for u < X,
These reoulto are mmmrloed In Figure (g)* where the red lines v « v.* 
u ^  X repreoent elngularltleo In the field#
Thuo* using equation (56)* the stream fmotion defined by equation (55) 
aatloflqs the tliree requlolto boundary com^ ltione* It ohoiild be noted that 
in the vorifloation of condition 3#
—  (v-v„)® ten
— (v-Vg)^  Mr#) {’s-Vq)3
and 80 it oanoels i&th the final term in relation (55)»
The introduction of X* which may be taken arbitrarily large* bat not 
infinite* reotricte the number of solutions of LaplaceEquation* which are 
added to the parallel flow in equation (19)# and ao equation (55) ia'an 
approximation to the required flow,in the region u 4 X#
In the case of constant shear flow past o).oaod cylindero (finite ahopea)# 
o constant appeared in tho general exproeelon for the stream function# This 
general expression reduoed to =; 0 on tho cylinder* If had taken a 
non^ soro value on the cylinder* the flow pattern would have reminod unaltered 
In the caec of open cylinders# however# a conotant doee not appear in the 
general otroam function as a result of the cmalysio and the stagnation stream 
lino always eomca from y » 0 in the free ctream# If# however# % A (mn^scr 
on the parabolic cyliWcr# then a further term of the form ^
muet be added to the stream function ^  # given by equation (55); the 
resulting otream function etill aatisfles the necoaeary boundary conditions* 
The va).ue taken by A does not appear ae a result of tho analysis# and it 
cannot be evaluated from circulation conoiderationo# aa io done in Section ID 
of this theois* Thuc# ao to ito nature a tentative auggestion can only bo
.. ..j.M
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made* In all oases already dlsouesed, tW corresponding conotant was of the
form 9 (l& length obotanioting tho flow}^ * and no ao a flrot ouggootlon
can he taken* Althou#* in the ouhooqmnt oxominatlon# A lo token 
to be zero to conform with provlouo oxmnpleo# It should ho notod* that a value 
of for A* would yield a state of affairs in the free stream# comporaW
to that in tlio oaee of constant shear flow pact finite elooed cylindero*
$lnce the flow fMd# with the aingularitlee already dooorihed# la 
extremely complicated# the state of affaire on the cylinder v % v^ # u < X# will 
be considered# particular attention being paid to tho stagnation points#
Tho velocity q# la given by
4 #--------- ' C®
whore and are the component velocitiee in the u-* and directions 
reepootively# axid where
%  » <3^ “ - i f c T  %  »-------
with h(n#v) » 2(tt%v®) *
In particular# etagmtlm points are given by
W V » w*w ^  0 # c u
where# from equation (55)
% (V*»Vm)^  (ufX)^
n
^ 'o'*'
V(u^XOf(iMVQ)O^ -# awVqUX^
71»
Vo . .; = - f  0 m  %y^u) log
- ^  <V-Vp) ton*’-
+ 4^0 I m/g ((# + {v~Vq)® « X® (u® •» (v-Vq)®)!
« L
- *• X® + (v~Vp)*j
[î^;i»ï«Cî^|â'''ïS^^^=ï^' (60)
(^ L ,
On tho oyllmdar v & v^ # % ^  %# ‘% u  ^  ^  idwitieall^  (ae is nooeoaary)# and
vA 0 g#ANM3 t&w jP&lIcwdkAg 0t#%ubl&n 3%%p QtGypw&tion %%>int8 (xn t&w
parabola#
4» A 0»
Introduoing the typloal llnoar dlwmloa the fblloiflng eqimtlon glvoo tbo 
stagnation points on the cyllndor for all Vg# and I?:
(!l«2ti»vp r^ n ^ v l ♦ V* C l-u*^) lo g  | " f ; '" ^  * w * (1 -  1
 ^2v* A O # ----------  (6/)
whore II « # ti* A ^ C< 1)# and A #
In partioulor# the otagnation point# wMoh lioo on tho cylinder bolow tbo
(y K Ô) is  givon by
C*2n*r|) 1^%%^ f log 4» %
m# tSt  ----------------------(4Sp)
There la one valm of l) mtisiying oqmtion (6:3) for each H in the range 
0"( * It ohonld bo noted that the stream line to this stagnation point
always comes from y % 0 in the free atream# This state of affairs was 
dlscusaed in tho section on the derivation of the stream function# The
Stagnation point at % 0# oconpiea a position on the parabola doponding on v*, 
An N IneroaoGo# it moves along the parabola towards the x^ codo# reaching the 
latter at infinite I! (aero vortloity)# The non*"dlmenolonal deptli 
y* A of this stagnation point# which io oloo oqml to the non-
dlmemioiml deflection ô*# In the stagnation etr@am line# is given by the 
n^ # wbl<ai is a solution of equation (60# since 6* « A u$# The graph
of 6* Qgaimt ^  lo ohoiw in Figure (9)#
TW otagnatlon points wl^ lch lie on the (grllnder above the %#a%lo are give:
by Cl-*2u^ V^ ) 4* (1-U*^ )v^  log U# Cl - u* )J
♦ 2»«® a 0 ,-----------------------
The state of affalro above the %*o%io (y ^  0) le of a mudi mre oo%#llcated 
nature# If 0 ^  13 ( v* # thore le one otsf^ atlon point on tlie parabola above 
the l#en W A tlilo atagmtlon point and the one bolow the mde are
symmetrically placed with roepe± to y = 0* Aa H Increases# the upper point 
movoo along the parabola away from the Its position at H « v* depen
on V*# howover# when II « v^ # another stagnation point appearo at u*« 1# 
noting in th is  case that (l u^  ) lo g  = 0# Thus# fo r
N A v^ (4-)# there ore two stagnation points above the It lo aeon#
that for N ^  V* the oltuatlon lo rather oonpllcatod# and Is boot llluetrated 
by an examplo# Wien v^ A 1# the stagnation point above the %"a%lc movoe Azm 
a position u* A 0*39 to u* « 0*80# aeH goes from 0 to 1* For 1 the 
complication a%)peare# For M A l# a oocond stagnation point a%:peare at u* A 3 
and as N goeo from 1 to 1*15# the original point movoe from the position 
u* A 0*80 to u* A 0*9^ # whllet the new stagnation point movoo from u* a 1 to
fl.
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u# % 0#95# polnW tîmo coaleaco at %* %: 0#95# an^  for 5^oO ^
there aro no otagoatlon polnto on tho (%rliWer above the mdLo,
Tho floif plotnro for N < la ohoxm In PlgKWo (10)# wboro tho flou for 
|y|>2)w^ la fotmd to be approximately plane parallol flow with comtant ahea 
tho olngnlaritleo above tho being aonrooa# aW thooo below being olnko#
The reeulto obtained on tho parabolic cylinder roqulro eoro^ il ooneldorat 
in view of tho prononce of singular pointe on the qyllndor at n X, Before 
attempting an aoeeeament of the accuracy of the method# an approximation to 
the flow pcmt an infinite flat plate io obtained# by the eame method# and 
comparison made with the flow pact a finite flat plate# already diacumed#
Proceeding in a manner exactly eimiler to that adopted in the eaac of the 
parabolic cylinder# (l#e# oolving Laplace Equation in corteoian coordinaten 
for ^ 1# and evaluating tho conatanta by introducing X in tho Fourier 
Tranoforme)# the etream function^ # eatiuQring the three neoeeeary condition 
ie found to bo
Ÿ  « wy - I y® - (0 - w) log fÿ§;t|s
-  J  [ %  - I  Cys-xs)^ t a n ^  •  -----------
Thio approximatce to the atream fhnotion for conatont ohaor .flow poot an 
infinite fU%t plate whi# lion along the y-o.xie# in the range ^ X< y 4+)^ # who; 
X ie again an arbitrarily large finite quantity (compare Figure (A)) # Tho 
analytical diocuaoion of the functions involved in the atream function for 
tlie parabolic cylinder# tlie aingular pointo# and general romarke# ore all 
applicable to the flow given by equation (64)# with only oligght modification 
to the symbole involved* Tho equation giving the ata^ Ratlon pointo on the 
plate ( l yl < x) io
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(M - (1 log 1 j^s 0 ,---------(65)
lA oro H ^  I mû  y* &= ^  «  l)#  Again, i f  0 -$ li^o O  , thoro io  om 
oliQ gniitiott p o in t on tho p la to , ’te lo ’w tho x-aK irj ( |y  | < X ), and a graph o f
this depth# uhloh is also eqiml to tho doflection of tho otagnation otroam
t %lin o  Ô# ia  slioun against g in  Figure (11)# lAoro 6* ie  nood# being tho non- 
dim onoiom l d e fle c tio n  ^  # In  th is  case tho ty p ic a l lin e a r dimension :lo X* 
Tho s ta te  o f a ffa i)?s abovo tho }Mi3d.o io  comparable to  t;hat in  tho oorroopondl 
):a rt o f the fie ld  o f tho parabo lic  c y lin d e r. Tho value o f 1 fo r which the
th ird  stagnation p o in t appearn io  H = '&# Tho nature o f the stagnation po in ts
fo r  M 'g' le  e lm lla r to  th a t in  tho oaao o f tho 'p o ra W lic  oyllnder# Tho flow  
fie ld  fo r  ÎI K i"  © a liib lto  a ll  tho physica l featureo shown in  Figaro (lO ).
.
From a purely physical point of view# the flows on to a finite and 
Infinite flat plate# should not differ a%)i3rooiably on tho plates# in tho 
vicinity of the for large values of H. Tho stream fmiotions for
these two flows have boon derived# and their reopoctivc physical, features 
otudiod.
The main foaturoe of the two flowa are identical in tho neighbourhood 
of the y^ cocls. The lower otagnation point in each oaoe otorto off at a
position OB tho plate at W 0# and as 5 inoroaoon# tho point moves along the 
plate towards the ozd s# reaching the centre of the plate at II OO # Tho
stagnation points In each case# aro symmetrically situated on the plate at M =
anl as I? Inoreaoos# the upper stagnation iDolnt moves away from the ojcis# leav3 
tho finite plate at H and the :?jafinite plate at a value of H aliglitly 
larger than i* For if ^   ^the top half of tho plate is free from
otagnation points# However# when 'S* ^  I  < 'k a# where a iojalarm ll quantity
lo
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(e < Ir)# tho oitnation on the iBfiïiito plate û l î î o m conoldorably# By 
dlroct coi^ arlooA of Flgureo (3) mid (13,)f tlio doflootloao of the lower
1 yotagmtlon polnto are approxlDiatoly eqwal for g 4 0#3# Tho vo3,%o8 of the 
velocity at ldm*tlcal pointa In tho flow field arc not In ao olooo ogroomont* 
Sufficient to my that the eloooat coiwoopoWoneo oooiwo on tho plateo ai-my 
from tho odgoo# whore 2^ are taken ao tho *odgeo^  In the Infinite %)latG#
Thuo$ the flow given hy equation (64) %)roW>ly eontalne all the principal 
phgroical feature a of the tamo flow on tho plate, In the neighbourhood of the 
axis# Tho region covoro a ollghtly larger range bolow the azle than above, 
tho lowor rango lnc3.udlng tho lower otagnation point#
Ao a rooult of thlo oomparloon, it eoomo roaeomblo to ouppoeo that the 
flow field roproeonted 1:y tho otrcam function given ty oqnatlon (33) will 
contain all tho %)rinolpal featnroo of the flold of flow past a finite 
parabolic cylinder (v -* v  $ 0 ^  u ( %)# %n addition? equation (55) can be 
need to glvo a good approximation to tho flow on the eurface of tlie parabolo 
in the vicinity of the nbee# Ao X can bo chooon arbitrarily large, the 
valid region can bo extended conoidorably#
A oummary and Hut of conduoionu will now be givon, of the reunite 
obtained in tlria chapter on conotant ohear flow*
;3iimmarv and Gonolnoione*
hy applying a tramformation to the utroam function for parallel flow 
with constant ohoar, an o%toneion to Hllnc Thomuon^ a Oirclo Theorem ia jEbnnd, 
and tho otroam function for conotant ohoar fl,ow pact a circular cylinder io 
obtained uein^ / this e%toneion* Using this tranoformation, in conjunction 
with the miturol coordinatoo of the body, the stream funotiona for conotant 
ohoar flow past the genera], ol?.lpt^ .c cylinder, 3nc3.ndinf^  the flat plate, and
79.
approximations to tiiQ obooi* flow paot a porobolio qylindor and an Infinite 
nât p la te , oro obtained,
Although tho UGG o:t olliptlo eoordinatoo onabloo tho flow oM%)tio 
oylindero to bo obbolnod, it is of no advantago In solving tho problem of 
ehoar flow paot cmo branch of a I^ porbolio cylinder. The cut along the 
botwQcn tho foci of the families of liypos^ bolao divides each branch 
of every hyporbola into two eeetlom, each with ito own value of )9 # For 
example, the b%*anoh of tho liyperbola pauoing through tho point § on the 
xr-oxio has equation ^  s & mû c ^  above and below the K^ miio roopootivoly, 
Ao a rooult, it lo not poeoible to obbnin tho required otream function using 
the mothode outlined in thio oeotion#
In applying the uiothod to cylinders, whose boundaries oro not olooed 
and finite, certain difficultioo arise. Using parabolic and cartccion 
coordinates, tho stream functions aro obtained for flowa, which oppronimato 
to the ehear flow paot a purabolio eylrliiclor and an in f in ité  f la t  p la te  
roopoctively. The separation comtank in tho eolution of ItAplaco^ o %uatlon 
takoo continuous values from aero to  in f in ity .  In order to  pro serve tho 
eonvergoBco o f tho In te g ra lo  Involved, tho parabolic cylinder (a d ire c tly  
comparable method Wing uccd for the infinite flat plate) le reotrlotod in 
m :tont to  the range 0 4^ uK, X. The flow pattern obtained is  a r t if ic ia l In 
th a t tho po in ts  u - X (and u ^  X) on tho cylinder are olngular poin te  in  the 
flow, Wing either aourooo or sWm, An a rooult, tho otream fbnotlon 
obtained glvca an accurate ro%)rcaentatlon of constant ohcar flow %]ast a 
p o ra W lic  cy lin d e r only In tho violnliy o f tho itooa, which can bo extondod 
by talcing X anffloiently loi'gc.
The main foaturee of tho .shear flelda aro determined, partlmlar
m,
attention Wing paid to the location of tho stagnation points, and to tho 
lift foroG, in the caoe of finite blouod cylinder8* It should ho noted that
tho doflootion of tho otagnation atroam lino in the froe stroam Is in a
direction towards a region of higher velocity than that oppooito tho 
diameter of the oyllKsdor*
A foaturo of this study, io tho rapmtcd appoaraneo of the non^ i^menoiona 
number U «% whore U <m3 h are & ty%)loal velocity cmd length In the field 
reopeotlvoly, and la tho vortioity# Tliig number appoaro au the only 
norMdimenoional parameter in tho foiimlae for the dofleotlom of the etroem 
linen and in tho lift co0ffioio%it It a3.eo playe an Important role In
oomtant rotational flow thron^ i a olmnnel with straight parallol oldoG, where 
It le oaolly shown that a nooeoaory oondltlon for no bn# flow la U 
lAero U lo the nndlatnrbed voloolty along tW centre line and h is the
breadth of the ehannel* In foot M eeeme to have an importance In %'otatlonal
flow comporablo to the Reynold *e numbor In vieooue flow#
In conclusion. It le not ecggeeted that olllptio and parabolic eoordinateo 
(with polora and mrteeiane) exhaust the poeoihle orose Gectlone for lAloh 
constant ahoor flow stream fïmotimo can W  obtained# TWse coordinate 
eyoteme do, however, eorve to illuotmte the mothods described in tMa 
dmpter.
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fflow With Var^ laîAe ïortleity
Flow with
It won stated In Chapter I that, as far as tho author la aware, no 
theorotlcal aolutlons are available for Incompreaolblo vorlable shoar flow 
past cylinders la two dlmonalono. Accordingly, In this chapter, a method 
Is outlined for obtaining tho otroam functions for varlatlo shear flow paat 
two'^ dlmenaloml cylindcro for a vortlclty distribution In the free stream 
which approximates to a linear shear distribution* The particular cxomplea 
chooen, are the flows past circular and elliptic cyllndero# A similar method 
Is also ohtllncd when the free stream has a nine velocity dlotrlbntion# By 
considering a euffldentiy email (Arcular cylinder eultaWy eltuated In this 
velocity distribution, an approximation la obtained to the flow past a emll 
circular cylinder in the boundary layer# From the stream functions obtained, 
the main characteriatica of the flowe are determined*
The stream function 'Ur , for the steady, rotational two-dimeneional flow 
of an incompreaeible inviseid fluid, satiaflea the equation (I#15)
=  0  , ------------------------
# end w, the vortlolty, given
ex oy ^
o |r CO
where the Laplacian operator ^  ^
by (I$5)
mtiefies the equation (I#10)
^ » f(y^ ),
where p io the density, wMoh in thia case is constant, and q^ and o are the 
aha eartecion velocity oomponento reepeotivcly* The latter equation 
in this incompreaaible flow becomes
0#
m îs
from It should he noted ^ that the vortlclty Is oonotant along a stream
lino* Substitution of thla loot equation In equation (1) roaulto in tho 
single fundamental oqimtion (I #16)
 ^il'f-) ss 0#
Throughout this chapter, f ( ^  la taken to bo equal to whore X la althor 
positive or negative* Tho proW.om lAoro fC'^ ) la goneral la either extremely 
difficult or Inqpooalblo* From dimensional oomlderatloanq X Is of the form 
f f lAere j( la a ty%?loal linear dimension of the flow* Thun, equation
(1) finally becomee
J^7 ^  *= 0 .--------------------------(2»)
This particular choice of f('^ ) le made to oult the required vortlclty 
distribution near % » *##o # The two oases possible from equation (2) are 
considered separately, one giving rise to the appro%3.mate linear ehcer case, 
the other to the elm velocity distribution case.
The partlcu3.ar form of equation (8) used for the approximation to the 
linear shear flo%^  la
' •* —- —> — —» —» —■ — » —' —• —•—« — —
A *^^dl0trlbutlon conolotent with equation. (3) le given by
S3 a e %  + I) 0 %( ,--------------(A*)
whore a and b are arbitrary? real constante, roeultlng, In this case, In the 
vortlclty distribution
i0 tS m 8 G %  .#  ^ 0 ^-----------------(5)
and on Integrating equation (3) (or differentiating equation (4)) tho velocity
______________________ W
IW, Introducing the stream function ^  , by the tramfo%*mtlon
c ae % %  be" %  f 0----------------- (7)
It is easily soon from equation (3) that
Thua# If tho free stream flow le given by equation (4), whldi Is flow parallel 
to the x-^ wcle, the mceeoory condition on lo that It tends to aero ao
2t > jr^eO #
To oummrlee, the stream function as given by equation (?), where 
eatlofleo equation (8), must satlofy the following boundary conditions:
Cl) y  ^
(11) ^  > ae% f be m  É — ^ ^ oO I
(ill) 13 oonotant e, mi the cylinder*
As la eeen later, tlieee oondltlone are not oufflolent to give a unique solution 
to t&io problem unleeo the oonetant value e le Imown, time, one further condition 
la neoeesary, and this Is dlsouseed ouboequ^ n^tly* Before proceeding with 
the general method, however, tho free otream distribution near x % oO lo 
dlocueood In detail#
In thle section, fpoe stroam condltlone ore dlecueeed, and eo the 
folloiflng résulté In the section hold only noar x « oO #
If the comtanta a and b are choaen properly, the distribution of vortloltgg 
given by equation (5) becomes an approximation to a linear distribution#
A linear voi*tlclty distribution In the free otream le given by
# S3 (l ** ),   —-— — --—-------(9)
where le a eonetant vortlclty, and k le any number other timn aero# It 
should be noted that k le not In general, Integral* In the following onalyele
it le assumed to W  always poaltlve# Beoaime =: 0 in parallel ibw, 
integration of equation (9) #veo rise to the velocity distribution
s q S2S ij «• t0^ y 4* —— /^q ^
which le a parabolic distribution, where IT le eome constant velocity# The 
stream function, If requlrod, can be obtained by Integrating equation (10). 
Bquatlone (9) and (10) give the Ideal linear eheer free etream flow# and tho 
purpose of this section la to mdce equatlone (5) and (6) represent as oloaoly 
as poeelblo the flow conditions repreeented by equatlom (9) and (10) 
reapoctlvely. In these equations there ore three varlaMo parometere coL,
U# and k/& # thus leading to a triple Infinity of poeelble flow caaca* There 
ore oeverel mothode of choosing a and b to make equations (5) and (6) reprecent 
approximately a linear shear distribution. The following two methods eoem 
very reasonable to the author#
1# In any speciflo problem# the cylinder la eltuated on the %<nd.c# and ao
tho region of primary importance In the free stream la tliat region near the
th a t ia? , % , %XMoxlOy^ tlie region where y la amll# Thus# comparing equatlono (3) and (9)
for email y# It la aeon that
® * 0)^ f and a ,
wTilch give
^  ( I 1) # and ^  ^  ^  ( I ^  1) ^
Thus equation (5) become
w =: (coah %  alnh Si^ ) t  W
where# m  before# k has an unrestricted finite range# excepting tlie value aero 
One condition atlll to be applied# ia that @ «= » wMch impllea ^at th
conotont of integration on integrating equation (11) ia aero# giving the
r$Æbv#
velocity profile ao
q n » w Oinh %  f cash
where tho condition 11 » muet hold if cj^ ^  Il on y % 0# This velocity
profile la of a hyporbolio cosine form, except for k = 1, where a pure 
exponential ie obtained, Bquntiom (9) (W (11) are similar to the first
.order in y?equations (10) and (12) being similar to the second order if the.
condition U « holds# With these conditions tho otroam funotiom are
oimilor to the tld.rd order# It should alao be noted that tho tangente to tho
two velocity curves on tho as'W.mcie are tho mme# One further oo^ Tespondenco, 
io that for email values of k, the minimum volooitieo for the diatributione 
given by eqmtiono (10) and (12) are approxlmtoly similar, for the eamo value 
of y, mmeiy y » k JR (from equation (9). In the latter it io aootmed that 
and higher powers are negligible# There are mw only two parameters in the 
diotributiona given by equations (11) and (12), since there ic a relation 
connecting IT, k and jB , namely U =* * Introducing the nou'^ i^menaional
parameter U « before, eqimtion (12) becomeo
q 22 ^ Bitûi Ü cosh WZ I  -------— (/3)
Since U R ^  # For completeneae, integration of equation (13) gives
^  M ^  cosh %  + eihh ,---------(fU-)
the constant of integration being neceeeorily eero* Now, from equation (10), 
it ia seen #at the minimum velocity, at y » , is given by
(Vmin, .
This minimum value for the velocity moot be greater timn acre for no back flow
to occur, if^iich résulta in the condition
H > V g
It is seen, that in the approximate cose, wWre the neceaeory condition
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N ss %  applioBi tho abovo relation boeomos li^ < 2# or H?'- y % for bo back
to oxlot in tho oorrooponding linear caoo# Flg)jro (1) llluotmtoG the
two velocity profilea given %  equations (10) and (13) 1%% mm^dlmenaloml form# 
for I !S %  23 •§**
If tho t v m  stream flow wore conoldored alone, it would, of courue, ho 
more convenient to take k Z  ^  11$ my, Wring II no the typical linear dimenolon, 
the condition for no back flow becoming again N ^  as mentioned in oMpter I 
and derived in chapter IV, However, in view of t M  onboequent work, the 
general form, already diecuBOed, io maintained* Thio argument also applies 
to the Docond method of comparison#
To owmariso the first mothod of comparieon thoreforo, talcing the values
of a and b given previonaly, it lo soen that N - Vk, that in the region
^4kJ0'<y< f (approximately) the vortlclty profilée arc the oame to the 
first order, the velocity dioti'lbntioon to the oocond order, and the 
##dietr:lbation to the third order, tkvt tho tangonto to the velocity 
profiles aro the aam for y - 0, and finally, that for oimll k, the minimum 
velooitieo have the oamo value at tho m m  value of y, namely y » kj& « Of 
eouroe, the smaller tho value of k, tho more accurate is the eomparioon, 
particularly near tho zc^ oxio* To maintain a velocity profile of a hyper Wile 
cosine form k muet bo lorn than unity* Far from the mcie, however, tho 
method is invalid, oincG the oompariaon was based on tho assumption of small
y#
The Gtroam function given by equation (4) become 
«\|r R - 1) e %  - + l) 0 J
= w£ I r - 1) 8 %  - i(M ♦ .1) 0 J ,
which, on Introducing the non^dlmenuioml qurnitltiea
Ÿ  ^ i^Z , y‘ ■= , a' a = id  -  | ) .  b* «  ^^  (X + |)  ,
bocomou
(3 sinli y* «# g co8h y* ,------ ——. ——-- —— —f/5).
which gives
q* c ^  * ooGh y* ,
mâ #* « ® « "» I #:Wi y*  ^comh y*
The linear vorticity distribution may bo written as
#* a* 1 ^  ^ V|r ,
and tho velocity distribution ao
q$ % 1 ## 4 y*/^ ^
where in the latter two équations k and N are independent nnleee comparleon 
ic made with the approximate distribution* Thus, equation (15) completely 
determines the free stream flow, except for the static preeaure which appeara
in BemoulliTo equation, lAere dépende on the ein^o parameter N«
Figure (1) illuotratec the two velocity diatrlbutione, which are probably 
the mo8t important functions from a physical point of view, where k, ao in 
the approximate caoe, ie Wten equal to in the linear caee, the daehee
having been dropped in the figure althou#i dlmemiohleoG quanti tie o are need. 
2# A],though a clom correopondence io required near the x-^ mcie, it m y  be 
ar^ed that an overall picture of the two profiler nhould be cimllor over a 
range on both eidee of the Accordingly the following lece direct
alternative method is outlined#
The procedure, ae before, io to make oquatione (5) and (6) correspond 
ae closely ac poaeilale to equatioxm (9) and (10) roopectavely, in the
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of tho Tble lo dom by Impoolng the oonditloow given
holoi^  on equatlono (5) and (6)$
( I )  q » le  a mlnlmm a t y (liaplloo o ) c : O o t y % : k ^  ) ,  and
(II) q»{j^«iraty«:0#
Thoee conditions roonlt In the valneo for a and h of
■ a « , aaa b « ' *
Thus# the diotrlWtlom given hy eqnatlom (4)p (5) and (6) hecom
t" « ( %  "
s f e  caah m  - w,
and
mK> R ## ^ m,é^,irn» 8loh ( %  -* k) # cosh k
Introdnolng tho same no^Wlniensloml qngmtltleo given before^  these oqnatlono 
Bioy bo x^ ltton an
ir ° Gibh (y« - k h --------------------- 0^>
q* ” gg^-g coGh: {y*'-lc)ÿ
end
” “ s k  ~
In tMo oaoo k hae an mweetrloted range of valmoy it^ hUèt the number an 
ohown In method 1* mnet eatloiÿ tho Inequality If ) * With this baele#
the method of fitting la non a trial and error method# For eaoh k# there l0 
a value of W tdiloh mkoe the vortlclty distribution derived from qquatlon (16) 
moot olosely represent tho dlmemlonleoe form of #e linear vortlclty 
distribution In the vicinity of the 35^ mdo# A schematic diagram of the 
vortlclty profllea at % %: '^ oO t;lth the conditions Imposed lo o})om In
Figure (a)# tW ooodltlon glrea 1%)^ equation (17) Wing Incoi'porated
lal
approsdlimte oaae^  
linear case*
W
For example# #en k a 1# It la fnnn*^  l%r trial and error that tho value la 
^ « 1*2, Tho oorreapondlng parabollo and liQ^ erbollo ooelne velocity 
dlotrlWtlom In thle oaee ore lllwtratod In Figure (2)* In (hot# when 
k «: 1# there le a emll I'onge of valuee of N aromd 13 « 1*2# wliere tho 
velocity dlotrlbutlono near the %»mdn for each I? ei'o In olooe agrooment.
It ohould bo noted# that tW value of k la not moeeearlly emaH# ao In 
method 1#
A more proolee# though lean aoeurate method of connecting k and 1$ for 
beet fit# la to Impoee on additional condition on the vortlclty distribution 
obtained from equation (16), For exemple# if e) - at y 0# then k and B 
muot aatlofy the relationship
V|| tanh k # ------------------------
8o# out of the multiple Infinity of poeaible combimtlono of ebear diatributlon 
and typical length J0 # thorn eatiefying equation (17) uill approximate met 
nearly to linear shear flow oonditiono in the vicinity of the axle near
92.
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(a) illmtmteo the vortlclty profilée with thla further 
condition#
Floally# although there la m  apodal merit In ohooelng a and b to mke
tho obear dletrlhutlon approsclmatoly linear in tho vicinity of the mdo near
% ##oO y It le felt tlmt thlo dlotrlbutlon comtltiatee a moful model of 
vai'lahle ohear Hw #
Tho genorcO. motliod for obtaining tho otream funotlon for a oyllndor In 
thle approsdmately linear eboar flow le now put fhrmrd# a end b being
retained to give a more general reeult#
The elngle partial differential equation (3) governo the flow» and
uniquetogether with appropriate boundary eondltlena a^ oolutlon le defined* The 
etream function # met eatlefÿ the following eondltione:
(1) f^dr « <\jy«a #
(11) 'Ÿ' — > a f b as it — >^oO  ^and
(ill) K oonetant o# on the given cylinder situated at #o origin#
As mentioned previously# the solution le not uniquely defined unless a 
epoolfle value le given to the conetant o# thus there le a elngle Infinity of 
solutions mtlofying (1)# (11) and (111)# The further condition required to 
obtain a value for o is discussed suboequently In tMe oeotlon#
A eolutlon# Involving o# la nm^  obtained by mklng uae of the general 
transformation# given by equation (7)# resulting In a solution for ^  which 
aatlafloa equation (8) and which tends to aero aa  ^ Although equatlo
(8) can be solved generally In carteolan coordlmtoo# It lo mre comenlent 
to exprees It In polai* coordinatoo r and G# aW to oolve by separation of 
vai'lableo# Equation (8) In polar coordinates is given by
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i ^  ~ iP i®  ® 0 . ---------------------------
Multiplying tbrouf^  and iwitlng r* «: % #  equation (18) beooma
dimemionleoo in the indepeiK3ent variables# Aaoiming a solution to exiet 
of the form
'Ÿ » E(rO . ®  (# ) #
and mibaitutlng in equation (18) the following roonlt io obtained
* r  f t ~ ==" 0 ^  “ ^ '
whore is the separation constant# In fact# + most be talten^ where 
m is an Integer# eineo the etroam fonction la neoeoearily periodic in G#
of pe%*iod 3(# The latter equation results in the two equations
H p  * 0  a 0,
and
^ (1 + ) R » 0#r * dr* r*
This laot equation is Bessel *s differential eqmtion of order m# with 
imaginaiy independent variable# eolutiono of %3hioh are Kp%(TO#
tho modified Beowl functione of the firot and occond hind roopeotively#
(Bee for. example. Wat eon* a *Trmtioe on Beeeel Punctione QgQ )# Thus#
a general eolation to equation (18) may be written in the form 
^ m a  m  * \  0in i!i©){Oj^ jj(^ *) + |i,
whore jU# %# and are comtanta# IWevor# ao is ooen from the 
asymptotic cKXpanoion of largo r* (me jQoJ )* Ig^ (r*)7 A o  as
r* — > oD # whereas Ig(r*) —  ^0 m  r*— >oO # Thuo# to oatislÿ the 
neoGOoary condition on ÿ  at Infinity tho eolation beoomeo 
^  ss Ç I { %  COS #  + sin #) Ij^ Cr*) p
where 0% « 0 and %  :3 ^  ^  %Pm conotanto# On mbetituting
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^  # given, by oqttation (19)# in  ©qimtiou (?)# the stream function  'yjrtB 
obtained aa
^  c a 0^  ^+ b ^ X(eu mo mD f sin #) Kj^ C^r*)#---  *(^ 0)* m# given by equation (80) esitlofleo tho conditions (i) and (il) oinoe it io
a dota tion  o f equation (3)# and Kjj^(r*) — >0 as r * — ^oO (or % — ^ -*oO ) ,
If the cylinder# whose equation can bo written in the form r ’ %:%(#)# whore %  ( 
io in each case a known function  o f 9# io situttted at the origin# the third 
condition is incoriiorated to give the following equatj^ a
c = a ^ + b ^
t ÇI (Ojg 000 #  4» b^  sin I#) Kjj (%(9))#
since x* « r* coo 9 and y* » r* sin 9# The terms  ^and
Kjj (% (9 )) are expreoood in tho form of Fourior series# and on substitution 
in equation (21) tim coefficients and are obtained in terms of known 
quantities and c# by equating coefficients# One analytical difficulty# 
which is Wot cliscussod in the individual cases# is that (#)) io in
general an infinite Fourier series and this rosuits in oquationo for and 
which may or may not give solutions# Thus# unless *^ (0) ia a srtaple 
function# difficulties may be encounterod. A specific example# however# 
is more instructive and the flow past an oliiptlc cylinder will be discussed 
subsequently# where 7C C^ ) Is not a constant# The difficulties which arise 
are treated ±n detail#
The question o f the non^uniquenees o f the so lu tio n  to  the extent o f 
the constant c# ap):earo fo r  all shapes of cylinder# and is therefore discussed 
in  th is  section* Unlike the constant shear problems# th is  constant c is  not 
defined numerically ( in  terms of dimensions of the flow) by the analysis# and
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one jDüOPiWhie)? imw&grb tjharejRoore Tbo ajogpoiaoa (woi tdbo jElLotf l*i (sardlei» ibo (>lyS8kia
(3/ TN3]LtH8 j%)%r (3* IMiG i^ QuLcHodLtqy %>roj%l]LG Igy (HgiMdkdLoB ((&) <3efyL%w38 "tliG jBeea
ErbaroBBt f3L(yw (X3*Q%>l(3t(&]L3r cKKiessgdb j%)3? IbliG ifCLluG (Kg' iKbte ]p3fO{3GtQ?G
(3()G8 %W)i} laawdLtyb jka (My&f&dLodlng gi i;ti3j&0 :fop (), (i8 3,8 (sagdLlar 8<8ea jpsüom 
Ik33*BK>iilJL3.#(3 8(&t&a1%9k)i) (3!*jLd2) # $&CMW, :&Bi %%r(&(yb:l(X)* ilt) ila* ifG igr jparciTbGilkl*) Ibhw&i}
tdbgre l8 a, iwodLcgae 8K)3;udb3ko% bo tliG ]p&qy%33jCKal tdbot, flei, tdbf&ti Ib&iGwe jL8
(&%w3 ()%&3T (mo G&ifGom 3L3LMO igB&jLcli lacivQG <)& Ibo IStwB 4g/]Lljocle]p# IKtio
lomtloa of tMo 8#o@m 11m "wHl depend on Q&e free Btreem oondltlone and 
the dlmenelone of the cylinder.
In order to ohteln a iwlqjue veine for c# the olrenlatlon le now
<%%R9ldG%gK%* Wrltiiy;
r  - r.-t r, .
iwhere end ore the olroulatlon i^flthont the <#d.nder and the extra 
oiroulatlon due to the preeonee of the cylinder roepootlvely» where the contour 
le the perimeter of the cylinder* Ihle le directly comporah3.e to the coee In 
chapter II# Ae can he eaelly dhedked from ony of the etreem fùnctlone 
euhoe#ently derived# the theorem otatlng that # 0# ae In the oonetont
eheor caBO# doea not in general Wld fbr a vcrlabile cheer flow# when c le 
general# It eeeme feaelhle# hoiicver# that on aeemh^lon etatlng that / *% ^ 0 
In the vorlahle eheor cnee le not oüt-with the poeelhlllty provided the contour 
L# round whl<d% the circulation la meaoured# le Is&wa perimeter of the cylinder# 
Thin aeem^ion ImpHoa #at the Introduction of o cyllndor Into on Invlocld 
Incovqireeelhle rotational fluid doea notdlter the circulation round the path 
L# iw&klohi colnddeo with the perimeter of the (yllnder# From the form of tho 
atreom f)motlon given hy e^mtlon (8D)# It la aeon tliat the contrlhutlon to 
the olroulatlon Z ', namely tdbdUcdb orlaea from must be oero# Ihua#
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if, tho vector Q dofinoo tho contribution to tho velocity from tho klistisripaneo* 
otream function ^  $ and dg ia tho vector of olenontary length on the cylinder 
thon tho following roanlt mmt hold:
r’l « 5 s . lia « 0 » ------------------- (3-^
I.
whore L io  tho path co incid ing  w ith  tho cy liedo r perim eter* whooo equation io  
given by r*  « ^ ( G ) *  and in  po la r coordim too (do)^= (d r)^   ^ ( r # ) ^ ,  Now# 
oevoralf i f  not a ll#  o f and involve c and equation (22) in  any d p e c ific
eimumlo givoa one fu rth e r cond ition  on the constant coo ffic ion ia#  vjhieh io  
o u ffic io n t to  provide .a d e fin ite  value fo r  the constant c# I t  ehoiiXd be 
noted a t th is  otage, th a t tb lo  c irc u la tio n  cond ition  le  not absent «in the 
constant ohoar cane# oince the c irc u la tio n  wae alwaya aooumod to  bo soro# 
Although tho theorem otatoe th a t » 0 , a c irc u la tio n  could bo added. I t#
value being given as a fu rth e r boundary condition#
IhuD to ouinmrloe *tho atroara function ^  must aatiofy four condltlone, 
(i), (11) and (111) given previously, and tho new condition (Iv)* Tho last 
condition otateo that the disturbance etroam functiongiven rlwe to nothat is,»? ,te’ther circulation^ must bo aero# With conditions (1), (11) and (111),
It should be noted that with o arbitrary, there le a olngle Infinity of
Golutlono to the problem* In the symmetrical cose when k « 0 In, say
equation (16), it io obvious from a pl^ aicol point of view that o must bo
Boro, that le, the stagnation etream line coincide# with the %~a%io and lo
undcflectod) analytically, however, any value of o ^  0 gives a valid solution
satisfying (i), (11) and (ill)*
The general features of the flows past the various cylinders can be
calculated from the atroam funotione obtained by the method described above,
Tho lifo force on the cylinder per unit length can W  obtained. I t  doeo
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la fact vary with the ohaogG la circulation round tho cyllndort Bathor than 
dlocu89 the general method further at thla etage, it la more Inetructive to 
otudy particular ahapee of cylinder la a ohear flow of the type dleouGGod ahem
SàâJi£<aââi-MüâBK
A circular cylinder of radluo r^ , lo introduced at the origin in the
field of flow given by equation (4)* The typical linear dlmenelon In thie
caee le r., the radlue of the cylinder* For the oake of oompleteneee, a and
are retained la their general form# and may he replaced at any etage hy the
v&luQG obtained la either method 1* or 2#
In th&8 0&80 the cylindor la given by - 1, which givoo X^ (@) #
Equation (21) thu# bcoomao
0, @ ^  f b ^
2ZI ($. 000 #  t tu sin #)Km (1) #------- (SL3)la p Q ^ w *-*
using integral# given by *Iptegr@l Tafel#,|3^ & or directly from the Britlah 
AoBOCi&tion Mathematical T&blea of Beaeel Funotlono, tho Fourier expanei* 
of at
e- = 1 (^1) ♦ 2 ^ 2  (-1)® Igmd) cos 2*8
m 551*2 YZ (-if Imafl(l) (âa ^  1)0 . m = 0
Those escpinsiona are stibotltuted ia equutioa (23) and coeffloîents eqaatefl to
00 = [o - (a+Wlgd^g^^ ,
ag^ « - 2(a+to)(-l)® I S S ^  , bgm = 0 »
^Zm
I  ( l)h2^1 S; #'2(Uf#h) ('rl ) “ 0 Jf
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which on autetltutloK In equation (#) give the atrenm function as 
f . :.,.i r Ko(ï')-'I'laRw mm>^|r =  ^lûéT^  f j^c j g *^£y0 < 1 ) J
- Ë  (-« ” «a. <'•> coa &a 6m * 1 
«0
+ 2(a-h) y \ (-1)“ Kj5^ ^(r«) ein (2ri*1) © «-------1 9 ^  S^Brt-lVl)
— (9.4)
It ohoMld be noted &t tblo wtago* tb&t tba field of flow io oymmetrloal 
about the y~a%l8; tbia la Irroapectlve of the value of o* Tho stream 
fURotioa given by equation (24) satisfies the eondltlono (1), (ii) and (ill), 
defined In the last eootion# for all values of e# If k # 0 In equation (16)* 
then, From physical considerations* the flow is symmetrioal
about the %*a%lo and so o « o« Ibis state of affairs is show# In Figure (b)* 
where the stagnation streamline Is the %*aais and the porimetor of the oyllndei
X
ICO#
In general, the constant o must be found from equation (22) ae followo,
Tho velocity components in polar coordinates ore
and *
Round the perimeter L, of the eiroular cylinder, « 0, and accordingly the 
circulation , in an anti*olGOkwiGG direction, 18 given by
^  t  â© = * Tj. ,
where jT^ a ##8 are as defined in the preceding Geotion* Being equation
(84), it la oeen that2%
1^  %: w C (a ^ b cinG #' o Jo
e= * gK (e + b)%(l)*--------- ----- ----------
and together with equation (22)
- at 'EKgy j e -» (a + b)Io(l)j ^ 0»
O I»
lAere K (l) « | , which leads to the resulto L dP' J
It io easily 8G@n from oqu&tlonG (4) &&d (5) that for no back flow b muot elwog
bo negative, and numerically greater than a, Ae a regult e, given by equ&tloa
(26), l8 a&wayB negative# The otagnatlon atream line c, and thus the
non-dlmenQional deflection y* » ^ 86 , of the etagnatlon stream line In the fr<0 /*0
Btroam ne&r:&23~oO la, from cqu&tlo& (4), given aa & oolutlon of
»%0 - (a + b)r (1) 0^ 0 + b n 0,“ « ......o
Which, BincG the exponential is alwayn positive, reaultG In
yg a logg { [(a+b)I (X)J m I + (a+b)I (1)2a
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One Important result arlaing from equation (27) l8 that for all k}> 0 
the stagnation etream line always cornea from below the y* ^  0,
which la, of course, a region of higher velocity than that opposite the 
centre of the cylinder. This la a comparable rooult to th&t obtained 
In chapter II,
Subotltutlng relation (26) in equation (24), the stream function le 
obtained for any a and b. If a or b la aero, a negative or poeltive 
exponential velocity distribution reopectively le obtained# It le oleo 
found th&t when a and b are both poeltive, there le a flow comparable 
to the constant vortlclty eaoo (that le, reglone In the free etream exist 
where the flow 38 In the opposite direction) and the state of affaire from 
the point of view of the stagnation points Is qualitatively olmilar.
Taking the particular value# of a and b given by method 2^ the 
stream function in dlmenGionloBa form become#
T C08h k
oO
* 2 taah k 2 %  (-1 )“  iâ s Ë l K_ (y») eoo 2 m2a
" aln(2m«l5 © ,----- (ÎL%)
w h e r e k  if required may be related to # by equation (17). 
From equation (85) the circulation 1# given by
Q ®  lîr0 tsnîi k  (i) » —  —  —  - —  —  — w  ( 5 l ^ )
The velocity at any point la given by .
q'* = (q/0)a = (q*p,)a + (%'*)% ,
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where and are defined prevlouBly# In particular# the velocity #&
the cylinder, where q* # 0, la given by
(q*a) e ~ r**$=& [ wDdhk
oO
» 8 tanîî k ^  (-.15®* îâlÛl Cl) ess Sa ©md Kgjjd)
eO
* ” g ' ' " " '  * ] .----- «O'
where K!L(l) «»
r**! Û r* r*»!
Im(l)Putting ^ TaW.e (1) Illustrates hoif rapidly t&ie
cerlee converge In equation (^ O), there r* 1; In caeee where r* ^  1, tho
aerlec converge even more rapidly^
m 1 2 3 4 5 6
\ f r > ,961 .322 ,071 ,011 ,0014 .00014
Table (D#
Stagnation points on the cylinder ore given by (q*#.) » 0, and In view^ r*^ l
of the valu68 of V  (1) given In Table (1), a roaeonable approximation le glvetwl
tank te (1 + 4 V g ( l) )  &ln% -  ( I f  2 % ^ (l)) s in  «
- 2)^(1) tanh k « 0fit
tihoï'e i t  should "bo noted th a t k » 0 gives 6 » 0# k» and the so lu tio n  for k > 0 
is  glsen W
 + 2 ^ ( 1 ) 5
.((1+S V(l»a + 8Tfg(l) tanh% (W^gd))^ J .---
#1% ^ 2 tahh k
m #
Thla gives stagnation pointa oymmetrioolly placed about the y*#mcl8* lying In tb
third and fourth quadrants of tho oirolo* More aoourate solutions are obtainçi
directly from expression (30), when it io equated to eero. The deflection y^ , 
the stagnation pointo on the cylinder lo given in noiWimenelonal form by 
e sin e, idkero oin 0 Is given by equation (31)# Tho atagnotion etreom line 
which, from equation (26) ie ^ Iq(l) tahh k, etarto in the free etrea 
near % a ## oO at tlie position y^ , given by equation (87), which In this caeo 
reduces to
y* a k « aliifcr^  Igd) elnk k j------------- .------ (3^^
This value of yi lo the deflootlon of the stagnation stream line in the free
stream noar x » cO # The dollectlon in the stagnation stream line Is given 
by 6, the difference In the two deflections y^ and y., which in non^ dimensional 
form is given by
Ô* = Vj.^  ^ ^ 0 “*
whore y^ and y]^ are given by equations (32) and (31) respectively# Relations 
(31) and (38), and consequently (33), can easily be obtained for general a^md 
h from equation (24), with c c: (a+b)I^ (l)# IRaing equations (31), (32) and (33 
gra%)hs of tlie various quantities are dram, and are Illustrated in Figures (3), 
(4) and (5) respectively, for varying values of k# If relation (17) is used 
in conjunction with tho results in Figures (3), (4) and (g), the various 
deflections are obtained In terms of N, w3iere it should be remembored that the 
maximum value of unity# As mentioned before, ho^ fover, a trial and erro
method is in the end more accurate for the best value of N for a given k# If 
the dlstrlhition from method 1* is used, ^  and k are Identioo]* and the 
approximation is good for email k only# Figure (6) illustrates tlie 
flow past the circular cylinder# The region only is
shown, since the flow is symmetrical about the ywaxis.
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For tho pwpoooo of tMo theolo# ohly the of tho elroular (^ rllMer in 
a varlahlo ohoai* flow Imo boon fully ovaluated# other oxompleo being derlvW 
with general a and b only# Accordingly a ohort dloenoolon of the résulta on 
the drcnlar oyllnder will now be given#
Dlaoueolon of the Eee.ülts for the Oircultyt. Cirlinde^ r
One Important qualitative result arising from the general oolutlon^  la 
that for all values of k# positive and negative# the stagnation stream line 
comes from a region of higher velocity than the free stream voloolty directly 
In line with the cylinder centre# Thie result le Illustrated In Figure (4)* 
and le In agreement with the conclusions given In chapter II for the case 
of constant shear flow* The noiMaimenslonol paramoter N again appears togothea 
with a parameter k# which is Introduced by the comparison of the free stream 
flow with the linear shear model* General conduolons are given at the end 
of the chapter#
It is# however# propitious at this stage to give some tentative 
quantitative comparison i&th the experimental results of Young and Maas [3!^ ] 
and Davies [3?) # described briefly In chapter I# The displacement measured 
experimentally by these authors is the same ao that denoted by y* throughout 
this thesis. Taking the radius of the pltot tube as the typical linear di^ iensl^  
Young and Mbas found that the deflection of the stagnation stream line comparai 
to y* was substantially constant over a range of readings# and was in fact# eqtw 
to 0*36* From a study of the reqWolte paper [35] It appears that for the 
experimental range considered# the results are based on a very restricted range 
of small values of ^  . The maximum deflections in the theoretical oases# 
which in the variable shem* flow Is 0*24 (Figure (4)) and in tho constant shear
flow is 0*71 (Figure (5)# chapter II)# can not be compared id.th the experimental 
results* For 0*3# which is probably near the upper limit of t%ie restrict
ïoemom8 omainec
10%
range ooverod by the exporlmnts of Young and ^ 3aaa# the theoretical value for 
tlie dloplaoement of the stagnation stream line In the variable shear eaae is 
appi^ oximtely 0#0S# and In the constant ehear case 0*07# Thie ap%:arent 
Inconeiatenoy in the actual numerical values is perhaps signlfleant* In 
chapter I* it me mentioned that Davies [37] obtained reeulte# which ehowed 
very email# or eero# displacemente fbr low opoed flow# to which this 
inc mpreaslble flow le comparable# In the experlmentGy he need tubec of a 
two*dlmenelonal nature# which coiaparee with the two-^ dlmenolonol nature of the 
work in thin theois# whereas Young and t4aae used tubee of a thrce^lmensional 
type. Thus# It Is possible that If
Thus# in the case of pltot tubes in a rotational flow# comparatively largo 
dleplacemente are to be expected- in three^imenoional flow# and very much 
emaller displacements in two-dimensional flow# This poeelbility that the 
deflection ie eaoentielly a three^ d^imeneioml effect is of major importance# 
To illustrate the general methods given previously# the case of an 
olliptio cylinder In a variable ehcar flow la considered.
An elli%)8e in polar eoordinateo r and 9# io given by
1 4 a COG #
where p aW a are the eemi*-*latu# rectum and the eooentrioity reopeotlvely.
An ellipee i^ ith its equation given by equation (34) io eituatod ae shown in 
Figure (o)# one of the foci being situated at the origin.
110,
XX.
The longth p# may W %  apy uhllnt the aooGAtrlolty f^ r an ollipae
mwt aatloQr 0 < % < 1# the limiting caaeo of a « 0 and 1 being a olrble aW 
a parabola roopeotlvoly# Tho oqnatlon of thla olllpoo in oartoolan coordinate 
whore a and b are tho ooml'^ major and *#mlnor mcoa roopootively# la given by
X •*' m
When X Oÿ y « p# %fW.oh glvoo
(1 *•a and b Î»
It la more eonvonlont horo to W m  p ao tho linear dlmonoion and in tho final 
roanlto for deflootlono to multiply by the. factor % »  (1 **)*# Thm# in
dlmenaionlqoa form# equation (34) bocomo
r* a I f #  000 6
whidi doflneo %.(0) A>r tho elliptic cylinder oltuatcd an ohown in Figure (o). 
With th la  value of ^ ( 0 ) #  equation (01) beoomoo
e a e f  B  008 #  ^  ^ *8ln % f # 000 0
gO* ZI (% C0£3 B» + ^ "*~(36)
d bo mentioned at thlo otage that ona condition Impoocd on %  (0) In 
ito general form ia that %  (0) oin0 miot be free from oingularitioa in
tho field# The %(0) defined for the elliptic cylinder mtiefioe tlilothe
condition only if c ^  1# ao th# parabolic cylinder iu excluded f
reaulte# AO my be eeen# moat of onbaequent analyaia ia valid if and 
e< 1#
Ac mentioned previouoly# whenpl^ (0) ie not a constant certain difficulties 
80# aoveral of which ore alroady apparent from equation (36)# For ommplc# 
Fourier oxpaneione have to be obtained fbr the exponontialo e* 8lR% + # g 
and ibr tho Beosel Function h^oee argument la a function of
a5»# ff are cc
1# . The Fourier Expamioti of e^
AÏ,W*iJ^VS3Vl. SB tJ
# # COB 0
The atrai#itf0rward method of obtaining the 
Foui'ier expanaion of the function# la to evaluate
I f
coefficientG in the full 
gralo of tho form
e l*e %cos)
The evaluation of theae intégrale le very difficult 
following method la uoed*
The esqpanaion of the exponential function ia gi 
wjWÜÀ'm,## \^ "'7 . . .r
e 1***^ 0000 ss 1 4> /  iâL, (  *\ # —
. ri \ 1 + 0  0080 /
tioally# and tl
(3?)
and each term in the mmmtion ia e3q)re88ed ae a Fourier aorieo# The latter 
oeriea are aummed over r# to give a final Fourier expanolon for the required
222,
function# Tho oxpunolon o f oaoh In d iv id u a l to m  la  ca rrlod  out in  two pa rts*
(1) Gonoldor V  (X + $ eor#)^ # whoro r  Wmo a ll  values from 1 to  * 
îrroD pG ctive o f whothor v is  odd o r oven# ^ ^ cos0)^ oven fu n c tio n
o f 6# and can thus bo expanded os a Im lf^rango cosine sories# lA io h  may be 
w ritte n  as
1 , ^   (3«)
W T T ^ *  - « ' S o + Z i ' S nnpl
where ^,n  given# fo r  all n miü r# %
Using In te g ra l T a fo l [4 2 ] # a value fo r  th is  in to g ra l can be o%ai%%od in  te rm  
o f a# where a is  defined by the re la tio n
0 n
which gives
a « -  + ( 1  -  X ^
Pi " * 15^
Since «< 1# |a |> l#  or /a /< X  according to whether the negative or positivo
sign is taken with the square root in  the last equation* Thus# taking the 
positive root#
a s -  1 .j. { - X F  »-------------------v> fee. ’
g iv in g  a siGgative, and /a/<l* ïhe In teg i'a ]. for a^, ^  la olAained ao ('fab le  
332, (31) )
= % C l î T Æ f ï
2(l*g^ )^  q'2r+n-2 /3M-n-l\/2j>-V-2y2c£^ \ /i n\— P^:5—  Y ( ^ j [  )\ a-} ,---
V =0
where in general
IÛ4
3 6 ?  '
where denotee the Qwmm function# which for Integral valuee of tho argument 
may be written In faotorlal form ae ehown# elnoe In equation (40) the numberp 
corroepondlng to p and q are integral* Tho erpreealon Involving the Gamma 
funotlooe for Integral argumonte la olmllar to tho exi)re0olon for the binomial 
eoefflelenta PO $ Thun# equation (38) givee the required Fourier o:q>anolon 
fbr Ml + a co(#)^  # for all r# where the are given by equation (40)#
(11) Consider now# the expreeelon (^^^^1 + a oo8@) # Thle function ia
an odd or even function of 0# depending on whether r lo on odd or an even Integ
respectively* The eaqpanelon ao a Fourier eorieo le carried out in two parts *
If r ie an even integer the expreeoion glvee a half^ ronge ooaine aeriee# and if 
r lo an odd Integer# tlw esqpreoeion gives a half^ range sine seriee*
The function la on even function# no let
^ ^  &,m ms #  ,-----------------
m%loO
£s ain% y  coo #  #
mo
Arom equation (38)# with a given by equation (40)# where the term n » 0 inr*n
the last summation must be multiplied by & to conform i^ lth equation (38)* %
definition# #e coeffidonta Ay « are given by
A T V I i n,in m, C08 #  de
I  (1. .  c o r* ) '0
^ <sin*’ô Y Z  coa k6) eoo me #
J  W  '
^  % % a r '.X sla*'© eoa ï& cos
114.
whei'e the Intorcbswge of integration md ommtion lo valid# since the 
Integral lo finite# and thC oimmation abeolntely convergent# Uow# the last
relation may be iwltten In the form
“ ' • •  °  : 5  fk t= ' a„_„ Ç oia*© eo8(m + n)& #îrt
W  K
+ 1 y [ ®rnii C sl#s cosCk - a)© #
0
I €Ù n+ % P -I %.,n f sin% cos(n « a)0IMW-l .*0 10 #
U a i n g  Integral T a g o l  j[42] (332# (12))# t h e e e  I n t é g r a l e  a r e  g i v e n  ae follme*
^ Ç 0in% cos(m + n)0 #
''O
0 for (m + n) odd#
0 for r < (m + n)# (m + n) even#
F i ) ^. U» ( 4 “ )1/
and
for r ^  (m + n)# m + n) even#
4 Ç 0in% mo (m ^  n)e #
^  0 for (m " n) odd#
for r < (m ^  n)# (m ** n) oven#
r”“* I liSÈB 1 r ^  (m "# n)# ii) even#V a 7
1/A  A ain% 008 (n m)0 #0
for (n m) odd#
for r<(n "* m)# (n ^ m) even#
^r*n»m^  for r^ (m m. m)# (n m) oven#
0
115*
On oubatitutlng these veluee In the relation for Ay equation (4X) glvee the 
required Fourier au a oooim aeries for r an even Integer* In thin
expanoion# A (m 1^ 0) is given by* oO
r^#m a m  %,a sJsa) Jf > m + na«0 Qv V g /
es 0 r < B + n
(-1)9 /
5  ( 4 “ )
4 0 r < m ^  n
oO
+ ^  %,n M - L  ^ a - la
4 0 I?' < a *»* m f  f /juSL )
where the term n % 0 hao been multiplied by & to conform with equation (38)#
It must ho remembered that r# m + n# and m -*» n aro ell ey% integers# and that 
^#n for all n ^  0 is given by equation (40)# 
r j3M#
The function is in this mee an odd fimction# eo let
( Æ f S .-» T  “ £ l V , . » . l n « , ------------------- 7 <*’>
eO
Ï» ainf# X T %  - Ç08 #  #npO ^
from equation (38)# where la given ly equation (40) and Oy^ in the lattex 
summation is multiplied by ^  to conform with equation (38) ae before# %e
coefficients are given by
%"(„ (  ( 8 in * © Z I &p « COS # )  a ln  iï® #  •'o nrfï
g 000 #  ain #  #  #
' a=0 0
the Intero^mAgo of Integration and summation again Wing valid# Ao before#
&,m “ i Z_A %‘»n \ ntnimn)^  m  
0=0 0
)3h1 'H
■*■ ^  y ' a_ _ C sin*© 0l»C«i«»)© #
■ w  * i
X SÎ
" K ^  I Ç QlA'^ O sinCrif»»»)» #  , 
n^ nw*! 0
tho term zma being# of course# %ero$ Using Integral Tafol (332# (ll))#the 
valneo of tho Integrals are given by
 ^V Bln% oln(ntm)0 #
^ 1)
0 for (m + n) oven#
0 for r<(m + n)# (m + n) odd#
("#!) 2 / r \  ^ ,f j  ^:a)# (% + n) odd#
0for (m n) even# 
for r^(m  ^  n)# (m'~" n) odd#
fo r  r  ^  C® ** n) # (m ii)  odd#
.n ^Ç Bin% ainCn m)# #
for (n #. m) even# 
for r<(n "» m)# (n "* m) odd#
KBÜL
I fo r  r ^  (n a)# in ^  m) odd*y  r  \
ïh tts , wîien r  is  an odd In te g e r, cqiiatiora (43) glvaa the F o w le r ezpanQlon 
o f ^ V (i+ a  cqg@)r as a sine se rie s , whore the c o e ffic ie n ts  fo r  a il  
m are given by mn#!^  (»1) 2 / r \B_ _ » zZ %,n    ( M M  I + n
+ .1^1^ 
à*'*'» Si»'
r<m 4 n
H v n ^ = ^  u i i n
4 0 r < m - n
oo
- s . " * ' ” ( 4 “ ) ”
- 0 ? < ! R - S , ------------ (4k4)
whore the j j  fo r n = 0 are ra iû tlp lie d  %y -& to  conform w ith  equation (38)»
%ie#
This time r# m * n# cmd m n arc all Integers# and the a^ for a# n 0
ore given by equation (#)*
Using these expansions from (i) and (11)# the requli'ed Fourier oorles#
using equation (37)# is thus given by
cO ^+ sin %  ^y Y
ml0 1+ieO# £5 1 4 I* —
00 00
Î
ml ml
^  B2p4l.mim 2 _ak 2Lak Fs^ Xi \i' ^  #— T------- -------- f4k5)r=G mzdL
where and By are given by equations (42) and (44) reepedtlvoly for all 
0# with the In those expreeelona given by equation (40)# To conform 
with equation (41)# Ay _ ie multiplied by i# It should he remembered that 
the oaqManolon given by equation (45) lo only va3.1d for 0 ^  o ^  1# olnce 
the lntog%W,a have dlocontlnuitlea when e «: 1# Although the general 
expression given by equation (45) appears rather complicated# the calculation 
lo In fact comparatively moy# The convergence of each eerleo lo dependent 
on A# omll A corresponding to raplf3 convergence# For ccmpleteneeo and 
referenoe# Table (2) lllmtrates the Oy.%# for oevoral voluec of r# obtained 
from equatlon(40)# remembering that a and e ore related by equation (39)#
^ (1 - ‘
+ a + n
»
4
g *. ag)
a*
a +
+ %  (49 + %  )
a*
Table (2)
General expremiono for BL « and A« _ are stem In Tables (3r#m
roepeetlvely, with a_ _ from TaouL%) \A/#* .#*«
V 1 3
B r ,l ^ ( ^ , 0  “  ® l,2^ %  (6ag^Q-4ag^2+ag^^)
& ,2 ■" % 3 ^ \  ( ^ 3 * r ^ 3 ,3 * ^ ,5 ^
^ ,3
& ,m
m ), 2
• W “ 3,B-3“ ^‘‘3 ,a -X *% ,® + r‘*'3*i!»-3' 
ts ^  4
Table (3)
X 2 4
4 (^4,0 " ^ 4,2 * % 4 ^
- agfg)4 (^4,1 - 3&4,3 + % S )
*r,2 - |(2^,0“^2,g*®a,4^ '*■&’ ^ ^4,0" 7 % g  + 4a*,^  - a*,^ )
% 3
*1 ^
• (^4,r^4,3*'^4#r%7^
*r»4 (^4,0~^4,2*^4,4"'^4,6*%8)
^r,m - l^ 2^p&*2 " ^ 2,m 
+ %m*2)
3
(%m-4 " ^4,8-2 * ^4»m
“^4»sh-2 + %m+4)
■ m)> 5
To give an illustration of the else of theoe quantitieo;
a ' ^r*m  ^^  0*25# idiioh from eqmtlon
5) shows values 
es a = "* 0*1@
r S,0 &,i % 2 % 3 ^»4 ®ri5 %,6
12
3
4
1.03281.1018
i.an1.3759
-.2623
-.8807
-3.2974
.0333.1042.23.97.3938
-.0041-.0172
-.0451-.0983
*0032,0101
-.0001
"*#0004"*#0008
***#0044
0<.0001.0001.0008
r *r»0 ^r,2 r ^»1 B„2 '
2
4
,5249
.4189
-.1334
"*#144
-.4996- .5 a 13 1.0160.80 -.1291-.2034
Table (5). 0.:;
Theae va luer give the fo llo w in g  oppro%imatlonf w ith  m ^  4* to  the ojcponontial
ftm c tio n  when # « 0*25k
« “ 1.2799 - 0.0727 aooO - 0.2715 coo28® X+ U**£p coow
+ 0.0732 coa%)~0,^K%# 00048
+ üin8 «, 0*163 i&lnSB ~ 0*021 isba38 + .... *
Ao io  oeon from th io  example^ tlio  coeffic icm tB  drop ra p id ly  in  va lno, xâilüh 
in  th io  case onstireo rap id  convergence * The ease a -  0 , o f conroo, a 
p a rtle n la r ezmmplo o f the général form ula given by equation (45) t and fo r 
comparison* the two oerleo fo r, o are ohow% whore the,, aubocripto A and B 
denote the serioo obtained from the section  on the oiroi% lar cy lin d e r* and
equation (45) reapootively# 
A^oln9 _ 2,266 - 0,2715 cos »  + 0.00547 coo 4» ...
+ 1.1303 olnS - 0.04434 ain 39 + ..,
5= 1,2656 - 0.2709 cob 29 + 0.00521 cos 40
+ 1.1300 airiO - 0.044:^  Bin 39 +
For moot practical purpoBoo* the above oxproooiona give the same rcjoult*
2* The BooboI Function Kg '+ « "coob^  a Goolno Series
m « IH I.I’ll V . »llll«l'IW      . |.W « II ) I « W I — > . < — W ilM    W  IIM f j  . l * M I  M U M  II #  . H ' I llr.l »  11 i n  K l ■ » .  . « I  III ■ • ■ ■ n w H i M
The fact that a function of 8* provonto the direct
equating of coefficients as In the caoe of the circular cylinder. However* 
since the argument of the fimetion io itself an even function* 8 only appearing 
In the form con 0* Kg may be expressed ua a cosine oorioG* Thusj
writing
1 ^
(% + 8 COB») - \a,Q * * •*•• - ^  ’SatV »------
the problem lu to find values for the * which depend on a and* of course*
122*
0*1 a%# Ehota jLn tdbo arangps «"TC j*. 4& < i% , tdbdldkk Ibiais) gfiifGB -bkte IjUmdLtB ftw
1 XiWbiG jQwa (WK) * ]Et (should %>8 iBK3*r&a.io%ic%3 fit; Ibhfla Gibeygf*, tdb&t ft#'
vesgr (90i&ll TNa]UüW38 of e, iBogr e <1 ()#]L, ai iHa&GKMw&l&e siBqpafoGEiiaerbjLcwi :l8 tgr
ewowd kliQ %xr(yv&CHA8 tBgrkïiCKÏ :l8 <31:PG0t;l;p j&;)pOL3x:gib3LQ iSoor «slptalnlngs idbio
conotanta la the otream fhnotloA# Tblo approximation* hmwevor# should only
Ibe 14848(3 jPcKP GWBal], ifGjliieo «sjT la# tdhe (SjLGwirc&piaa&cgr :f3M)(a ibhwe tafUkB yaliXG looocwidlayg
lUBargGi» lallbh 3JACKP()Qj3li&g; %i*
3!hG imcHPG t4B3%ao ibkw&t euro tia%&8n jln idbo (aaqpsMacwBduDn gglifGn Iby ewguwatlcMa (j&6),
ibtko gkoourato le idbio <a&)parc8E3,!aEvk3Lo%i to l&ho 1i%i4G jPuRicrblon* 13c>uev(3*', fin ifl/ew
of* i)ho cHiTb90(&tR8%it (&n&]L3r8dl8, iübe GwoeLljLer 1;%w3 %MwmlN3%* lOdT -beMoa balwBn blie <3&8jL(%P
3.8 IbbLG GHwlaEHacgtwsnt (ytK&liwa,1;3,on :(%)]? ibïiG Eftapeoan itaaiorGdLcwi* Eklnco idie iawrgpwmerodb
lies In a rootrlotod rangé* the pooolblllty of obtaining a roaoon&blo
approximation by terminating thé eerleo at\) » 1* and amending the theoretical
valuGG for and ^ ty trial and error, la oonoldGrod.
O&lng the *Tru&tlG0 on BoooGl Functlono* ty Gray and Mathewe [44] the .
following axponolon ao a aorleo of ooBlneo lo given for
m m  ^
Km(B) “ (§) (W8») Kwp(^) »----------jP^
where $ I# ^  2ab oo80, m ()^ laf ^  Ihl # P] la the product elgn a*
cÇ (co80) le defined by
jpEipBi tdbdLcdb <0%^ s: ]L <a*wS ) (s :3Ri^L( * TMbwD pGwrbSjpi&lar i& e 0, wlaS/dbi
jU3 next <x)%N3%'ed Tqy cKiuatldwA (j*7) die g&lvGn Igy
oo
y » ) Ij,(a)Ko(b) + 2 ^ Kp(b)lp(a) cospi p=»l
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iw*ie]p€t eig&ln j | j i b ( # CkMogpaKfiJAgg Istwaae :E%%&Bww]LQda iwi/bli 1Ühw3 ]3G8EW3]L jCtBicrbi/Dn 
in queation, it l8 8o@n tb&t
““ “ “2,11 • % i  '
to a flTBt approximation from equation (38), whoro a^ Q #8^  &2,i &PG 8&VG& 
aquation (40)* %hi& firot approximation glvoo reaeonably good reoulto if 
*<( 0*5, the omatler the value of e, the better the approximation# With thin 
loot relation, and remomberin# that (aj ^  |b& oomparlGon wlthlR^  && equation (# 
glveo
8* + #8 % ^  QMd 2&be * ,
which leado to
and
a
h 1> [(^2,0 *• fj
m
%,3/  ^'G"2,0
Wow, a and b muet nocewoarlly be real, which givea a condition on agj^  and &2,i 
which in turn impooeo a condition on a in the approximation for equation (46)* 
From Table (2), noting that the a ie not that given by equation (49), but by 
cqu&tion (39)# i3 t .. aO'. H o  “ C H ^ )  ' ®
Since & in these expreeeione 18 negative, the condition for 
(49) to bo real ie thua
and bin equation
1 1  * B« Ÿ V 4a(I f a^ )
\ %  m  # 8y > (1 -* a8)3
1%.
which roducGB to
1  ♦  / a / 8  4 /a|>0 ,
th a t io
( |a/ * \/3)C |a| -• 2 + ^3)^ 0*
low , olncG |a |<  1 from equation (37) and tondo to  1 ao o tondo to  1 , th is  la o t
in e q u a lity  glveo ia|< 2 and alneo à in equation (3?) io  negative, th lo
reduoGO to  the cond ition  th a t
a> s/3 - 2 B a ♦
The convergence of the aerie# g ivo ï^iy equation (47), io  dependent on |a| 
being lean than |b| ,  and although, over the range taken by the argument, the 
lim itin g  caoe of s == 0#5 eonld bo cosîoidorod, the approxim ation in vo lv in g  
on ly and would liave to  W  amended considerably# Actually, 
approxim ations over the re s tric te d  range can be obtained tio ing
equation (47) where the amended g arxâ with su ita b le  oh?mgoa in a and b 
form the Ixie io  for a trial and e rro r method# low , in  equation (47) E appears 
in the form E®*, and so further uoo muot be made of equation (38 ), and in 
particular, i f  m % 1,
« = H o  ^  •
Substituting the required q u a n titie o  in equation (47), m u ltip ly in g  out and 
c o lle c tin g  termO;,approximate expressions fo r are oblainod fo r  the
p a rtic u la r cases m -  0 ,1  and 2 and » 0 and 1* These values fo r  are
ohown in  Table (6) whore a and b are given by equations (49), and the 
by equation (40)# Terms for S) > 1 are olmilarly obtained from equations 
(45) and (4 9 ).
m \a,0
0
1 #b _«1,0 + H i
2 ( * y ^2,0
m S i
0 %(e3K3L<W
1 - &  [«1,1 * H o  ^ 2<«>K2<w ]
2 f  H o  :3WKg(b) 4. %2,iIg(a)K2(b^
1%,
Table (6)
Aa an Illustration of the order of mgnltWo of theeo coefflelente and 
of the difference between the theoretieal values of Q and and the 
yaluea aotnally mod to give a good approximation when oxily two terme in the 
oerlen are retained, the oaeee m » 0, 1 and 2 are coneMored. In the 
numerical o « 0#2g ae before, and than
Km i i T Ù f ^ )  " '^ .0 * S i  •
Table (7) ohow ^ and 7^ % for m « 0, 1, and 2, whoro the flrot flguroo 
are the theoretical valnee nelng Table (6), and the aecond figures are the 
values obtained by trial and error amendment (where neceooary) of the 
theoretical figures to give a better approximation over the range 0,^  ^0.^
186*
It should he noted, that the opoolol caso a = 0 reduceo, of qouroo* to the 
required condition « K^ (X) and 7^^ « 0 for l) > 0#
m (^5|0  ^^ #1
0 #4227 __— "— #1603
1 --- ^ #1174
2 --- 1*7101
Tohlo (7)
Flguroa (7), (8) and (9) lllmtrato the grapho of agolnat 6
for m a 0, 1 and 2 reapootlvoly# In each figuro the pmot ow^e lo drawn 
from # for comparison with the tWorotiml ourvé uoing the valm
obtained from Table (6), and with the final approximation obtained by trlel and 
error alteration of the theoretical valuoe., (oeoond flgnrea)# Ac le eeen 
from the graphe# the theoretical volnoe give a good approximation for m - 0# 
the departure from the ossact cuxpvo becoming greater oe m Inoroaoee# Aleo, 
the emoller the value of e# the better le the Initial theoretical approximation 
for each m* It should be noted, that and its approximation are
of period 2x# for alH>c ^  0#
To enmmrlee, ^ m(l ^  obtained as a coeine ocrleo of the
form given by eqmtlor|(46)# where the ^^ore obtained from equation (47) and 
(48) with the condition that a 4 0.5# Wien the OGrleo is terminated at\) « 1# 
the theoretical values of g and must be amended by trial and error#
The accuracy of Mie initial approximation dependo on e# the emller the value 
of e, the better the initial approximation* The condition a ^  0.5 lo not
227,
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abaolutely olnoo approialmatlona can oaolly be obtained ly trlol
and error for valueo of « lying In the range 1 > « ^  0#g# If fürther termo 
^ 1) are Inolnded In the approximation to 
aoeiirate ropreoentation lo ohtalnody with a pro%)ortlonal inoreaee In lahonr# 
It lo enfflolent# however ^ for tho purpoeeo of lllnotratlng the method $ to 
aeenme that the oerloo gl.ven %  equation (46) tenainateo at ll) «; ly and 00
where the ^ and are the valuoo which give the hoot approximation to the 
function for a given $# The caee e 0 le meroly a particular mmmplo with 
- 0 for S) ^  1#
To return to the evaluation of the conotanto %  in équation (36)#
moklng uoe of the expreoolom given l%r equatlone (45) end (50)# equation (36) 
heeomoo ^
W ) T
. .. (a ^  b) Ae0 es (a ,+ b) * z  V
5 Ç  h î
. (o - b) S  S  »ln •«
♦ (% coo hG + b)g oln W)(X^^Q +-----cogS)#-----(5/J
where the final oummtlon io now token over k# to avoid confuolon with the thre 
other aummatlono which are taken ovei' r and m# R@r convenience# the notation 
Ijjj and fjg lo now Introdigced by writing e#atlon (51) In the form
c « ^ V ^  COB I# t Xjjj Gin #
0O
4- > C (o^  COG #  4. b 0ln #)(%yO 4» cood) #----(5JksO
which gives aû aO
(a + b) ♦ ^  ® , Ib > 0) ,
° " P=1 3f»l
ana , 5Û
^  ^  ' '^îïl" *
%uatlng the ooeffiolento of coo #  and oln #  a act of eqpatlono io obtained<■
idioBO solution givoo exprooolono for Oj. and ti # lîowover# In tills ease# 
equating tlio coefficients does not give direct values for and 13^# but yields 
a set of equations# which must he solved# to give tlio required values# Thus# 
eqmting the coefficients of cos mG# t&m following equations ore obtained» 
the left hand sides being the coofflelonts of cos loG from the h>#9Grles:
\),0 %  ♦ '^ .,1 «1 ® ® ■* %
\),1 %  * h,0 ®1 * “2 , »
^ , 1  ^  * V  '^2 " b  **
^^2,1 %  * %,0 ®3 * iHfl %  •" ”%
**## »#* «# ##*##* #» #*##!** tm  * #  **»■ #* #* «a* *# *# w#
V^«X,3. %.! * V o  *VX “ **^ ,
a------------#-----li#* ## ## <W* *11% «V» m* «* m* *» W» «!* «K# ##*#*»*«#»#* »e m* ** «;# «s% «» «% ** ▼
Assuming» for the purposes of the following discussion» that o la known» (It 
is in fact subsequently given by equation (60))» It la seen that the system of
equations (53)» If terminated at a given value of m» contains (m 4" 1) mdmowna
elthou^ there ore ohly B$ oqmtlo%%s# Thus» unless the mambor of oquatlono 
is Infliilte there la not a unlqiw solution to the set of equations (53)* Ther 
ore at least two methods of api)roach which give sdutlozm and those ore now 
discussed separately &s follows#
13%
a praetlcal point of view# tho jC^ s^orloG 
termlmtoo at a given volw of m# ooy s# and it lo aosmod that = 0*
It lo also feaolble to assume that the a, drop rapidly In valuo olnco the 
k"#sorloo mmt# of couroo# converge# The question arlooo as to the point at 
which to terminate the lo#ccriee# If the two terminated eerlec have to be 
eqml for all 9» then id,th the Xg^ oerlee terminated at m «: 0» the k-#8erleo
muet be terminated at k s a 1# which implies that a. . » o# alnco k » ok> 0 X
glveo a term in coe(a + 1)9# With thlo method of comparlaon of the two oeries 
a ayotom of (o + l) linear equations In e uhknoime le obtained# and the method 
of leaot aquareo can bo need to got a solution# Aeoumlng the set of (0 4» %) 
equations to be exact# and all of equal weight# a solution approximating to 
all the (e + 1) equations le given as followe;
If the matrices
X : A c %
" h
- h #f ff #» •f f-  %g ^s-1
and W  5 the (e + 1) % e matrix of the coeffioiente of eg# *##»# »
then the ayetem of equations may be written in the for^
A a s X ,
noting that J\, io not, a atparo mtrlzc, îbo least aquaros solution is 
given directly by
A = {A! A ) " l / S i % »
where a daeh demtes the tranopoGc of a matrix and ««I denotes the inverse#
m .
(il) The Iterative In aotml faot» the eqmtlom oro not all of
oqital and aocwaoy* and an Itoratlvo prooooa lo porhapo moye appropriate
Tho method io to terminate the Zg^ aeriee ao before and from equations (g3) 
expreae a . ^  in termo of the know 3C*e# and o. I^ n^ally# valnee are
aoeigned to a^  vhioh make the two tormioatod eorioo oorreopond exaotly for 
oeveral valmo of 0 between 0 and Thue# iTom equations » (53)#
a.
‘2,1 L *  ''**  ~ "■1,1
mm mm * #  « *  mm «w* mm mm mm ## '  mm vm  # *  mm w *  A #  w #  w *  * #  mm * #  mm mm •mm # #  #«* w *  $
are eubotltuted in the l^ eeriea# ey choeen to make the iw eerieo eqnal for 
0 « 0^ # 4^ # ##$# and the gy averaged over the above values of 0, Thua
*## ^^ 0 obtained on the best valuee fof these values of 0# In
practice# the valuoo of 0 are choeen to give equally placed points round
the perimeter of the ellipeo as shown in Figure (d)$
Figure (d)
Ae an illustration of the method# %Aen the ]^oeriee is terminated at m « 3# 
and thus the k*#8erioe at k % 2# tW two eeriee equated are 
(c - 3^ ) mXj^ CO00- %2 (*0820 ••I3 <x>a30 #
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aiîâ
k),l (o -Z q -, Tky^ Q (:cüe) coa»
+ "%Q,1 “o -  (« " %0 " \),0 & o) <^ 2^,0 + 2^,1 •
Thim# when o le  ïmow# method ( i l )  givea a b e tto r p ra c tic a l method fo r o b ta in in  
the conetanto
In  a p im ila r manner# equating; the o o e fflo lo n to  In  the I^ -o e rie o  and tho 
k-eo rie s and using th is  ite ra tiv e  procoso# tho h  are obtained § Those can 
be evalivxted te ie d la te ly#  oinco c dooo not üppm r in  the set o f equations# 
which fo r completpnoGO# io  given ao fo llow o*
\ q %  * ^ 2,1 ^ 2 "
^ , 1  h  * ^ 2,0 '*2 * ^ , 1  ^  “ “^ 2
^^2,1 ^  * y,0 ^  * i\,i \  =
*JN# m ê mm «n» «na ### ## w# ### ^
'^ V.1,1 V i  ■*■ \,o 4o * '^ V-1,1 V i  =
.H, ^ w m * - - - - - - - - - - - (^ A)KM» m * m * « »  «œ» mm mm tmà " #  mm mm mm »m  *mt> mm mm mm *m> mm mm mm mm
Onco again# vaXuoo are given to  b^  a t the va rio m  vaXuoB o f 0# as ohovm in 
Figure (d)*
Tlmo# GKCGpt for the value o f c# which can be found# tho eonatanto EL^
and can be calculated from tho data ||iven equation (36) with tho
appropria te Berloe replacement9* I t  should bo noted a t th lo  otage# th a t
further termo in equation (46) can bo included# mûsing the method moro
accurate# but# o f courae# more mmplleatod#
Aooiadng tto n , #mt the %  aro evalmW V  ««o of tho
prGvlom methodis# tW otroam function Aforn oqmtlon (20) lo
rij^  ^ 01# ^  ai#
* (#). COB 10 * Bln îîa)Kj^(3?*) f
k=0
where c lo given oubnequently l]y oquatlon (60)# Tho componento of voloolty
are given %
%  “ ^  y «  »
and the velocity at any polht# %
qa j. qS + qg ,
Ao in the eaoo of the circular cylinder# tho evaluation of o lo ohbalned from 
tho calculation of the circulation and nao of equation (22) # However $ unlike
tho circular cylinder# tho velocity on the elliptic cylinder la not but muot 
be obtained by conolderlng <^and the velooltlea perpendicular and 
parallel to the boundary of the elliptic cylinder ac llluatrated in Figure (e)#
r I' 80080
eC
The o llip p c  in  cartoaîan coordinates io  given by
z^ (l ^  8 + y^ + 2&p% «• =2 0#
from which
âî£ %: tan a  dx - j^adX^sjdLt-âiij *
/ eooG + \
- 1 - — ; .\ oi#
giving# w ith  a ao uhoim In  Figure (o ).
Bin a «     # and coo a(1 + #  + 2§ coo ( I  t  + 2 t cooG)*'
Resolving the v e lo c ity  componento porpondictilar and p a ra lle l to  the tangent 
a t the point#
1l+« cor#
m  n
^ ain(a ^  0) cosCa j _
and
qjl - jc^ COB (a -* 0 ) t cjg oin(a 0) J.I =:l+« CO09
wlrich# on ouhotitution o f the abovo estpreooiono for BÎna and cooa# become
Qj. " TÎ*’è^ 2V''i»sêT^  I %. cotsft) - s nine[ L CO#
qri CO o«) J
1+$ CO#
I t  io  now ehoun th a t q . -  0# ao io  neceeeary from phya lca l conaiderationo
(lis ^ i- 2e co#)^^ q , a (l+ e  cooG)
+ 0 oir# [p 1-*y»l e; m*'"' "'"'
1+e CO#
(l+ «  ,TOoe) ^  cone e -  to cotae o xî*
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aü &
oO
+ (1+Q CO#} y  ^  (-kOj,. 8lnW + kb^ coal#)^  ^ î^î’Js^ c^o#) * 
k=0 ' '
P a ai# 0^ *9 «•
1+I& CO#
II ^ '
(o^ cookG +1:^  a ih l# )^g p r %[ ^ i
JSi#.
U,*S:
P
00
Jgw(l+*3 CO#)
k=0 l+@ CO#)
(1+8 COBG)® r« 1I+c coo#
Ü.ts ,sç.aS)?, j LP d#
s uaa 0%+# coo# + b c 
oO
5 .  <\ ««oW + 1^  oWA)K^ Cl+e i,'ae>
(%+« coD»)° a
0
[”]p d 0
from equation (36)> and whore
É !  »,.<■■•> =- ÏT %<■■'>->Vi<'')
Bf if ü < 1# q^ « 0#
Equation Cfi^) deflnea q |  ^which f^ Lvoa the velocity ontho cylinder^  and
in particular# stagnation points ao oolutiona of q,| =: 0# Also# the circulate
round the pm rlm otor o f the o llip a c  io  given by
m »
r  s  ®  § ^ n  » --------------------
where L la tho perimeter of the elllpee r « ^  (dJ2)^  » (dr)^+(r#
« »  (»),,„ . . # « . »  _ _ ^
’il ° [ -» »** ”°* “ «I*.
oQ
+ s a lv»  (1+s co£3e)^(-îtej^ olA# + kt^ co3lc8)(v ^ .  coaS)
ÎpîsÛ
ûO
+ (1+e 0 0 # ) ^ % cobW  t ai##)^k(l+eeo#)(^^^H 4 X|e^ | co#)
*^Vi,o " Vi.i ] *— (
where the approximation to Kk6+^^o#) given by equation (50) io token# sinoo 
the velooity io that on the cylinder# and the and are chooen to oatio^ r 
equation (52) with theoe approximationo* From the form of equation (37) 
it io oaaily oeén that the first two terms give the circulation /% # the 
remainder giving the contribution to the circulation H  # Now# oinoe 
q II ia a fUnotion of 0# (d,l0 )^  must be written in the form 
(ûJl 85 (dr)& + r^(#)^
© 1 ^ 4  <*)• * r ü f ^ ^  <*>“ '
Which gives ^
-« = *“ *  •
On ontotltntlon in equation (56) of the tfoqalrerJ pwt of q « aa given ly
equation (57)» and tlie value o£ ûZ as given toy the laat equation, i . boeoaea
fT . p« r ^1 " j e ain@ ) J («ItSjj sink® + kt^ cool#) (kjj q '♦■ \  j cos®) +**ne L  *kpo
eO (> ^ tfij C03k© ♦ ail*©) J k(l+@ eoa©)(Xjj^Q ^ eoa©) 
k=0 1
" ( W » o  Vi,i J ^  ♦-----
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Now
J 0 in ï9 <200#  #  a 0# for a ll r  and a# and
cool r# cool 0$ #  R fo for r + o* ^ oinj sin) t % for r » 0*
from which it lo oaoily coon that all terms in equation (gB) involving h^ ore
aero# and from the latter integral the only nonf*eero terme are thoee . 
involving and a^ * l^ hue# integrating equation (58)# may be twitton as
* ” [^1,0 *V) * * *h,o * h.,]}
ifAaich leads to
* *^ a,i 1 *
— (6?)
Now# to return to the iterative method (11) for obtaining the ey^# ey ie obtained 
in terms of c and and on Qubotitution in oqimtlon (59)# beoomea
% K , 0 %  *^ L " % 1
Bcpmtion (22)# which atates that :: 0# yields a relation between o and Oq# 
which from the la e t exproacion for H i becomes
%  * r\>,o % (60)
It 8houl<3 be noted# that the case c » 0# from equation (59)# yields the 
neceeeary result Oq » 0 for to satisfy equation (22)# which is the reenlt
obtained in the eeotion on the circular cylindor* It was mentioned the
section on the iterative method for obtaining the a^ # that c wtCld be obtained i
terms of Oq* The result ia given by équation (60)$ Thun# equation (60)# in
conjunction with cqwjLtione (53) give voluea for the in terme of the Imoim
quantitieo )(g^# and #
To eumariee# equation (53)# with c repWed by tho value given above# and
eqi%ation (54) give values for tlie oonetanto and b(g in equation (80)# The
seto of equations# given by (53) and (54) are solved preferably by the itérative
method (ii)# With theae values# ^  # from equation (8D)# mtiefies the
boundary conditions ((!)# (ii)# (iii) and (iv)) and repreeento the etream
function for variable abear flow pact an elliptic cylinder# the equation of
the la tte r  being r  The circulation Pq$ which is again
proportional to the lift force# can bo calculated from equation (56)# idiero
q u lo givoti by equation (57)# the first two terms oiily being required for
The velocity at any point io given by q^  ^  where q^ and %  are m
defined previomly# Stagnation points are given by q « 0 and in particular# o:
the cylinder by q « 0# where q jj is  given by equation (57)# With c given 1
equation (6o)# the deflection of the stagnation stream line y^ # in the free otr<
near x » oO # con be obtained from a comparable eqmtiCn to oqmtion (2?)#
One general remark on the iterative method for obtaining the constants in
the ctrcom Awction# ie that if an insufficient number of points arc taken on
the ellipec# in the comparison of the two oerieo# the condition that « c on
the ellipee may not be strictly accurate# The stagnation point at the leading
edge# that is in the neighWurhood of 0 « %# io of more in^ ertanco than that at
the trailing edge# Goneequcntly it my be argued that the ccricc ehould be
compared# and made to correspond ae closely ae poeeible in the region 0 & % t # 
say# whicli would make ^  % o on a curve lAich cloocly follows the perimeter of
m *
tW elliptic cylWer 1% that region. If^ t^hin imre carried ont* however* it 
io hi#ly probahl)o that tlie remainder of the cnrve* given by ^  * c* wonld 
diverge oonoiderahly fpom the ellipm. Figure (f) illnotrateo thlo point# 
the daohod line giving a oebemotio repreoentation of what thie curve e 
might look liko Ija praetioe# if the co#arioon were made over a email reotricted 
region round the leading edge#
Thuo# emphaoio io laid on the fact that the pointa of comparison mot ho 
humerona# and they muqt he diotrihuted oymmotrically round the perimeter of 
the elliptic cylinder#
It ohonld'be noted at thio otage that in general the flow io not oymmetrici 
about a line lying along tho minor astie# Thio io due to the form of tho 
Fourier expaneione in the amlyaio# The aeymmetry# however# ie not particular: 
marked. In the oaoe dioouooed in tho next section# howover# tho floif io 
symmetrical# due to the eymmetry of the various functions about the line of the 
major axlo.
The accuracy of the flmsuL solution is onhanoed if moro terms are taken in 
the exjpanoion for given by equation (^46)# SiWlarly* if the
iterative process is extoWed to include and iL of higher order, the final 
solution is again, nearer the true oolution* In the evaluation, it io 
recommended that for an a in the region of e » 0#2@, a value of k 4 (whore 
k is dependent on e) io need in the equations for a^ and iL, since email 
variations in change the pooitione of the etagmtlon pointe coneM erahly#
Quantities, mch ae tho deflections of the eta^mtion stream line and 
stagnation pointa, can he eaprceaod in nccWimnaional form with h the aemi* 
minor axio, aa the typical linear dimension# For oompariaon with tho reoulta 
obtained in chapter II, theae non-dimensional quantities must bo multiplied by 
F/|^  a (1 «#
It must be remembered in the work of this section, that the circuler 
cylinder ia the special case e « 0, However, aome care should be exeroioed 
in putting e « 0 in final roeulto* In general » «: 0 in a formila reduces it 
to the circular cylinder caoo from a numeriqa% point of view# The author Iiao 
in fact evaluated the position of the eta^ aation pointe for tho case e » 0, and 
the recuite are comparable with the previous circular cylinder reeults, differl; 
only olifÿatly in tho third place of décimale, which may bo roaeombdy aWLbuted 
to inaccuracice in the numerical wrking#
The Ovlinder. Axi(
Flow, of tho typo given by equation (4), past on elliptic cylinder with ito 
minor axle in the direction of the stream, can bo obtainod very quidsly by takia 
tho cylinder ao that given by equation (94) end illustrated by Figure (c)# Th: 
time the flow comeo from y « t ^  and it is not eufficienb to replace y by % i] 
equation (4), since the y-^ oxie does not coincide with the minor axis, and so is 
not a line of symmetry of the ellipse* Accordingly the free stream distributif
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given by equation (4% must be amended, the actual ehan^ e^ being a translation of 
tho y-*mdL0 $ Tho diotance along tho between tho origin and centre of the
ellipae lo given by ae# where a and e are again the eemi-'mjor todo and 
eooentrioity reopootlvely* From oqoG^ tion (35), ae « ^ ^
Thus, with «Q so defined, and with the typical linear dimenoion again p# the 
flow 0(mparab3.e to equation (4) 10 given ty
where x* » %  # and » ^ /p# Thue, on a lino lying along the minor axle* 
that is %i , a va].ue for ^  of (a * b) io given ae before# Figure (10)
illmtratee the problem# The free etrmm near y « + eo may be represented by
t x*s! ik a Ii e jf «———— ——————————'—•——i 4 j ^
where A zt a e o,and B e b e # Thw, In the eomparlGon with the linear 
vortloity distribution, given by the appropriate function of x (eee either motha 
1# or 2# in the section on tho distribution at infinity), A and B are unod 
in placo of a and b and reoulto similar to those in the last section arc obtaine< 
The ouboequent analysis ie not reproduced in detail# since a direct pai'allel can 
be drawn with the méthode given in the lact acotion# The major $*ceult8 arc 
given with the fainimm of anEOLyaie, and points of difference arc pointed out ao 
they occur* 1Ac before, ^  (0) , and ifith elicit amendment, t]^ie comparable
equation to equation (21) is
« « A m #  * S m m
* TZ ( %  (%8ke + %  0iak»)Kjj ) ffesC)
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Inhere o tho constant Ween ly w  on tho oyllndor and whj.oh# Q8 before# id,ll 
be evaluated from olroulatlon eonolderatlone* The otream function mot 
oatiGfy the four boundary oonditione given in the genei'al mthod# with the 
exception that ^  io given lay eqiM%tlon (61) ao » The oame procedure
ao in the laot eection io noif carried out*
1# The Fourier I-jcpsinoion of  ^ # # &
The ftmotion can be expanded ao
/ i f f i s  .-----------------
r^ l *
Ao before# each term (^^gggg )^  lo expanded ao a Fouÿler eeriee and equation 
(38) io need# where the are given ly equation (4^ ) with a ao a function of 
@ frora equation (39)# I?ow# ^  function of 9 for all
valuco of r and the comparable equation to equation (41) in a half^ range ooolne 
eeriea#
/ \ r ^
(ï;ffc) Ar,0 ♦ m  K,m ««»= »----------------------------mû.
("t y V ^
L n^ l
wing equation (38). Following an emotly cWlar procedure ae before# except: 
that equation (64) holda for all integral valuce of r# from 1 to oO. # the 
oonetanto A^  ore given by
A » § Ç coc #  #  #rtM ^ ^  (1+c co#)^
% r oO 1
^ 2 Ç 0013% § f. f > [ «U _ coonG coo n# #  #
« t  L -I
“ a J cos*"® |%,o 5^1 #  +
a 000%
1404cO %
*à \  ^  a  C  0 0 0 %  0 0 0  wB GOB #  f % r#n t0
00 n
^v$n Ç 000 (a f n) 0 #
MAwfl VaaO 0
m %I 
%
HpI 0
y  ^ ^ 000% 000 (m - n) G d#
%1 ^4 ^ ^  ^ ^ 008% 000(n "* m) 0 #  #
0
l&da^IAtogpal #&f&l theoe Into&MüUa (## EMMüimted to gtvo00
(& § & .)  ri.n*n
« 0 I? < m B
♦ i  *P,n lÿF ( & ^ )
+ 0 r < m "* n
* S ,  “>.«■^(‘4 * )
*♦*0 —————— ^
ifhe%%3 r jk (a j^ in) twee GuüL eiH&a iiybegGGMa (jUo, r 4&ad Cn &ia) cwN) bcdWh ockS or Ibotb 
oven latogoro). Tbae# tho Foarler oKpanolon fipom eqmtloa (63)$ uaing eqoatlor
. - r i f e
* â  s  ^  \ «  “ “ *  '
U 7 m
where jj for all r and m la giren hjr equation (6S)«
* 12# fhe Boaeel Function %  (l+r'mGg) ^  ^  Ooeino Series
The eaqpaaelon le olmllar to that given by equation (46) end the valuee 
of 4 are again given 1%r Table (6)# The complete eootlon$ and in partlonlar 
eqimtlon (!%)) la applicable directly in thlo case# Rowvor# it le eeen from 
Flgureo (7)$ (8) and (9)$ that rcglone of poor comparloon occur aroimd 0 « 0 an;S 
2%. Theoe reglono my reach the minor a%le$ inhere 0 = coe"*^  e. In this caee$ 
tlierefore# great care muet be tolsen to encuro a good oomparleon In the region 
around thlo Idter point# departing dl^^tly, if neceooary# fypom the exact ourve 
near 0 % ni#
Equation (62) now becomeo ^
eO oO
+ (a + B) Ajk A_1 000 B#psl nea. (M l
0Û oO ^
♦ ( A “ B ) ^ §  i S â S
 ^ (0|^ coo I# 4» ein W) ()^ Q^ cost) #
Introducing the notation 3L$ where
aW 00 ^ *0 A-Ï-*!
» (A + B ) ^  ♦ (A - B) X T  tâïlîf * ®r=l r=0
the last equati% becomee
C 85 2-^ Km mû %#mO 
oO♦ 2 2  (% «®® k0 + hjj sin î«e)(\^ o + COS&),  ------
Comparing the eoefficlenta of sin 1#$ it is seen immediately that - 0 for 
qIX k# Comparing the coefficients of cos k0$ a set of equations similar to 
equations (§3) lo obtained# where the varions quantities.now have different 
mcaningo. For example# la now as abovo# and Id a Amotion of A and B.
Either method desorlWd In the last section for solving the équations can he 
used# although the iterative method (2) is proforahlo# Aggaln# the constant 
c viMOt be obtained from circulation considerations using eqnatî on (22)# and on 
substitution in equations (53) the required solutions for the 0TQ obtained# 
The stream function ^  # from a comparable equation to equation (20)# io
given by g ^ #
r* cos# cos#« a e  0 + b # o
oO
+ %  cos k# K. (r*)# — -----------------  (6Î)k=0 K
Where a and b are values which mxlm equation (61) most nearly represent a linoaa 
vorticity distribution# They are in fact given by equations (11) or (1^ )# 
and a^ Is obtained from the set of equations similar to equations (53)# e is 
again given by equation (60) where the quantities Involved have the corraspnrdii 
meanings# The velocity components and velocity at any point are given 
respectively by
%, = ^  ^  aiKj qO ~ qfj + q| ^--------
and the velocities on the cylinder by qj^ and q g # which# as before# are giv« 
by equation (55)# In an exactly similar manner# it can W  shown that q ^  c 0 
and that q jj is given by
11^1 “ ♦ 2« coaSy
+ b o 0 coa© (g + couS) ~
- a °'»* (8 + 000©)
oû 149.
» sin# (1 4* # oorS)5ZI sin 1# 4» cos6)k=Ù
(1 + # cosgI %  eosW  ^k(l 4' 0 co8#)(X^ Q^ *4 coe#)
* (\-l,0 + &*1,1 C09©)|j .----------- 170)
In particular# stagnation pointa on the cylinder are given ae solutions of qw «( 
From equation (?0) the oontrlbutlon to the olroulatlon # namely le given
^  rr /  r' 1 * 5 - « sin e ^  Îsa^î sin »(5^,q + \,1
#»% L
OO
+
kPO
^ T  a|, 000 W  ^k(l f a c o s # ) 4* cos#)
* (4)~1#0 ^  ^i#l #  #
which on integration given the oame result ae that given by equation (59)# where
the quantItlee Mve corree%)ondlng meaninge# The expreeaion for o le given by
equation (60)# where the are given by equation (6?)#
Thue# to aumnmrlee# remembering the appropriate changes in a# b and %%g# the
stream function # given by equation (68) aatlaflee the four boundary
conditions#
(i) ya^a'\|r/pa ,
(11) o|r —  ^ m  y — > 4* oO #
(111) a c on the eUlptlo cylinder# a%id
dv) « 0 f
The constants Q^g are evaluated from equations (53)# wl,tb c replaced by the 
relation given by e(|uatlon (60)# the Iterative method of solution being prefoml 
The velocity at any point can be calculated from equation (69) and in particule:
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on the eylinclor by oqim tlon (70)# Stagnation poin ts on tho cy linde r are given c 
the aolntiono o f q jj -  0# The c lro u la tio n  f^ #  which io  aloo px’opo rtiona l to  
the l i f t  force# can bo evalimtocl îy  in te g ra tio n  o f the required tormo# and lo  th< 
oomo ao th a t fo r  the cy lind e r w ith  i t  a major axle In  the d ire c tio n  o f flow# A m 
B rep lacing a and b reapeotivoly# Again# the various de flectiono  can be 
exprosasd in  noiW lmonoional form x jlth  a the so#'»major ax is  ao the ty p ic a l 
lin e a r dirnenaion and the respective qnan titioo  m u ltip lie d  by -  (1 e^)#
One mojor d iffe rence  in  the two flows# is  th a t th is  time a oymmotrloal flow  
about the x^cçKlo io  obtained# TîAo can e a o ily  be seen# irom the stream function  
given by equation (68)# which ie  a fu nc tio n  o f r  and tho coslnoo o f m u ltip le  
angleo#
The general remarks# made a t the conoluolon o f tho preceding section# apr>ly 
a lso  to  th is  flow  past the cy lind e r w ith  i t s  minor ozcio in  tho d ire c tio n  o f flow 
Once again# the specia l case o f the c irc u la r cylinder# given by e « 0» can bo 
evaluated#
A largo  p a rt o f tho analyaio# and oomo o f the f in a l reou lto  have not been 
repx’oducod in  th is  aoction on tho flow  paot the e l l ip t ic  cy lind e r w ith  ito  
minor axis in  tho d ire c tio n  o f flow# since the method# fo llo w in g  the short 
d iscussion on the free  stream d is tr ib u tio n  near y  ss. 4* oO # io  o im ilar#  in  
almost a l l  respects# to  th a t given in  tho preceding section . I f  desired# any 
p a rtic u la r p ir t  can bo expanded by making d ire c t roferczico to  the corresponding 
p a rt in  the case o f flow  past the e l l ip t ic  cy linde r w ith  i t s  major ax is  in  the 
d ire c tio n  o f flow#
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The Amdamntol equation used# lo that given by equation (2) with X pooitiv 
namely
f *Ÿ/l^ - 0 #
the derivation of whid^ i io given at the beginning of this dmpter# Tho %)rocedi: 
follows eomparable linee to that given in the oaoe of the linear shear 
approximation#
A il^ '$distribution conslotent with equation (71) is
^  ss a 008 ^ /]l 4* h sin ÿ--------------- (*?S»)
where# am before# a and b are arbitrary rea3. oomtante# This reoiilte in a 
velocity diotribution
q « oia 3 ^  + ^  008 ,------ (73)
and a vorticity distribution
m » 009 Bin f
Apom whWi it follows that w =; # Introducing tiie otream Amotion ^  #
by the transformation
a cos 4» % sin ^/jl^ — :--- 1— r*7^)
it is easily oeen tWt ^  mmt oatiafy the partial differential equation
SS 0 ^----------------- ^7S)
Again# if the free otroam near % c #, oC io given by equation (72)# one noeeaaa] 
condition on ^  # from equation (74)# is that it must tend to sero as % tends i 
oO # %lith a cylinder at tlio origin# the stream function ^  # for flow paat 
thin cylinder muot eatiofÿ the following oondltiom*
(1) « 0#
( 1 1 ) ^ — > a  eoo %  4* b elm , aa si: — > ^ o O  , and
(111) ^  =: oonatmit o# on the cylinder#
Theee three conditions are not sufficient to give a unique solution to the 
problem and again, the circulation muet be taken Into conolderatlon# 
Follorjlng the eame procedure as In the case of tho linear diear 
approximation, the free stream dlatrlbutlon near % = ^ OO le dlecueeed in 
detail#
The requite In this ecotlon, being derived from free at ream conditions, onl 
hold near % c #, oO # Equation (72) gives a general distribution for a varlaM 
shear f],ow, and with a suitable choice of the constante a and b an approximation 
can be obtained to the flow In a boundary layer#
One approximation to the velocity profile of the flow in a boundary layer, 
Ic given by
qsq^alFalnl
where 0 y 4  ^3, 6 being the thlckneaa of the boundary layer, ÏÏ the free otream 
velocity outolde the boundary layer, and the line y « 0 being the solid boundm^ y 
The form of the velocity profile in a boundary layer lo of course due to the 
vlocoalty of the, fluid* For the purpoooo of this section tho actual velocity 
profile la ueW ae a model, althou^ the vlecoelty of the fluid le neglected# 
The flow given by equation (76) la llluatrated In Figure (g)#
ISgi
Equation (76) givoa the Ideal flow la the range 0 ^ 6# and the pwpoee of
this oeetlon io to obtain valweo of a and b wbleh make the vdloolty profile giv$ 
by equation (73) represent ao Oloeely ao poaalble the profile given by equation 
(76), Thie con be done maotly for valuea of y in the lango 0^ y ^  Ô#
However $ before obtaining expreeeione for a and b eome general pointe are 
diecuoeed*
Equation (76) givee the velocity profile for flow along a flat plate y » 0# 
when y ^  where the velocity for y ^  6 lo given by % Ü and qu :; 0*
The problem la to find the nature of the flow pact a email cylinder eituated
in this flow# i)hen the centre of the cylinder lieo in the region 0 ^  y ( ô»
forDaviee p7j etatee thatvpitot tubes in a boundary layer# the radius of the 
pitot ehould be loee t!mn one tenth of the thiolcneeo 6# of tho boundary layer* 
In the eubeecpient diecueeion tho pltot tube io replaced by a cyllndor with olom 
croee section and the above restriction on the cylinder else io observed*
In the theoretical study of flow past cylinders# the cylinder ie for 
convenience al^ mye placed with its centre on the 3>*@%ie# In order to obtain 
différent poeitione of the cylinder relative to the flow in tho range 0 ^  y < ê, 
the flow ie re%)ro8ented by
q « %  » w g § (y + ypl »------------
% fwhere y^  is a variable paramtor. This velocity profile lAoro 0 ^  y + y^ ^  6# 
l0 illuotrated in Plgure (h)*
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Thus# the Ideal state of affaire io to have a solid boundary parallel to the 
3>~a3d,o through the point y ^9 ^  y. along #ioh tho velocity le aero# a velocity 
profile for (y + & given T%r equation (77)# and the veloolty equal to U for
(ÿ 3q)) the cylinder io placed at the origin and varying
conditions ore obtained by altering y #
Equationo (73) and (77) muet now be compared to obbaln e%pi*eeolono for a 
and b* To bo oonoletent with the linear «hear case# a change of notation la 
desirable from d to kh# where h ie some typical length in the body# and k la a 
real mmbsr# Taking the typical linear dimension ae # non'^ imeneionol 
lengths y* a and y^ e: are obtaitied# and equation (77) becomee
%  n Bin (y*  ^y|)-------- *------------------(Y8)
e H eln y* coe y^ V cos y* eln y^ #
Comparing eqmtiene (73) and (78)# where ^  In equation (73) ie equal to 
f it ia seen that
a S! - 0 ^  coa , Mid Î) a 0 ^  sin , --------- (79)
and no equation (72) for tlie free otream ^  becomes
0 ^  Î5S * 1500 009 y* ^ sin y^ eln y* #
- -* 000 (y* *• y|) *----------------------(%0)
%%fortunate]y# tho velocity profile obtained from equation (80) can not be 
reotrioted to the range 0 ^  (ÿ^  + y*) # but covers the fW.1 range of
y*, A section of the profile is illustrated in Figure (1),
/To otmmwploo# a oolvtlon Dlth general a and b can be obtained for a 
variable ehoor flow# With the valuea of a and b given 1%^ equation (79)# 
himever# an approximation to the flow In a boundary layer oan bo obtained wltl 
certain reatrictlone wl:loh will be dieoueoed anbtjeqnently» The free etream 
dletrlbutlono may be given in non^ dimeneional fom an 
aJt* ^ 008 Cy* * y^ ) f
ÏÏ eln (y* * y*) #
» ^  ~ 008 (y* y*) #
whore i "/» (a*\ .
The general method for obtaining the etream ftinotione for a cylinder in 
a flow of thie type ie given in tlia ne# section with a and b general#
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The (k^neml Method
The field of flow paBt a cylinder# where the free otreara flow near 
% « ## 0 Û io given by equation (72)# or more particularly by oqnation (80)# wi! 
in general differ DWkodly froo the field of flow when the cylinder ie aituatei
in a two'nliïaonoiomil boundary layer# However# it io aoaumod in thio aection 
that tho racliua# or comparable lon-'rth of tho cylinder io looo than 0#lô# and 
that the cylinder lo situated in a region where no bach flow occuro# The
principle features of the flow In tho neighWurhooil of the cyllndor will be 
qualitativoly the same ao those in the rkkml boundary layer capo. Aloo# 
the qmntltatlvo deflections of the stagnation stream line idll bo comparable 
in tho two easeo*
Tho otroam function ^  must aatlsiy the necessary conditions (i)# (il) 
and (ill) already stated# and a solution# which Invdveo the.constant o is 
obtained m  before by solving equation (75) for # using polar coordinator, 
with the proviso timt — ^0 as r — > cO # Equation (75) in polar
boordiimtop is
•-----------------
Multiplying both sides of this equation \^ y jg and writing r* » # the
equation can bo solved by separation of varlabloo# Assuming a solution to 
exist of the form
op = R(r') 0  {&) , 
substitution in equation (82) gives the following equations*
A 1&L. + &i #, 4- r* =. a . ± ma #E dr* E dr* * 0
From the periodic mture of the stream function with respect to 0# the résulte
+ a® ©  s 0 ,
and
dy# y  or' r
are obtained# the latter bol% Beasel^ e differential equation of order m#
eolutlow of wlileh are the Beesel funotlone of the first13 #3
and eeeond kind reapeotlvely# as given in l%taon*o T^reatlee on Booeel 
Ptmetiom* jjOj # (The onalyole in this section# with sufficient care* could 
be derived from the previous work with the variable r* replaced by ir*# but
for tïie purpose of a general tlxeory# it io derived independently) * Thus#
a general solution of equation (82) may be given as
Ÿ  *^ 8 m0 4 oin m#)(0^ g^ (r*) WCf*)) #------ (89)
m
where 0^ and are constants# # m  given by equation (83)#
satiafieo the condition aa r->oO # since 0’jjjCr*)— 0 and
ï^(r*)“^ 0  ao r— >oO # Subatitntion of 'ÿ* in the tranoformation given b; 
equation (74) # reculto in a stream funotion '^ # of the form 
^  R a COG y* + b aln y*
* y ~ l  (Agj COS W  ♦ Bjjj ûln j*)(CqJp(»‘) + Qj^^ix*)) .-------
n
nlf # given by equation (84)# eatisfieo conditions (i) and (ii)# and condition 
(Hi) gives
c « a COG (%(0) sin 0) 4^ b sin C)^ (0) sin e)
m a m *  \  Bin e0) [Cj^ j^ (')6 W )
* Dg^g(^ C®))1 .---------------- (?S)
where the equation of the oylinder*8 cross section io r*«%(0)# Aa yet# tb 
method io parallel to that given in the previona section# except that Gjg^ and 
Bjn are still included in the ammtion* However# injbhe comparison of the 
coefficients of the oine and cosine term# ralationo are obtained which imply
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that and arc linearly dependetit# wlilch Is impossible# Thus# either
or lo 301*0# and on compfArloon with the oaso of the linear shear
approximation# It #  aasmed that CL % 0* in the cape of the eireular cyllnde 
thie ia actually proved# ae ia ehmm in the following motion# With tlilu 
mdiiPioation# equations (84) and (85) beeme respectively 
\^j/^ a a CO# y* 4- b sin y*
 ^X T (a^  00# :$ 4^ h^ aim ---------------
and c R a 00# (^(6) ei#) 4 b oin (%(0) oin 0)
* (% cos ^  Sim #j ( %  W )  #--------- (S9)
m
From these last two equations# further diaeneeion on the general method io 
tmneceeoary# since a direct parallel can be drawn %jith the proviotm caoe 
for the approximation to a linear shear flow* Tho dieoonree on the 
circulation nmy be transferred aleo# reahlting in the fourth condition on
the flow# namely R 0# Further diecuaeion in tho general caeo io omitted1 '
for the cake of brevity and flow# paot apeoific cylinders are now coneldGred#
A circular cylinder of radlu# r ie introduced at tho origin of the field 
of flow# the free etream conditiono being given by equation (72)* Tho 
typical linear dimenoion io r^ # In the following anolyeia# general a and b 
are retained# the epeoifio values ÿlven by equation (79) being oubetituted 
in the final reoulte# or at any intermediate stage if doeii*ed# The problem 
ie illustrâtod in Figure (11)*
The circular cylinder hau equation r % r^ # or in noiwdimeneional form 
r* » ^  & R ## cay# and #0 for the circular cylinder ^ ( 0) 23 eonotant
The restriction on I is discussed subsequently#
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ïo illuotratG» justify the oseiimptlon tbato^ = 0$ equation (85) 1# 
oomldered Instead of equation (87), anj In the oaae of the clrohlar
becomes
0 e a coa(K olxA) * b ain (K olnB)
 ^Z Z  «8 ^  win  (SS)
Fblloulng the geneml method, the Fourier eaqpanelone are obtained for 
aîn fhct, from the '(Treatleo on Beeeel Functions* by (hpay
and Mhtheus (44] or 'from direct Integration using Integral fafcl [^J $ are 
given by ^
cos (K o W )  » ^ (^{C) 4^ 8 ÿr^am(^) <x*a 2#
  m )mâ OÛ
oln *  aln 8) # 0 Y I  #msO
Bnbotltntlng these oori.es in eqimtlon (88), and equating the cooffiolenbo of t! 
nine and cosine terms, it io seen that ^ # *^hlcoa 0% + 1 ^  %
» ♦ 1 * vhlcîi |j trli?ial# Oonolderlng tho coefflolonto of
oln (0m ^  1)#,
- 2b J2a + 1*) « Baa ♦ 3, j^ Gam * 1^2m * * ®2a + 3?2n <► *
whi«ai J,D5)lte0 that  ^j^ 0S) anâ Ig^ ^  jOt) arm linearly related, wMdi is
Irapossible, and so «M oJ? 0 %  * g_ and is ssoro, since i ^
If « 0 for all m, equation (#) Wcomee an identity, and so « Cl* Thus,
equation (#), (or from equation (#)) bcoomeo
où
0 sa a J^ (K) t 2a Os) m# 2# $.
mWL
which gives
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+ 2 b ^  ^ Qin (2m + l)©
a=0
oO
+ y r  («^  cos MB ♦ bjjj ain n#)lg(K),m?sO
I
®a»«-2a 5 ^  m > 0 ,
^20 + - 2b m ^ O  ,
^2m +
resulting in the stream function'll» which from equation (86) is new
'ijr ts a eoa y* 4- b oin y* ♦ « aff^ (K) J «9^^!
* ^ 5  ^ J § 7  «0» 2#
- 2 b g  yJ  * J(k) Ï2b + !<''') ®S.n (2a + 1)@ .---------WO)
It should he noto(3 that the flow flel(3 Is again eymmetrlo about the y-#a%l0, 
Irrespective of the value o f e# The velocity at any point is given by
= q§ * q§ ,------------------------- (?/)
where and q^ $ the v e lo c ity  components, are m  defined previously# The
velocity on the cylinder is given by since (%) « û on the cylinder,
and in  p a rtic u la r stagnation points on the cylinder are given by aolutiona o f 
« 0# The circulation , la given by
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W ing equation (90), It iu  o a a lly  ahowu th a t
r  a 2it alCJj^ d),--------------------------- (<jf5.)
r ,  “  [ °  -  " o « > ]  >
I^ {k) ^ 0 ^   ^ . • This la t te r  equation, using relation (22),where 
gives
0 « a ^ (^k )#-----   (^3)
The stagnation stream lin e  lu « o, and the non-dimensional de.fl*ection 
^0 ^  o f the stagnation stream lin e  in  the free  stream near 2£ -  -oO
%io  given by the appropriate solution of
a coo ♦ h pin y * % a J^ (k) #— ------ --------- (9A-)
Thus, eqmition (93) in eonjunotion with equation (90) gives a atream function 
^ , which oatiafiep the four neceeoàry conditions, namely 
(i)^^A|^+ =s 0, where f/ » 22& ,
(11) ^  a COB y* + b s in  y* as x  — oO ,
(ill) ^ c on the cylinder r « r^ , and 
(iv) ^ a 0 *
Taking the p a rtic u la r values o f a and b given by equation (79), and w riting
a'^U 22g,  ^the - miWimensional stream function from equation (90),
with 0 given by equation (93), becomes
* ss «« 000 (y* + y^ )
4- 2 coo y» Z H  W&Ê2 eoo 2#® mpl ^2m^)
- 2 aln Ya*2(r') ain (KSn-1)©
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From oqmtlon (92), the olreulatlon la given by
P  sa ss m, %  008 y^ ------------------- (^O)
from which it followo that the lift fbrco, i^ idi io proportional to in
negative in oign# and thus tends to pull the cyliiider in the negative y^* 
direction. The deflection of the stagnation otreom line in the free otreom 
near x ^  ^  cO id, from equation (94)t given by
a «30B-1 cos y’J - y^ ,-----------— ( f^)
If the deflection io requirod W.th 2^  ao the nou'^imemionalioing length, y* 
ao given by equation (9?) muot he divided by K. Now, oince ^ 31 3^or
all K ) 0, equation (97) ohowo that y^  ^  0, which again in%)lieo that the 
atagmtion otream line comes from a region of highor velooity than that opposite 
tho diameter of tho cylinder. With valued of K in the reotrlotod range given 
oubdoquently, Figure (12) llluotrateo the deflection in the form %/%» , tdiidh
is, of oouree, for values of y^ in the range 0 ^  § # The velocity
at any point can he obtained from equation (91), and in particular, the velooitg 
on the blinder io given by :^ t^h stagnation points given by the velueo
of e oatiofying the equation (%) = 0, which in tMo caoo io
o
oin 9 sin (E^in # + y^ )
♦ 2 coa y» 5 %  II Oc) COS ai©
- 2
where
= [ ^  V ' ' ) ] r*^
Now, tho boundary layer thickneoo 6 is equal to Iccp, so i&th a cylinder 
satisfying the condition r^  ^  O.lê, tho number k must be greater than 3D, which
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Flam'o (12) ûe fl'dctloA  In  tho atagnation stroam Dine in
the/& ee  stjroam fo r  tho oirci-û-ar cy lin d o r.
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glvw the condition on K ao K % ^  »: 0#1S71# With thlu valtm «
0#lg?l foy K# the oorlco In equations (9g) end (9B) converge extremely rapidly, 
and valneo of m 2 in the flret oerleo and m ^  1 in the eecond aro probably 
sufficient for all practical pur;x)eeo, particularly in eqpmtion (9E^)#
The restricted range for y , within which tho flow m y bo acoumod aimliar. ' 
that in a boundary layer, may bo estimated by aeauming that, for values of 1: 
the range, tho flow pact the cylinder la not affected by tho difference in tho 
velocity %)rofilee for (y* + y^)^^and (y* + y^)^0# (of# figures (h) and (i) 
This is, in fact, reasonable If thè radius in the form of K oatiofioa K < an
if y^ lie s  in the range
3  ^  y‘<| - a  .---------------------
The deflection values of y^ in this range la given by tho ourveo in
Figure (12) between the two lines with ordimteo and § ^
The otato of affaire ffom the point of view of stagnation points on the 
cylinder ie of a more complicated nature than in the case of tho linoarjkhoar 
approximation# Putting f(^ ) equal to the left-^ hand^ n^ide of equation (98), 
it can he eaeily shoim, that for K and y^ in the restricted range given by 
equation (99),
f(0 )  <  0 , f (V a ) > 0 , f(« ) <  Q,
Which impliqa that there are alwaya two ategnation pointa on tlio cylinder in
the range 0 ^  G < t^wthcr, de%)ending on the value y^ there may be one or 
two etagnatione points in the range ^ ^  4 2n;# This flnalkesult, ,of couroe,
io not entirely unexpected, olnce the back flow io comparable to that in the 
conotont oheor case in chapter II* With y^  in the range given by relation
(99), there are only two stagnation points on the cylinder, and those lie in 
the range 0 < W ^  K# Hoi^ ver, a limiting valuo for y^ , which my be denoted 
by (yj)q# caolly be found, for which the two stagnation pointe in the rang(
% ( $ 4 %  eoaloaoe at the point # » ^ ^2# prior to moving off the cylinder 
along the y-^ xio* This limiting value is given in terms of K by
W ) tan’rl qO
Thus, there are jEbur, three and two otagmtlon points on the cylinder for 
y* < (yi) f yl - (y*) and y* > Cyi)^  respectively# The important case fromO ^ O Ç v  O C O ' ^ O C
the point of view of representing the flow over the cylinder in a hounda;^
layer, la tho case whea^ e (y*) ) (y*) # Figure (13) illwtratee tho flow field*^0
for the case y^ , when there are only two stagnation points on the
cylinder, the region ohly being ohown, since tho f3,ow field is oyRimetrical 
about tlie y#mci0# It should perhaps be mentioned at tliio stage, that the 
third stagnation point, which io always in the flow and on the line 0 R »
is at a distance from tW origin liihioh ie almyo greater than y^ , os is 
ilXiiatrated in the figure*
Denoting the solution of equation (98) in the 0 ^ 6 ^ %  range by 0., the 
deflection, y^ , of the stagnation point on the cylinder from the %*axie, io 
given by y^ = cln 0^ , or, in non^imencional form, with as the typlcel 
linear dimension, by
yt 52 ^ ^   ^ (lOI)
%
The actual deflection of the otagnatlon stream line in noiWimencional form.
6* , io given by
% &• at y» - yl ,----------------- ------------- (/OX)
where y* io given by eqimtion (97)# It should be mentioned, that for y* in th*
-p.
4♦ri
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range given ty relation (99), 6* %e alwayo positive, fo obtain y» and 6*
"V *In torma of * tho qugmtitloo la oqimtlono (101) m%d (102) mwt be
divided K# ^
Tho profile distortion fie defined ae the deviation of the etreem lino 
» 0; which hae ffee stream velocity U# moncnred along the 3Ma%la thron^ i 
the centre of the cylinder# It le given In non^ -dlmenolonal form ty
: «
Which glvee
A
%
%
&
‘'i l V = . o  '
% % ■Xa -I Y/03)
Flgnre (14) lllnctrateo the variation of A/kr^ with varions
valneo of k# The ooctlone of the onrveo for In the range given by relation 
(99) are those to 1^ 0 left of the email oegmento of llnee^  on the actnal cnrves$ 
parallel to tlm *axlo# The daolied porto of the enrveo are for
wMch are Inclnded for oompleteneeo.
Again# nnmorlcal reonlto arc only obtained for the case of a olronlar 
cylinder In a variable shear flow of the type approximating to that in a boundar, 
layer# and given by eqnatlon (^)# Accordingly a abort dlacuealon of the 
reanlto obtained io given at thlo stage#
The phenomenon of the etogmtlon stream line coming from a region of hl^er 
velocity than that oppoalto the centre of tho cylinder la again in evidence#
and lo Illustrated quantitatively In Figure (12) and qualitatively In Figure (13
0 againAl@o# the noxMSlmenalonal parameter N » In the vorticity dletrlbutl
Although too much otreso muet not be lol(3 on the fact that the flow derived
y»
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Figprè J 'iliia trâ tlo n  o f tho \\d lB tb rtlbn  in  .the stream lin e  
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In the laat neotlon in oomparakâe to that jouant tho name cylinder vlth a 
bonndaiy loyer free etream velocity profile^  the qualitative reeulte obtained» 
eepGclally in the range are probaWy in yeaoombly cloee
agreement particularly for oyllndere of email radiue of ooy K ^  » timt
ie Vq floiJD are 8lml3,er over a band atretoblng from
3(R^oO to%A+oO encloalng #e Immediate nelglibourhood of the cylinder#
It con only be hoped that the back f3.owo do not appreciably affect the flow 
chayaotorietiOB in the nelghbourlwod of the cylinder# It met olco be 
emphmaiaed tlmt vlocoelty la absent from all comlderatlono#
Further to the dlocuaolon on the circular cylinder in a flow approzdmatlng 
to a linear eheor dictribution» the reeultc Illustrated in Figure (12) tend to 
Gubatantiate the conjecture that the large dleplacemente of the stagnation 
etreamlinea obtained from experiment ere duo to the three^^imeneional 
nature of the flo%y# In fact for cylinders in the upper half of the * boundary
layer* the deflection is leoa than 0#05#
To illuBtratc further the general method a short diecouroe on the 
elliptic cylinder in a flow of the type given by equation (72) ie now given#
Only a bare outline of the method ie given at tlile etago» einoo tho method 
of procedure ie similar to that given in the oaae of the linear ohear 
approximation#
An olllptie cylinder# whooe equation io given by (34)» ie introduced 
at the origin and the problem Illustrated by Figure (c)# Tho flow can be 
obtained using the general method# Taking the typical lengtli ae b# the semi-* 
minor axis# the equation in noxh-dimenoional form becomes
tn*
mJLm. P/|j ^^ *" rifcf.i'UiTi-wiwJiiwiiww C3 W% #% 1 + 8 00Ü9 1+ * 000»
td&Loh (Ml ]putt3j%g]K « 2& * gk^ TiaeD ^ C0@)* %% cede 4&f tb# )klli%#%Lo
03#jU%3er tdUÜh Itm iw&jor gwile la  "Wbo daum&etlon (üfilow* iWbe rGcpa&rod o(#a&tl(M& 
for evaluating tha oonotante in the gtream function io equation (87)* which, 
with the value of %(#) defined above, hecomo
0 % a 00811 * a 
00
I i T T o o #  / ♦ ain \1 + # m m  J
Y 1  (% cos in» ♦ \  Bin #) \ ( r ^ r s )  »--------maO
where a end b in thle equation are the oonetente in equation (78)* and muet
not be confuoed with the 8omi~major and minor axeo of the ellipeo# The
expaneion of ^ ooBlne eeriee le oomp&rable to th&t given
f\D3? (&nd idbws g^Bneipa&l 3%B%ac%rlkE) <}%& Ibtwodb (s&Egx&ncKion eire 8yp%>l!l(}QJb3Le
in this caee with adight modification# The Fourier aerioa of
&%X3 olbi%svinG(3 3Ln Ei e)3.imdL3,a3P 'tc* iblbe <)3qp(%Kws%it:ici]L jDtmLOtxlon :&n ib%&o E>%%3ifi{>up
loaGG# ]G&&<%h iieamBi 3Ln idhwa e3c%H&%iG%ion <)f Ibbwa twc; jDwuoctdL(%KU9 in  4&2t%xre8God eus et
lücmafianr (3e3p3Le8* jL*e# (sgwcli IbeiWB :l& ibbwD twwo laecyjLea gjlveii Tggr
(-if r 2t / . ./.l..ala...i,.A „ sr^'\1 t 8 0000/ X V 3, 4» (* 0%)8#,/
8 0000
<K>8l]L + e (%,(# ; "" (%%,),
r#
ÛÛ A 1 %rL8r+l/K Bine \ « 5-^ H L l —
BinVl ♦ S COG0/ 4 r f  C & + D Îr«cp
The method* an etated* ie the eame ae de eeribed previously and equatione (38)*- 
(;%5>)* (j#))* (/KL)* (jk8)# (k/h?)* GMKl (j44k) (%re <a%)p]LjLe(aikl<3 (33L%%3t?tuL3F.
3N%U8* iwjLtlb b!bo Eiiqpqfcqpafii&lbQ iMiJMioar ;&CM33Li3L<3a/kjko3iE)* i;o l&bwa pofSPvixpuG iswstdbiocl
involving the elliptic oyliiuler, the stream fimotlon ^  , for flow of the 
tcPlpe igSkvon l&sr 4%($uu&i&lon (m (slldlprSiLo (sarlliKSo]?, wi/tli :lt8 aaeSgc#» aasclQ
In tibe <3dLriD(9twL(>%k (>f jCl,ot#* <3GUR lae cdbdbciliiGdl, awoc* rlei {gjktnan Ikgr (ociuw&liijoxi (82»)* 33b4
coeffloientG 8w and &FG evaluated a# in the o&Bo of the linear ohear flow 
paat the earne cylinder.
For an approximation to the boundary layer flow, the restriotiono bn K, 
defined above, and y* are the Game &8 thoae for the circular cylinder, where 
a mnot# of couree, be lea# than unity to keep free from Glngularltle#,
The velocity at any point eon be obtained from equation (91), and in partieuW 
on the cylinder uaing equations (55), with only alight change in moaning .and 
notation*
The atream function for the flow pact the elliptic cylinder with ita 
minor axle in the direction of flow can alco be obtained following the method 
given in the oaee of the linear ahear approximation, Oare must be taken, 
however, in defining the reetrioted range for the quantity and K, &a
%idefined by * *^ #5 satisfy the a&me condition a# before*
Thua, otre&m functlono for elliptic cylinder# in a flow of the type given 
by equation (72) can be obtained* The qualltatlvG reeulto are similar to 
those given in the caee of the circular cylinder, whilst quantitative rcoulte, 
although Involving much laborious calculation, can bo Gaoily obtained* Final] 
remark# of a general nature concerning the linear oheor flow oaee are applicab] 
once more, with only ellght modification*
The application of a transformation to the stream function for & free 
stream variable chear flow, enablea the stream function to be obtained for flm 
pact a cylinder eltuated in & variable eheor flow* Over a range of two body
diameter# on either aide,of the axis, the free  stream flow approximate# to
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the flow arialng from & linear vortiolty dlatribution# & general method ia 
derived, for flow paat any cylinder whoee equation can bo expreoaed in polar 
ooordlnatOG in the form r* 'The flow paot & circular cylinder ia
considered, and the main phyaioal fcatwrea evaluated in come detail* In 
caeeo other than the circular cylinder, certain diffionltleG ariae, which, 
although not nneurmountablo require rather complicated anwlyolG, a& Illustrates 
in the c&Gc of the elliptic cylinder*
The principle physical features of the shear flows are determined, 
particular attention being given to the deflection# of stagnation pointe and 
etagnatlon etreamlinGO# In each ooae. It 1# found that the deflection of the
etagnatlon etream line in the free stream le in a direction towards a region
:Of higher velocity than that opposite the centre of the cylinder*
Uoing a eompar&blo method, & tronoform&tlon io applied to the etream 
function for a free stream flow with a elne velocity profile and the otreom 
function io obtained for the flow p&et a cylinder* If the cylinder 18 auffiel 
omall and ro&Qon&bly Gltu&ted, an &ppro%im&tion i# obtained to the flow In a 
boundary layer past the cylinder# The particular caao of the circular 
cylinder in thl# flow le otudlod, and detailed numerical reeulto obtained. 
Particular attention la given to tho various defloctiono of the stagnation 
pointe and etream linee* The method fbr obtaining the stream functions for 
the flow paet the elliptic cylinder with major and minor exee in the direction 
of flow reapeotively is briefly doaoribed# Bo colchlatlone were mode, aince 
the method la comparable to that for tho linear ahoar flow paot tho oame 
oyllndera* Due to the rather complicated nature of the froe stream 
diotrlbution of flow, the range of variation of position of the cylinder in 
thia velocity profile le eomewlmt limited fbr favourable eamparicon with tho 
actual flow in a boundary layer* General limit# ore given for thl# range 1%
term# of the diameter of the cylinder in eaoh opecifio example# In each case, 
the Gtagnatlon etreom lino come# from a region of higher velooit^ la %hG f#0G 
Gtreom than that opposite the centre of the cylinder# It muat be emphoalaed* 
however, 8o that too elooe & parallel will not be drawn between this flow and 
that In a boundary layer, that throughout thia work there ie a complete abgence 
of vlaooGity*
One feature of the analyele in tblo chapter Is tho neoeeeity for a 
condition on the flow, involving circulation conoMeratlonQ* Without thlo 
condition a einglo infinity of eolutlons is obtained* Bow, it io highly 
probable that there is only one solution tokbe problem in practice,
Accordingly a condition etating the conetanqy of tho circulation round a 
path coinciding with the perimeter of the cylinder la not unrGaoon&blo, alnoc 
although not uoed apoclfic&lly, thle condition ie olco in evidence In 
oonotant ahear flow, (Ohaptcr II),
Ao In chapter II, the non*dimgn8lon&l number B, appearo repeatedly, and 
plays a mjor role In the final resultc. Although it is not the only 
parameter In the flow. It la otlll of primary Importance*
An Important conclusion from the work In thie chapter and in chapter ÏI 
lo the fact that the large dlopl&cementa of the atagnatlon atreom llnca In 
the free stream obtained from experiment are probably due to the three* 
dimensional nature of the experimente* This conjecture would explain tho 
large dlBcrepanoy between the theoretical values obtained in thlo theslc and 
by Davlea [37] end the threo^ dlmenalonal experimental reaulta of Young and 
Maas [35] ,
In conclusion, elliptic cylinders do not exhaust the poeelble croee 
Goctlone for which the etre&m functiono can be obtained uQing the general
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methodQ derived in this oh&pter# They do# however# illuBtratG the 
dlffloulties Invoivod in obtaining the stream fhnetlons for variable Shear 
flow# post oylinderg whose crooo Gection# are not oireular* Further# the 
work in this chapter illuotrateo the difflowltioo which may bo expected to 
arise In attempting to derive analytically stream functions for cylinders in 
two^ dlmension&l variable shear flow# of & more complicated nature# either 
compressible or incompressible* Accordingly, after several imauecessful 
attempts to derive analytically the stream functions for two-dimensional 
compressible shear flows, it was decided to employ finite dlfferenco and 
relaxation methods* These methods ore illuotrated in the next chapter#
TmiZCB
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Relaxation methods In two dlmenolom Were developed by A# Thom (Method 
of Sqimree) and R.V. Southwell , In order to (Md&fe oeaptalh partial 
dlfferontial equations arising in physioo, engineoring and fluid dynomioo# 
Theee methods hove been need oxtoneively in the aolution of eqaationo 
governing flows without rotation# However, when rotation ie present, 
the application haa been eomewh&t limited ae mentioned in chapter I# 
References |gg] , [26], [^], [29], 09# [3|| and [33], comprise tho 
majority of papero on finite différence and relaxation methode applied to 
flows with rotation preoont*
An far os the author io aware, no eolution hao yet boon obtained for 
the two-dimensional inviseid, oompreooiblo, ioentropic rotational flow of 
& fluid through a channel with a oonotriction preeent# Accordingly, in 
thlo chapter, a relaxation solution is obtained for oompreesible, ioentropic, 
rotational flow &t low M&oh number through & two-dimenGional channel with 
straight parallel aidee containing & diaeontinuouo constriction* the channel 
l8 illuatrated in Figure (&)* A eolation io al#o obt&inod for incompreoeibh 
flow with coBQtant rotation through the o&mo dbannol*
From the dl&gramB of stream linoG, conotant velocity linoa and constant 
vorticity lines, obtained from the solutions, certain tentative suggestions 
ore made as to the nature of the physical features in the flow of a real fluic 
through the channel.
The method evolved in this chapter is also applicable to oh&nnolo with 
shapes other than the one shown in Figure (a)* Tho mothod, however, is only 
valid for flows where the velocity &8 everywhere subsonic, except for small
locally supes'sonio rogions,
1?8#
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The ch&anol Is lllustmtod in Figure (a), and the region over which the 
cquationc are rel&aed l8 from a Gtotlon* upctre&m of the oonotrlotlon, where 
frog stream conditlona (paraHol flow) exlat, to & station downBtream* whore 
the flow &8 again aoaumGd to be parallel*
From the definition of tho vortioity w (1*5), end the introduction of 
the etra&m function nir (Z#3), the elnglo equation govomlng the flow in 
(1.15)
(I)* W#:0,
whore tho vortlcity w ie constant acroee the entrance and so ie constant 
throughout the flow (I*10)^  end % end y are the rectangular certeeian 
coordlnatee* The partial differential equation (1) ie of elliptic type 
(Pol#8on*8 equation), and for a unique solution to cxiet, conditions must 
be given on a closed boundary* %& th& IncomproGwiblG e&Bc, the boundary 
conditions are otralghtfOrward# consisting of the assumption of parallel 
flow a dletance, eay 2R, upstream and dotmatream of the, comtrlcticn*
This result# in
=0,
&t thooG Btationo, where q^. and qu arc the component velooitleo# Thua, 
from equation (l), the jfreo atream 4^  ^&# obtained by integration and 
assigning values to the twobonatanto of integration* This etream function
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* together with w give & complete deocrlptioa of the parallel flow 
upstream of the constriction* Finally, In the downGtreom undisturbed flow 
Q, and w, which rom&lna constant throughout, are obtained in a similar 
manner, and no lo defined round a boundary enclosing the field of flow# 
80 far,no mention has boon made of the direction of flow through the 
channel# In fact the nu&crbal calculation covero both caewe. For 
convenience of description* however, the flow ie aoMumad to be from the 
wide to the narrow ooctlon of the channel.
In the undietwbed parallel flow upotroom and downotream of tho 
oonetriotion, tho following conditions hold for 4^ " $
^  X - 0 , T F  ” • ®  »
whihh give
^  o A + B y # # q ei «; B - ay #
Introducing 0* the moo flow through the channel per eecond, and letting
nj/' # 0 whm y %= 0,
and
% G whon y « %  
the upstream free stream condltione become
C§ 1. I  m \  - I  ya ,
aM  19.)
q « ( 0/^  ♦ I  «) - ,
2?espeetiTOl5'« DowiistïaaB of tl» eoaûtj?î0fâon, slaee ^  vmeàm eonstaat 
on tho channel walle, the conditiono are 
a|/** a Cl when y %:
1 3lîyqlr «: G when y # ,
which re D iilt in  the downstream free  stream co iu iitlo n s  
/»Jlr a  -  ( | G  +  ^  (sH») +  (za +  I II») %  -  ,
qs (2 4^ ;+ B H) - ,
rospoctivoly* Thus, with ^  - 0 and G on the Cialla, initial free stream
conditions (2) and final free stream conditions (3), a tmiquo solution Is 
defined in the channel#
In tro d u c tio n  o f llon-Bim onslonal G nan titles.
To facilitate the calculations made at a later stage, it is desirable 
to introduce non-ctJmenoional quantities# If
ojr' » 9* = * %' = */jj » y' = %  »
whore G (of dimensions velocity X length, since the density, being constant,
may bo talcon as unity) as mentioned iMiforo, is tho mass flow through tho 
channel, ÏÏ is a typical velocity (the velocity at tho contre of tho channel
in the undisturbod flow upstream of tho constriction) and II is the width of
the channel, then equation (l) becomes
where * and the non-diBionsional parameter H = .
For convonioncG, tho dashes are dropped, although In the following work 
it must bo remembered that non-dimensional quantltlos are being usod* 
Accordingly the governing equation bocomoo
I ” ° *------------
with initial (upstream) conditions
= (1 + " &  ) y'è'y'' *
and  —  (5 )
q ° (1 + ^  ) -
and flml (doimotroam) oondltlona
''j'"  ^ I  ) ♦ (8 ♦ y -  yS ,
(6)
q~ (2* * ^ )  -  %  # 
from which it io oaolly checlced that » 0 and 1 on tho loxmr and npper woll( 
reapootlvoly*
Once the etreom ftmotlon hao been opeoiflod on the wallo^  the only 
parameter remaining lo H# Tho value of O  0 fOr pooitlve vortioity# ^  0 
for negative vortlclty) io net on#ely arbitrary if normal flow conditions ore 
to prevail in the free etroom# Thno# the condition for no back flow in the 
free etreom# wpotream of the honetrlotibn» in that tho velocity q# given by 
equation (5) is greater than %oro at all i^ ointn 0»^ y ^  1# Thio roeulte In 
the Inequality 1 ^ 0# which Icodo to the condition
I^>i#
which i#plico email vortidty* In eonduaion* a given ^ dofineo the 
etream function I'ound the cloeed howidary* If the vortiolty io negative 
"dm condition becomeo ♦
In tho followii&g^ equation (4) in replaced by a finite difference 
approximation# which io solved by relaxation methods*
mnitK Dlffcrmco #Droximtion to the mmdamc#al Equation and oj^ 8olty
The field ie covered by a oquaro network of tho type shown in Figure (b)*
( '^,o)
,U m n  M .
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The noxMdtmonsioml Inermento In the and y. dirootlona are a and $#
Figure (l) shoue hoii aueh a network no lllmtrated in Figure (b) covers the 
required field of flow# leaving no Irregular etaro*
Using Taylor*o theorem^  tho ettema funotlon^(%#y) can bo expanded at thi 
nodes 1# 2# 3 and 4# ao follows#
#$#é WL#
"ti * ® ' a  ■ ■••O - o
Summing these equatlono# and neglecting terme of the fourth order and hli^ er
a and p# i t  ie  found th a t
y»/ a" 0“o
Ualng thlo loot relation the approximate finite difference equation correspond: 
to equation (4) le
^ Y 1 ( f ,  H  o h  = 0 ,------------------- ("7)r%l#% rss3#4
In effect# the problem reduces to solving a set of n equations In n mkuDta^# 
where n is the number of nodes within the boundary# The n equations are In 
fact equation (7) written out for each Internal node# Introduciîxg the matrix
n
the n equations my be written m
and involves tho 
1 mloGS of #
where 'tho a X n miW;% A lo know
# # # * * # and tW mtrlx B Imolvoo ^  and 
TW mkttlon Is #on given ty
^  « IT^ if
whoro io tho noumoinghlar itworoo^of tho mtrlx A# the values of njr being 
read off imediatoly from tho mtrix equation# Bomver# ao uMl be o3mtm
a notw
in #0 Êimoriml omrnplo given ouWeqwntly# the invorolon io oxtremolg 
diffieult even in a tilth ti emll -wraber of mdoo# Thu
of relaxation dooerihW Wlofly helow^  io mod# .,. -
A valm of io MDigned to moh interm3. nod## and tho reoidm 1^ #
,,2 i%)
Tl# values of are altoredi until io a^ p^rosdmtely mro at each Intorml
node# tho Itirgoat pormiaeiW.o volm of being dotormiwd by tho aeciwaqy reqt 
in the eolution# Tho original mbh lengths earn then be Imlved or quartered# 
and the mme proeeduvo oorriW out* If required# partletOar regions of the 
field cm be studied in greater detail# The oomplqto procedure io earriod 
out until tho rcqidrod degree of aceumqy la obtained# Figure (l) lllwtmW 
the )|)robleb with the initial meh longthe#
The velocity at m%r point in the fW.d ocm bo obtained from
% y
and by Snito élffciremm approsdmtione oblainec
jETom the Taylor exponblom given at the beginning of tiila ooction# From tho 
relatione# no^ooting terms of the ooccaiê order mad hlg)%or# in a mid p#
% & & r % > ,O X si& t s - ' h0
■‘'; - I»--.. -‘\
-'I :c
' ' r-U-^:0iSi:
it-
; , j " I0 Pi
1
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On squaring and avoraglng the t%o valma for oaoh dorlvativo oquorod# the 
approximate finite dlfferonoo relation for tho voloolty at a regular otar 
(lyOy a node %pt on the ohahnol iWJLo) la given hy
( t r ' k o ) "  * 5 %r»lf2 W # 4
 (9)
The eome roeult can aloo be obtained by replaoing the rl^ t"*hand"#Oide of
(-
by the reqnieite finite differenée a%)pro]d.mation# Depending on the position
of the node on the channel mllo^ either % or
fallowing method la adopted# A 3 point formula 
ae ahown in I*igure (o)^  t&ere
y + 0.
lo %ero and the
need in the a%)pro%lmation
How
1 = t o  * ® + f  ("30 * ## # #'# #o
im*
leading to
la » ( ^ ) 3  ^  ^  [ s " ^ .  4 f i  * fg] 15
At the oonotrlotlon on tho i^îallo^ where f ()# approximation
T
lo similarly obtained# noing Flgnro (d)#
X
n
llnmoaylcai, ExQm>%
ïho problem ovalnatod hao H » 1# oqmtlono (5) and (6) giving tho initial 
and flml froo otroam conditions roopootlvoly#
For con^ lotonooo# tho matrix form of o<)mtiôn (?) for twonty-^ throo 
internal nodoo# tho nnknmma being mmborod from tog|Lo bottom# loft to right# 
io ohown in Figaro (8)# The form of the matrix A# io ocen to bo of diagonal 
type# denoting tho hnown gnantitioo on tho boundary# the unknown
values %d.thin the boundary# H bolng loft goneral# end with % 2p 
The inversion of the matrix A io extremely diffioi0.t and complicated numeriool]
>o
sa
-Y.
s #
Accordingly# relaxation io employed at all otages#
The Initial relaxation eolntloii lo obtained i^ ith a meeh length of c, % &
(i#o# #0 xHAGOh length is ono quarter of the channel width) and free otrecm 
conditions are aoaumed to exist at a diotonco 1#5 M upstream of the conttrlotie 
Relaxation lo carried out with values ofAl^ # taken to the third place of 
decimole# until tho residue at oaoh node io 0#00g# The moah lengtho#
0, and 0# arc then halved# and the same procedure carried out* The xAole 
proceoo io repeated uhtil the required degree of accuracy lo ohtained*
Pigureo (3) and (4) ohow tho stream linos# with the Initial and find velocity 
profiles# and tho lines of constant velocity# reapeotivoly# for this partlculm 
problem#
8ince relaxation l0 a purely numericEO. proceoo# no distinction io made 
between flow from left to rl^t In the channel# and vicc""VGroa, Thus#
Figures (3) and (4) aleo represent the flow field for the inoompreooible 
conotont oheor flow from the narrow to the wider section of the channel# the 
arrows in the profiles being merely reverend#
When the flow ie jnto the narrow section of tho channel# the central 
stream line in the undioturbed flow downotream of tho constriction coma from 
a region of higher velocity in the undiaturbed flow upstream of the 
constriction# than that opposite the centre of the olmnnol# tho non«<3imenaiona] 
deflection being »4)#09» When the flow la out tho narrow aootion the 
correaponding central atream line oomoa from a region of loi^ei; velocity# the 
deflection being + 0#05# From (4)# it ie eoen that there are two
rcgionc of very low velocity in the outer comers of tho conetriotion# aq le 
expected from a physical point of view* It ie also neon that there ie a 
general overall dieplacoment of reglone of high velocity towards the lower
ohanml wall# m  In aloo oxpectod 83nco tho vortioity in ovorywhoro constant, 
and tho largest velocity in initially noareet tho lower wall#
,0no fui*thor point arioing from tho analyaln io tho fact that tho 
rotation prcoont in the flow mint be reaeoncbiy. small in order to provont
back flow occurring in the channel, tho condition on tho eiioar paramoter M, 
being N > i#
In problem II# comprecolblllty lo Introduced# and o comparison lo made 
with the ineomprosolblo ease# Tima tho of feet a dm to comproesibllity on tho 
shear flow through a channel containing a constriction ore illuotrated#
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In thq WcMdlmenelom]. otoody motion of on ioentroplo rotational invioold 
oomprooolblo fluid through a ohannol containing a conctrlction# oo llluotratcd 
in Flguro (a)^  tho otroam function njh ^  and tho stagnation enthal2)y from 
tho definition of vortioity# must oatlofy (1.18)
&  ( p l t h ^  ( p % )  - p ^
Bernoulli *0 equation for this flow# tho D.t&d 0atioj%ring tho adiabatic gaa law# 
ia given by (1*19)#
&f Z I  p
where p# p and q aro the prooauro# donalty and velocity reopootivoly^ C!^  la 
tho ratio of Gp^ifio hoato)# and where the velocity io given by (1*8)#
T (p % !)* *  ,
ifhere m%d qy are the eoiaponont velocitieo#
It ahould be noted t&mt in the free etream# where tho flow ie parallel# 
thore ie no proeeuro gradient acrooa tho channel: tlio dcnoity mot aloo be 
constant aoroee the channel since the adiabatic gae law » k holds
tl%roughout the flow#
One further relation connection Ii^# q#
atreûüî io  (1*13)
SS! m 0  q #
olncc y is# in thio caoe# normal to tho otream line
P
vorticity (0# in tho free
----------------( / a ;
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kqtmtlon (10)# which la a partial differential equation# mat
be eolved almultanGOUGly irilth equation (11)# As to the nature of the boundary 
cooditiona# neoeaaary for a unique solution# there la still eome doubt in the 
gonore]. case# hut in this %mrtleular pmblom tho neoessory qondltione are more 
straightforward* In the free otroan# if the vort^ city m io given (% ae a 
funotion of nif )# the stream function io obtained from equation (10 ) by
integrating and aeelgnlng valuea to the tw arbitrary eonatente which appear# 
and oinoQ the density io constant# iullowe from equation (11)# In the case 
whore the flow io into the conotrlotion# the undisturbed flow dowmtream of 
the constriction oatiofiea the condition g. ginae tho flow at this
station io asaumed parallel# and# since bu ie conotant along a stream line# a 
complete set of data can ho obtained# Thus# In this problora# if - 0 
and are given as the upstream conditions# and « 0 ie the downstream
condition# a oolutlon is defined in the required region of the channel contain! 
the comtriotion#
In the undisturbed flow i^ streom of the constriction# the vortioity o la 
constant across the channel and equal to OL# and# since t)ie flow IS parallel#
and q c f
^ %
which gives , .% s: e ^ % y # ""(/3/
whore the velocity is B on tho lower channel wall# Since t!ie density p =:
is constant# and q^  - & # Integration givesPo 0 y
^  S3 pp %  - i
where the constant of Integration is sero# since ^  « 0 when y « 0* gTom
19&'
equation (12)# the otagnotion entlialpy h^ # lo given by
where A lo tho eonqtant of integration# whleh ie arbitrary# Equation (II)
K k being the adiabatle gaemuet be eatiafled Ijy h # q# and p^ # idiere 
eonotant# and eb the result
k + iCff - a A - +
is  otetaiBed* IS?om which
Y  if-i , ^A a 3%^ + %- #  #
îtos» hg ao a t’unction of ijk Is give» If
i
a,
a yC
hgg 3» Po
Thlo jEWiotion of ^remalne ao it lo given by eqmtlon (15)# olnoe lo conotan 
along a stream line# Thee# the upotream boundary conditions are given complet 
by relatlono (13) and (14)# oqmtlon (13) being a mboequent reoult#
In the undlotu%*bed flow dowimtyeam of the oonotrlotlon# and
the density io again nqcoooarily constant# equa]. to p. ooy# I^om equation (10
from which
where B and 0 are the conotanto of Intogratlon* Tho flow being contlnuouo# 
glvee the following two neeeosary eondltione on Air #
^  c 0 when y =% #
*\|r S3 p^  III «• when y,:: #
where H lo the width of the olmnnol upstream of the oonetriotlon# and 00
1 9 6 # '
C I # IpqIII « p^ jfi )
* ^  * ^ 0^  ■“ y -  & ^  Pi® y® »-------------------- (/6)
and the velocity
® ^  ^  %W # 2 M  -. H) - ^  pj^ y ,----- (If)
j&@ gnat* &8 tKkkyte%MdUm&d, Tbat q g&kvon Igr cqpwdKlo# (]Kf) aaxS ]b g^ kfen %@r 
cqpKvtion lOkS) BKKrb eatdU&gy Gopattlon (11 ), tdWkoh <K#%&tion 3bRvol%dü%
(UKwa tlio 3(%K)i*Kt (%o*%ürtB%ytG <wip, IF, II awKKi pL^ , (MRG QOljwiiloB tdhdLidb i.8 tlbe aregtijk
value of
jk3^ b(%%sn&vt3lin8]Ly, olbEwetilnaf ta i/tli saqpK&tdLon (13.), ia#d crbdbeLiiili&gs iihe iu4al()(%S/tgr, 
axwa artareewRi jPuncdbjUowi Ib^ r 3knd&@jg%*od&i()%k (w%3 woliBg, iSkwa (OKXKwilTüjLoxao (xn ftj/"  ,  «Bcpweitdloiic; 
(14)) ewck) (3L7) earo eigpajLn cdbladlEWBc*, ][%i <3@3?tüafl2i gxpcitgleiBNa, : lt  nasgr lb<} -tBi&l; k&K&ja 
0w>(M)nd %xp()ooa ww?G fla c%ui(dkor,
3h&. CM>Kwo]LiW3i,OB, o<#üaiü&oy%3 (12))# (]L<)) swod ([3/?) <)0Ka%%lc;t<3lar (3Gti8i3%jL%MB
ishie IbMPUiacIai^ y «HOfwCkltioiua srotMwS <& (%lo8Gd* (HüMfo swad (%%%% 8t*i%EyLojLo:At ibo qm&uwre ai 
GW)l,u1bloa jRo# <aqitu&t:i()n8 (3L0) (&%%3 (ll) ta&IÜ&ln l3iwa iPetpajLrod 3fo;g3x)ik*
It l8 doairable tq Introdqoe dimmionlooe qqootitloe at this stage, to 
faoilltato the calmAatioaa made at a later stage#
If the haeio quantités ore token æ  %) # p^ , H and o^ , the values in the
undisturbed flow uwtreom of the eomtrlotion, then eu.® %: &&L , and
1 Po  ^ PoI c: g T* , where R is tlio goe oonetont* Fhwther, introdueing a » p^ e^ I, an 
"\|f* 9 <l’  ® Vc^ » 0* = ,
p* w % o *  p* « % o  * *^ ® % i  * y* * ^ïi
are snbgtituteâ in oqmtlow (3.0) and (11) they become
19?.
' W  I P'TSfJ ^
and
ttÿ ♦ -I gl® » \  »
!"& 8%aoi3l(l Ibo %wDt6(3 IKkw&t; <&* 1.& locyt t&io 3k)#a]L I&BwBh iKw&ter# 3&3)G%)pdLBy? "btwa (%GW3&W38* 
aültboiyÿi It sMAGt t# ]Pom@süxxped tlwit d3a%B%8&ofdk)88 q&wwGtlt&gG &ro txz&ng iwaad, 
IWbo %&%yblGmnw%y ba (ÿlven GW3 fcOJkPwaa 
bliG lgoif(%P3%3L!My& 48(%uu&i&l.o#0 eweg
3^ /1 ^  ^^  ( p ^ J *  P '3^  **  ( '* )
P  ^ ^ »-- ---------------------
ladLtlb :&%%)j:d.a]L iBCHodlijbakoA
f\^  s «# yS -----   (%0^
wh:l(db laawSs ibo
q ^  n If , y ,----------------------------
GWR# jPlnGl co%w33/b3jo:%
?P" “ C 1 0»^ • iw « ^  <%pf )
("& '* ®  *' %) W *" #---------------
1W&&l43&k 3.G&68 ib(>
<Î “ %c “ ^ H pi * - g ) - o ^ P i y . ----------------- (5^3)
Blotf, twdb:68 tdb# :PGqpiiJPG<3 ipGLlT&eG <)ik Ibba (o&u&mAoI tRillg; jBowp laJLl p.., swncl (%o two
(>bdbadl& ci cipocdLiSlc TfaûkwK) Etxr p^,, twsgt 3Lo Rw&ck) <)3» (aqsaatidm (!{>)# tahitdh iiRiGdb Ibe 
aatiGKOkGd Tbgr lüha ip€Ll(>ojltgr gjlvon Igy Gigta%i%loB (22)), fawd tgr %3,|, wri/bten :&2i jlta 
dimendlonloQG fbrm* On aüb3titutlo&, the result
i m
a (gr^ * f
l8 obtained, whGrG 'd^  is givon by equation (22), This laot equation reduoGG
to an equation in p* &G follows:
ife *• 'Hi® ■* w® *
+ (0Î - a 0,-------------------(&fk)
whldb gives p2 &# & funotlon of U, WL and Tf * Generally thare ore two
oolutiona for 0, where the larger value ie taken in Bubaonio flow, and 
the emaller, In the anperaonic case#
To 8U& up, withv^^preeerlbed in the UBdieturbod flow upstream of the 
Gonotrietion, 4^  ^e 0 on the lower wall, and^ i^ e the maeo flow parameter on the 
upper wall, the etagn&tlon enthalpy hg given ao & fwnetion of , and with 
parallel flow conditlono assumed to exist a eultablo distance (approxim&tGly 0 
upstream and downstream of the conotrietion, a solution lo defined in the 
required rggion* The latter effectively otretoheQ from a # *oOto % # +00 ,
where the conotrlGtion l8 taken &8 % # o* i& & problem of thie type, hg
definea the vorticity everywhere in the field from the relation w » * #
Further, if there io no back flow in the channel, equation (21) gives the roeul 
that Ü, from which it follows that 4 # i# the free otream.
Going dimenoional qu&ntitiGS,
N « ^ 9sn%Wi a q ' ^  t> S!^  ^  c e n tra lf% « % H
and 80 the condition bccomee 1 > where Q central (the value of the
undisturbed upstream velocity at the centre of the channel) and G arc again in
199,
non^ dimonolonal form. On Bübotitutlon for ^  central the condition reduoee 
to the previouG roault Bamcly N > it
Finite Difference ABuroximation'B to the Fundamental Eouatlorio and
of GoIP
Before obtaining finite difference approximations to equations (18) and 
(19)# ti.e equations arc written In a form more amenable for replacement by 
finite difference approximations.
Introducing the non^ dlmonslonal quantity
X =  (l.e. %• ) ,
and eubatltutlng in Qquqtlon (18)# the latter becomes
%
3 0,
A little manipulation now shown that this equation mgy be expressed as
y ®  ( X Ÿ Î V ® X -  = 0#----------(&5)
whore the non-dimensional teplaclon operator y  ® s  
(19) can bo written as
f  + (i
EquatlOX!
■gi- l «yaC-K^ -x) »
or In the form
hg(%f -l)
 (ft6)
%
Equations (25) and (26) are now replaced by finite difference approximations, 
Since the flow Is compressible# the corners must be treated separately# 
and In the calculation are excluded by the network chosen (Figure (5)), 
Although over most of the field# the not given in problem I Is suitable# there 
ore many Irregular stars In the region near the corners of the constriction. 
Accordingly# a general not &s Shown In Figure (@) Is used to establish
# 0  fin it®  d lffo reW B  appyoîtîiaationB,
800.
In thlo flwpoînt aot» awï av& the aon-diraonaloaaî. Inoremei
In tho #*and y- dlroctlon#, tho typloal linear dlmenalon being again H* the 
ebaonel width#
g Taylor*# theorem in the caoe of the fiv&*point net ehown in Flgnro 4
the value of a function f, can be oKp&ndod at thd Gcveral nodao ae followe: 
= ^ “o * *^ 1 + ......o
fg= s, -"*2 VIT: ' "( %   ( f e ) 0
from which
(4i " fo) T&T (^2 - fo) il; = (^)JL Ai O
neglecting torme of the thlrdi order and higher In the lengthe 4*%^ and J&g #
Applying on exactly oimilar analy#!# to got # b^e following finite
difference approximation io obtained*
asi.
“ ‘igf+o zi t * K%)' yi t ^v^o> • ^^  %%1#2  ^ r-3i4
Ublng thl8 l&ot equation* firot with f # &&# then with f = * and
Gübstitutlüg in equation (2$)* the foll&wing finite difference equation* 
corrQOpondlng to equation (#5) io obtained; ,, #*
r=l,2 ^  4 r°3»4
-------------------------- ^ 5C ? >
where Q)lo the reoldual at the node 0*
Similarly, choooing f eY^ r& and f it ia aeen that
(^^) # (^t) a lya (f^ B)
^ P=l,2 - ■ r=3,4
f c r  S >   ^w i n  S
A
“ rssi,a '^ »'' " g=3,4
Subatituting in equation (26), and Introducing the roeult
O I A
ss
Ezia
jj *
_ SQ2i
a
X i n )
l8 obtained, whloh lü the approximate finite dlfferonoe equation corresponding
to equation (26)# On the channel imllo, either or "r^ "^  10 sero, and one
of the thrco-polnt figureo ehoôn In Figure (f) le need
j
III
Qblng Figure (f) I end expanding f at tho nodee*/ i WWW A WV WWW
% - ( W 0
from which, neglecting terme of the third order and higher in the lcngth^ %% a&c
y,
m ,
and on owbetltutl&g f the required approximation to lo obtained,
namely
» Zo Ji -------
*< % ) '  " T S C ^  [-Tf - %  ( + f t )
An exactly elmllar formula le obtained for (^ * ^ ) ^  wing Figure (f) II#
Thue, the field le covered with a net (Figure (5)), valuee of ^  aeelgned
to each internal node, equation (28) uGod to give D, and thuo , and finally
the reeldue lo evaluated from equation (27)* The Initial '^ P*dl8trlbatlon 
Inold# the boundary l8 altered until lo approximately aoro at every node# 
relaxation pattern, which lo a eyetematlc mean# of eliminating the reolduale 
at the node, can be derived, uoing the method deeorlbed by Green and Southwell 
(45] # h^e pattern le elmll&r In type to, but more difficult to uae than, 
that obtained by Mitchell (#8] # However, due to the complexity of the 
governing equatlonc, judloiouo trial and error method# are quicker In this 
cacG, and In moot problème of thie type, where the otagnatlon enthalpy vorlco 
from otream line to etrcam line#
In calculating at a node in practice, aeveral graphe of D against 
'XL (dropping the 0 subscript) for various values of &ro drown#
From equation (28),
1 * ..1.
 ^ ------
the values being in the range, ecro to the largest free stream value
(the mass flow parameter) H ~ @6/2 » &Bd for tony D and ^ ^oan be obtained
by interpolation on tho'^ f curves* The shape 6f those curves Is shown In 
Figure (6#), Figure (6b) being the full shape for bg ,Thc maximum is
obtained from.
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If the flow ia aM3ora©BiO|%^X'^ oorreapondlng to aubaonio flow#
lo the olmploi" caco of $*otatioml flow behind a how ohook wavo^  h lo the m w  
on every otreamllno and only one curve of ia oMainatl for all ^  #
Iho ahorp oormro of tho oonotriotlon eiro oxolnded from the region of 
ealoulatlon, alnco the velocity at tlm inner oomere lo theoretically infinite ^
Thie io done hy ohooelng tho originel network ao ahown in Figure (5)$ with
^ wl%ore the donaity^  hut oot tM realdue# lo calculated
for the nodea neoroet the oomere (W walla upatreom of the conatriotlon# 
Bquationa (^) and (23) are uoed in their general form for the irregular otorOj 
with ^  ^ ^ ^  « 2 at the regular otarc# On the upetream channel
walla « 2 hut at other pointa the ratio variée#
I'Jhcn the reoidualo have been effectively reduced to aero* the original mci 
lengtho ore halved or quartered end the emo prooeeduro carried out# Thio 
procedure io repeated until the required degree of accuracy io obt^ iined# In 
thle problem# the %*lnoremento are taken to be twice the corresponding y*lncrei 
thio being more advantageous than taking equal Inorementa#
The velocity at every point io evalimted from equation (;^ )# olnce the 
velocity q# lo given by
qS = *
which# written in itoqoproxlmte finite difforenco form# io
q* n zr^TT D #----- .------- (3S)^ T f 1 0 ^
at the node 0# On tho channel waHo# the ap%)ro%lmate finite differ once
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roplaoemmto frpm équation (29) ibr or ( are mmâ for
Qvelimtimg Dq# In praotloo» graphe of %  againet the voloolty q oro drawn 
for varlone valuoo of h^ (In offoot#^) ao ohoim In Figure (7a) and the 
denelty p agalnot q in Figure (8a)# tbeW figuree being tlie full eurvea for 
= •
Ae hao been atatod* the velocity at the oornora le theoretically Infinite 
and glvee riee to a email eupereonio region round the eomore# ehown eobematlOGk 
in F3.guro (g)$ whore q » 1 ie talcen ae eonlc velocity#
< 1 :
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Although a detailed o:mmlnatlon of the comore ie not tho primary of
this problem^  the network being choeen ae in Figure (5)# tho otQperconio b^ubble 
can be found from the point of vim^  of position and ol:3e, uelng tho method 
doecrlbed by Mitchell add Rutherford # However# the position and 
magnitude of the *bhbblo0* lo of no impcwtance in practice^  oinco every real 
fluid haa viecoolty and tho prooenoe of a boundary layo% however thin# omootheo 
out a sharp corner and proventa local auperaonic roglone in a flow of thia type
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From tho mtnro of tho finite dlfforonoe relations noed it io ooen that 
the application of dlvidod finite difference approxlmatlono in poeeible near 
the conetrletion,* Tliig method# ae virtually nmwod# Involves non-^ conatant 
incremente. Theee decreaoe in geometric progreoeion towardo the region whore
a more accurate picture la dcolrcd# In thle caec the region round the 
comtriction# The oncooeo of euch a method io aeoured# oince the method 
described in this problem io virtually the eame# the incremento varying in the 
region of tho comtriotion#
T&iroughout thio worlt# m  reference hae been made to the etablllty and 
convergence of t%i@ difference oquatione an defined by 0*Brien# %man and 
Kaplan [34] #
icai i w
The problem evaluoted hae U « 0#3# and = 0#2# giving H c 1# The 
initial and final boundary conditions are given by equations (20)# (81)# (28) a 
(83)# the final denoity being obtained from equation (84) with V" » 1#4# The 
in i t ia l  calculation io made with ^ 2, ^  ^ 4 ^ ^  ^s%:cept ' in
the region of tho constriction and near the mile doxmetream of the oonetrictio 
whero tho valuoe ore taken to bo one quarter of those given above# Uhdieturbe 
flow co%iditione (tre aeeumed to oxiet at a distance 1#9^ I upstream# and downotrea 
of tho constriction# The %)roblem is Üluetrated in Figure (S)#
A value of ie aesignod to each internal nodq with ^  » 0 and 0 #8 on 
the lower and upper wollo reopectively# Intermediate nodoe Mve values of 
in the range 0 < ^  ( 0#2# The free stream flow valuee of ^  arc given by 
equations (20) and (88)# and ie obtained as the mbconic solution of 
equation (24)* The stagnation enthalpy h^  «: 8#$4$ 0 # 8 ^  # which lies
between the limits 8#$43 and 2#50g# Gi'apho of D againot %  for values of
814#
^  laetwesn 0 and 0*2 are ebown in Figure (6a)# the mmclim; and thus pointa cf 
sonic velocity# being obtained from equation (31)#
The procedure io o^e follows:
1* Obtain tho boundary conditions from the appropriate equations and ae a 
check ohow that the reeidmle at all the pointe are aero#
2# evaluate the full equations (27)# (8B) an*] (29) for @11 internal nodes# 
regulm* and î;rregular#
3# assign valueo of ^  at each node 0#
4# calculate from equation (26)#
5# obtain from the appropriate graph (or by interpolation) in Figure 
(6a)# and
6# obtain ly from equation (27)*
In general the flret values of at the various intertml mdce result in 
non#aero valuea for tho reoiduola B^ # and the original'^ valueo ore altered anc 
opc%*ation8 1* to 6# repeated in order# until Rq ia a|)pro:*gimately aero overyuhe: 
Thla eii^ ultancouo relaxation la carried out with voluoo of ^  taken to the 
third decimal place until the reciduale IL^ 0*005 at all pointo In tho field* 
The velocity at every nodo is obtained from equation (38) or fTom the 
graphs In Figure (?a)# or by ovolmting the domity p :: using
Figure (6a)# The preeoure at every point io obtained from Figure (9)* 
Diagrams of the atreom linen# constant volocity lines and constant 
vorticity llnoc are shorn in Figures (10)# (11)# and (12) respectively.
Again# elnco relaxation i@ a purely numci'icol procedure# no diatinotlon 
la made between the flow into# and tho flow out of the constriction* Thus# 
Figures (10)# (11) and (12) arc applicable to the flow out of the conotriction# 
the arrows being merely revnrced in the eevoral profllee* When the flow is
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Into tho conotrlotloR# the f&ml cent ml etream lino comoo from a region of 
hlPfher velocity in the tmdiotnrbcd flow upotroam of tho constriction than that 
on tho contral line at that station* the noiMUmonelonal doHectlon &* being 
0*09 * When tho flow In from the conetrlotion the central otrcam line in 
tho downrntrcam nndlotnrhod flow comoo from a region of louq% velocity In tho 
initial free etroam* the deflection ê* being 0#0$#
ITrom Fl$gnro8 (11) and (12)# it can bo aeon that there are roglonc of low 
velocity and lilgli vorticity In tho outer cormro of the constriction# This 
tends to euggeot tlmt In a flot^f of a real fluid these regions would 1)0 
excluded from the main otream by free otreom llnee# with perhaps email 
vertex regions between the free stream lines and the cornors# Thoae regions 
I^ffer in else olnoo the flow ie not symmetrical# The non-^ cymmetrlool nature 
of tho flm; lo perhape shown moet clearly at tho inner cornere* whore the lowea 
one dieplayo a region of very hlggh velocity* wMlet the upper one does not.
Of course# aw etated prrvlouely# there are email localised supersonic regions 
at both corners# which have mt been detected by the not used#
The relaxation method described in this chapter is used to evaluate the 
inviseid* two-^ dimonsional rotational flow of both an incompressible and a 
oompressible fluid through a channel with a sharp constriction present# In
each case# the stream llhcs# lines of constant velocity and vorticity areand a low speed compressible on© indicated# It is to be expected# that an inoompreseiWLe flow^^ll not differ
markedly in their general features, This ia backed up by the diagrams of the
rospootiVG stream lines and constant velocity linos. The limits for
and free stream velocity values differ# however# and tho inemiprosslbla values
ore five times those of the compressible case (for oxample# Pigmies (3) and (1(
2%,
In the doflQctiona of tho linos * there la no dlfforenco in
tho actual values* to tho dogroo of acouraoy used In the calculations# Thuo* 
In vlow of the fact that solutions for the InoomprosolblG rotational flow past 
oyllndero of various croea aoctlona aro known (chaptera II and HI)* It may 
be deduced# that In the low apecd compressible rotational floii past theae 
oyllndors* the general features# both quantitatively and qualitatively* will 
not differ mrkedly ffom those already obtained for the Inoompreeelble ease# 
The velocity diagrams* Figures (4) and (11)* again display the acme genera 
features* namely low velodtlcc In tho outside corners of tho conetrlction* 
and large velocities at the inner cornera* in both caoea tho region of hl^oat 
voloolty being on the lower of the two Inner corners# The region of low 
velocity on the upper wall downstream of the conatriotlon* although dlaplayed 
by both flows* la much moi'C marked In the comprcaalble caoo# From Figure (12] 
this region la also aeon to be a region of high vorticity* and In practice cou] 
develop into a email dead air region bordered by a free stream lino* This wl] 
tend tcT ^ soften* the dharpneao of the upper corner# Ihue* In practice* 
tho flow in tho compressible cane mcy *soften* the sharp constriction* maldng 
the dmnge in or one oection mu<Ai more gradual#
Before t!ie corners wore exoluded* in the p%'elimlnary calculation* very lilg 
values of the velocity were obtained at tho inner cornera of the conotriotion* 
Tho super sonic regions which appear there are of mall physio&il importance 
in the flow of a real fluid and arc omitted in the calculations# They can be 
obtained* but there la some doubt ae to the validity of tho final result#
It should bo noted* that lineo of constant vorticity ore aloo lines of 
conotant demity* and from Figuroo (B)* linos of constant prooaure can bo 
obtained# The d#op in proscurc acrooo tho channel* at stations other than
221,
iat&w f%ee etream» man If dealrod*
On# important feature ariaing f#om the eomproaolble sago in the faot 
that tho progencG of & oonotrlGtlon tende to deere&ee the valuo of the 
voptieity, changing it in thin c&ce from 0*2 to 0,16? in the free atroam* 
Initially the vortieity in qonotont aorooo the channel, and finally the 
vortioity in constant, with a value which différé, of course, from the original 
v&lno,
Ono farther reeult of importance^  la tha fact th&t a largo vortlclty 
roBulta In back flow, which in practice would pooalbly rgoult In break aw&y. 
Tbna, there la & poaaihllity that there can be breakaway in & flow, if hlg^  
vortlcity rogiona arc preoent* The condition on the nonrdlmGnelonal number 
for no obvlouo back flow in the channel, 1# that it muet bo numerically 
greater than in both the compreonlble and InoomprOBOlblo"c&oeB#
In conoluolon, It muet be remembered that rola#atlon le an approximate 
proccBB, and no matter how fine a meoh la used, a dlooontlnwlty may bo mlaoed. 
Until, however, theoretical Golutlono are obtained, relaxation oonotltutGO & v< 
poworfhl technique, olnco particular parte of a field can be examined In great 
detail, provided the Gtroam function and, if necGGeory, lt& derivatives, are 
known with eufflciont accuracy at the boundorlee, The ability to treat parts 
of the field independently, makee It useful whore wind tunnel evidence ehowo 
certain featuree of a flow. The more that l8 known about a particular problem 
the moro accurate lo the final relaxation eolutlonk
One prohibitive feature of a relaxation technique io the fact th&t it 
involves much laborloue calculation* It io neither pooeiblo nor profitable t( 
reproduce the caloul&tlona in detail*
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ConolualonG of a more opoclflo maturo &ro given at tho end of each chapter 
Accordingly only a short summary of those will be given at thie stage, partioul 
attention being paid to reeulto of a general nature#
(1)# Throughout thio thaols, there iw the repeated appearance of the non* 
dimoBBlonal number N s ^ , whore n, J& and w, are a typical vtlooity, length 
and vortloity respectively# In the constant ehoar flow paet cylinders, this 
number lo the principal parameter in the oxprooeiODo for the defloctlone of 
the stagnation points and stagnation etre&m lines* Its importance, however, i 
not restricted to constant ohear flow, ao io evident from the otudy of cylinder 
in a flow with variable rotation* In this case, another parameter appears, 
which in particular inotanocG is related dirootly to the number M# The number 
N also appearo in such quantities &8 lift coeffioiente, in exprecaiono for the 
circulation, and finally, in flow through & channel, it again plcyo an impertan 
role# If the l&ttor hao otraight parallel aidea, for example, it has been eho 
that & neoemary condition for no back flow in the channel, is # ^  where # 
is the undioturbed velocity along the centre lino and ie the breodth of 
the channel# In view of thie fact, it ia pooeible, th&t in the flow of & 
fluid through a channel of varying crooe eectlon, a large accumulBtion of 
vorticity might be the cauec of breakaway from the channel oidoa# In fact,
M appG&ro to have an importance in rotational flow comparable to the Roynold*8 
number in viocouQ flow.
(2)# It ccema quite likely that the large dieplacoments in the otagnation 
stream linoa obtained by %bu%g and Maae [3^ ] are due primarily to the three* 
dimensional nature of the flow* From the otudy in the third chapter of the 
approximation to the rotational flow In a boundary layor and the rcBclting
223.
graphs of tho rnGgnltudo of the dlaplacomont of the ot&gn&tion otream lino.
It &o not GurprlGlng that in tho twb*dimo»olonal work carried out with a pitot 
tuijo in a lîovüidary layer by Davioo [*37], little or no dioplaeomont effect wao 
found, Thus, in view of this oxporimontol evidonoo, and tho email 
dioplacomoBta in both the eonotont and variable shear flows found In this 
thooio, it aeomo a reaoonable explanation of the dioorepancy between the 
theoretical valnoo and thooo obtained by young and Maas# Tho theoretical 
eoXritloB to any throo*dimonoional problem, however, would in all probability 
lîo Guffiolent to verify tiao fact# From tho laot chapter, the aclraiosion of 
comproesibllity does not appear to alter either tho order or direction of 
tho displacementI In the caoo of low opood flow* ThuD, except for superoonio 
flow, where no oviclcneo la yot available^ thorc appears no doubt, that in a 
rotational How past a body, there is always a displacement, of tho stagnation 
stream line, and th is  dioplaoomoat in  in tho dinotion of a region of hiKhg^ 
velocity than that opposite tho geometric centre of tho body#
(3)» The problems encountered in attempting to obtain analytical oolutions of 
variable shear flows are considerable* Even in the oomparotivoly simple case 
of a free otream linear ohour flow paot a cylinder whose croon oectlon is not 
circular I serious analytical cJifflmltles arise,as illustrated In chapter III# 
However, stroam functions can be obtained in s cloned form for some qylindoro 
not circular in cross section, although tho numerical calculations involved 
are considerable# In flows with variable shear one further boundary condition 
is required to give a unique solution# It is that tho circulation round a 
path coinciding with the perimeter of the cyXindor is unaltered when tho 
cylinder is "inserted* Into tlie flow# In view of complicated nature of the 
calculations necessary to obtain analytical solutlo m  of tho problems with
2%.
varlahlo shear, numerical eolutlona relomtlon together with a otudy of the 
convorgonco of ouch aolutlono, are In need of eonolderatlono.
(4)# Tho prooonoo of oomprosBlblllty In a two^ dlmonolonal rotational flow 
greatly Ineroaaoa tho difficulty of obtaining analytical oolntiono, tho 
oqtmtlono in thlo caeo being non*3,lneer. The hodograph plane can not be need 
as io shown fairly conelnoivoly by Ooldstoin and Llghthlll [24] , and 
accordingly relaxation methods aouime first oi^ der of importance# However, 
even in the comparatively olmple problem of iBcntropic, compreoolble, rotation 
flow through a channel with straight parallel sides containing a constriction, 
the boundary conditions ore difficult to define, and in any particular ommple 
they must be given careful consideration# The calculation in itself Is fhirlg 
complicated, and in any example, will involve tho eimultoneouo relaxation of 
the two governing equatiom# Tho important questions of round*off orroro, 
olncG the problem la of olllptic typo, and coiworgonce offer eome difficulty, 
bccaaoe of the «on^ llnear nature of the differential equatiom#
In the problem of a body in a channel, through wMch an inoompreasible 
constant chear flow io pacaing, relaxation eolutione can be obtainod, using 
trial and error methods for obtaining the stream line which movee on to the 
cylinder# auch a problem, is amenable to solution with an electronic 
computer# It le poouiblo that this Toothod of solution can bo extended to 
include compreeslblG flow prohlemo, although the numerical oalculatione ifill 
bo immenae#
%til wind tunnel recuite giving the position of shock waves become 
available, nothing can be said concerning shear problems in supersonic flow, 
whilst tho problem of mixed sub# and supersonic flm» still gives rise to 
difficulty from the point of view of ootablishing the neceoaary boundary
22g*
conditions for a uniQue colution#
In conclusion, it can bo otatod tlmt until the mathematical theory is 
sufficiently developed to colvo the differential oquntlono of rotational 
flow, roloxation mothodo deapitc tlieir approximate nature, will provide 
moful information concerning obcar flow problems#.. Thus, it io recommended 
timt relaxation mothods W  cmployod in any proMom on rotational f3.ow, whore 
the rotation is of a fairly complicated nature# or the boundary conditions 
are difficult to apply# whether the fluid is compreeelble or incompressible#
àotoewledreem^ntf.
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